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ABSTRACT 

Gene duplications can facilitate genetic innovation, reduce pleiotropy and 
catalyze reproductive incompatibilities and speciation. Therefore, the molecular 
and transcriptional fate of duplicate genes plays an important role in the 
evolutionary trajectory of entire genomes and transcriptomes. Using the polyploid 
African clawed frog Xenopus, I have investigated mechanisms that promote the 
retained expression of duplicate genes (paralogs) after whole genome duplication. 
The studies herein estimated molecular evolution and characterized expression 
divergence of thousands of duplicate genes and a singleton ortholog from a diploid 
outgroup. In this thesis, I have discussed the multiple mechanisms for the retention 
of duplicate genes in a polyploid genome and examined the potential effects that 
gene characteristics before duplication have on the odds of duplicate gene 
persistence. I have also explored the use of microarrays for comparative 
transcriptomics between duplicate genes, and between diverged genomes. 

The main objectives of my thesis were to better understand the genetic 
mechanisms that promote the retained expression of gene duplicates. My research 
utilized the duplicated genome from the allopolyploid clawed frog Xenopus. Genome 
duplication in clawed frogs offers a compelling opportunity to study factors that 
influence the genetic fates of gene duplicates because many paralogs in these frogs are 
of the same age, permitting one to control for the influence of time when evaluating the 
impact of duplication. My work has major impacts on several biological fronts 
including evolutionary genomics and comparative transcriptomics, and also on 
technical aspects of using microarrays. I have provided among the most 
comprehensive studies of its kind, in terms of examining molecular and regulatory 
aspects of thousands of expressed duplicates of the same age, and exploring various 
alternative hypotheses to explain how these genes are retained. 
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PREFACE 

The chapters of this thesis have been written as separate manuscripts, of 
which chapters 1, 2 and 4 have been published. For all four chapters, data 
collection was almost exclusively an individual effort, while analysis, manuscript 
preparation and editing were performed with the contributions and guidance of my 
supervisor Ben Evans. I orchestrated the identification and alignment of paralogs 
and orthologs, the analyses of molecular evolution and gene expression, and the 
construction of gene probemasks for the microarrays. For chapters 2 and 4, Dora 
Ilieva performed the microarray hybridizations and helped supervise the initial 
microarray analyses. 
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Duplicate Genes 
Soon after gene duplication, one copy is expected to be silenced by acquiring 

deleterious mutations in the coding or regulatory regions, or both (Altschmied et al. 
2002; Force et al. 1999; Li 1980; Lynch and Conery 2003; Prince and Pickett 2002; 
Taylor et al. 2001a; Wagner 2002). However, an unexpectedly large number of 
duplicate genes persist for long periods of time in many organisms (Lynch and 
Conery 2000; Nadeau and Sankoff 1997; Postlethwait et al. 2000). This suggests 
that duplicate genes play an integral role in genome evolution, possibly supplying 
opportunities for evolving novel genes (Ohno 1970; Zhang 2003) or reducing 
pleiotropy (Carroll 2005; Lynch and Force 2000). Although the theoretical 
plausibility of new functions arising from duplicates has been discussed (Lynch and 
Conery 2000; Massingham et al. 2001 ), the mechanisms behind duplicate gene 
retention, whether they counteract or exploit degenerative mutations, remain of great 
interest to evolutionary biologists. 

Functional divergence of duplicate genes can lead to the preservation of both 
copies if mutations in either paralog affect protein function or gene expression 
regulation in such a way that losing a copy incurs a fitness disadvantage (Li 1980; 
Nadeau and Sankoff 1997). There are several proposed mechanisms that attempt to 
explain how duplicate genes are retained, but they are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive because different mechanisms could operate concurrently, on different 
parts of the genes, in both the coding and regulatory regions, and at different times 
after duplication (Force et al. 1999). Furthermore, subsequent neutral mutations 
(Zhang et al. 1998), different evolutionary rates between lineages (Lynch and 
Conery 2000; Nembaware et al. 2002), genomic locations of each gene copy 
(Lercher et al. 2004 ), and the incorrect identification of duplicates that are actually 
pseudogenes or allelic variants are all variables that can distort the molecular signal 
and influence the assignment of mechanisms. For example, positive selection on a 
gene may be restricted to specific functional sites or may only act during a short 
period of time so that it may not be detected by molecular analyses (Zhang et al. 
1998). Nonetheless, if a particular mechanism operates for an extended period of 
time or on a large portion of the paralog(s), the molecular changes incurred should 
make it detectable. 

Following duplication, transcripts from paralogous genes will either remain 
similar or diverge. Paralogs that differ in coding sequence may be functionally 
divergent; one duplicate can carry out a novel function (neofanctionalization), or 
both duplicates can undergo changes in complementary regions so that multiple 
ancestral functions have now been subdivided between each duplicate 
(subfanctionalization). Regulatory changes may ensue so that they are further 
divergent in terms of expression. Consistent with neofunctionalization is the 
divergence of the eosinophil cationic protein (ECP) and eosinophil-derived 
neurotoxin (EDN), genes in primates which originated from a duplication; ECP has 
since developed a novel anti-pathogen toxicity that is not present in EDN, nor was 
this activity present before the duplication event (Zhang et al. 1998). Consistent 
with subfunctionalization, which can occur if different functional domains on each 
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paralog were enhanced (subfunction co-option) or degraded (subfunction 
partitioning of coding sequences), are the mitfgenes. These microphthalmia
associated transcription factor (MITF) paralogs in zebrafish complement each other 
to perform the function of their singleton ortholog in birds and mammals 
(Altschmied et al. 2002; Lister et al. 2001). These duplicated genes differ in that 
alternative exons and regulatory elements have shown degeneration (Altschmied et 
al. 2002). 

Although single amino acid substitutions can radically alter protein function 
(Gibson and Spring 1998; Golding and Dean 1998), paralogs that share high coding 
sequence identity likely perform similar functions. Under these scenarios, paralogs 
display a form of redundancy where a duplicate is probably retained for regulatory 
reasons; the extra copy may assist in gene dosage or dosage balance, or may be 
expressed in a different location or at a different time (regulatory 
neofunctionalization or subfunctionalization) (Adams and Wendel 2005; Aury et al. 
2006; Force et al. 1999; Tirosh and Barkai 2007). Consistent with redundancy are 
the SHATTERPROOF and SEPALLATA genes inArabidopsis thaliana; they lack 
any sign of loss-of-function after the knockout of one of the paralogs, and protein 
divergence indicates that both gene pairs are under functional constraint, suggesting 
that they are both maintained for gene dosage purposes (Moore et al. 2005). Signs 
of regulatory subfunctionalization have been found in zebrafish; the engrailed 
paralogs are expressed in different tissues (Force et al. 1999; Prince and Pickett 
2002) while the hoxbl paralogs are expressed at different developmental stages in 
different tissues (McClintock et al. 2002; Prince and Pickett 2002). For both sets of 
genes, a single gene in mice is expressed in both areas, suggesting that these 
duplicates stemming from whole genome duplication in fish have partitioned two 
regulatory-related functions between them. 

To summarize the different mechanisms of retention, duplicate genes can 
maintain functional redundancy by contributing to gene dosage or maintaining 
protein stoichiometry. Other duplicates may diverge in expression in a spatial, 
temporal or quantitative fashion; these are all forms of regulatory 
subfunctionalization. Some may be beneficial to an organism by altering protein 
function and conferring a selective advantage through neofunctionalization, or by 
dividing up protein functions and refining them, releasing pleiotropy through 
functional subfunctionalization (Carroll 2005). These mechanisms can furthermore 
act concurrently or sequentially on the same or different parts of a gene; 
subneofunctionalization predicts that subfunctionalization initially acts to retain 
paralogs in a short transition period, until neofunctionalization plays a more 
prominent long-term role in preserving duplicate genes (He and Zhang 2005b). The 
relative importance of these different retention mechanisms remains an area of 
debate. 
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Polyploid African clawed frogs (Xenopus and Silurana) 
Xenopus belongs to the Pipidae subfamily Xenopodinae. Within Xenopus, 

there exist at least 12 tetraploid species (2n=36), 5 octoploids (2n=72) and 2 
dodecaploids (2n=108), some having arisen through independent polyploidization 
events in different lineages (Figure 1). Silurana tropicalis is the closest known 
diploid relative (2n=20) and is the only known surviving diploid clawed frog; most 
other lower ploidy ancestors are believed to be extinct (Evans et al. 2005). 
Allopolyploidy, the fusion of two separate genomes through backcrossing of hybrids 
who lay unreduced eggs, is believed to have given rise to these polyploid frogs, and 
their genomes are primarily disomic; bivalents form between a chromosome and its 
homolog, as opposed to polysomy where multivalents form and recombination between 
paralogous loci is more prevalent (Evans et al. 2005; Kobel 1996; Osborn et al. 2003; 
Tymowska 1991). This allopolyploid origin, the first of which occurred prior to the 
diversification of the majority of the Xenopus species, is evident when considering 
interspecies gene relationships; each paralog is more similar to its homolog in 
another species ( ortholog), than to its duplicate (paralog). 

Xenopus laevis, which is the most widely studied amphibian, has thousands 
of genes and EST (expressed sequence tag) libraries that are publicly available. Its 
diploid relative, Silurana tropicalis has had its entire genome sequenced and has 
various EST libraries available. In addition, we collected new data using 454 
pyrosequencing from a related species, X borealis and new expression data from X 
laevis, X borealis, and their hybrids using Affymetrix microarrays designed for X 
laevis. Together, these databases provide information from polyploid animals and a 
closely-related living diploid relative, enabling one to investigate if duplicate genes 
evolve at different rates and are expressed differently relative to themselves and to a 
singleton ortholog, and what type ofgenes persist as duplicates. 
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S. tropicalis 

S. new tetraplo"d 2 
S. epitrop ·calis 
S. new tetrap o·d 1 

S. dipo·d I} 

~--- X. longipes 

~-- X. pygmaeus 
X. ruwenzoriensis I"'- X. amieti 

X. boumbaensis 
X. cf. boumbaensis 
X. cf. fraseri 2 
X. cf. fraseri 1 

X. andrei 

-- X. itombwensis 

X. wittei 

X. vestitus 

X. largeni 

X. laevis 

x. gilli 

X. borea/is 
X. muelleri 

X. new tetraploid 

X. clivii 

Figure 1. Phylogeny of clawed frogs; adapted from Evans (2007). Branch colors 
reflect lineage ploidy levels with black being diploid, blue tetraploid, green 
octoploid, and red dodecaploid. Some species names used in this thesis are 
highlighted in red. The original genomes that fused together in the ancestral 
tetraploid are labeled as aand ~· 
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CHAPTERl 

Multiple mechanisms promote the retained expression of gene duplicates in the 
tetraploid frog Xenopus laevis 

Chain, F.J.J. and B.J. Evans (2006) PLoS Genetics 2: e56. 

PREFACE 

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the widespread 
persistence of duplicate genes. In an attempt to quantify the frequency of different 
duplicate gene retention mechanisms that act at the protein level, we analyzed 
aspects of the molecular evolution of paralogs in Xenopus laevis and a singleton 
ortholog in the diploid relative Silurana tropicalis. 

ABSTRACT 

Gene duplication provides a window of opportunity for biological variants to 
persist under the protection of a co-expressed copy with similar or redundant 
function. Duplication enables innovation (neofunctionalization), subfunction 
degeneration (subfunctionalization), and genetic buffering (redundancy), and the 
genetic survival of each paralog is triggered by mechanisms that add, compromise, 
or do not alter protein function. We tested the applicability of three types of 
mechanisms for promoting the retained expression of duplicated genes in 290 
expressed paralogs of the tetraploid clawed frog, Xe no pus laevis. Tests were based 
on explicit expectations concerning the kalks ratio, and the number and location of 
nonsynonymous substitutions after duplication. Functional constraints on the 
majority of paralogs are not significantly different from a singleton ortholog. 
However, we find strong support that some of them have an asymmetric rate of 
nonsynonymous substitution - 6% match predictions of the neofunctionalization 
hypothesis in that (1) each paralog accumulated nonsynonymous substitutions at a 
significantly different rate and (2) the one that evolves faster has a higher kalks ratio 
than the other paralog and than a singleton ortholog. Fewer paralogs (3%) exhibit a 
complementary pattern of substitution at the protein level that is predicted by 
enhancement or degradation of different functional domains, and the remaining 13% 
have a higher average ka/ks ratio in both paralogs that is consistent with mechanisms 
that select for regulation and/or altered functional constraints. We estimate that these 
paralogs have been retained since they originated by genome duplication between 21 
and 41 million years ago. Multiple mechanisms operate to promote the retained 
expression of duplicates in the same genome, in genes in the same functional class, 
over the same period oftime following duplication, and sometimes in the same pair 
of paralogs. None of these paralogs are superfluous; degradation or enhancement of 
different protein subfunctions and neofunctionalization are plausible hypotheses for 
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the retained expression of some of them. Evolution of most X laevis paralogs, 
however, is consistent with retained expression via mechanisms that do not radically 
alter functional constraints, such as selection to preserve post-duplication 
stoichiometry or temporal, quantitative, or spatial subfunctionalization. 

SYNOPSIS 

Gene duplication plays a fundamental role in biological innovation but it is 
not clear how both copies of a duplicated gene manage to circumvent degradation by 
mutation if neither is unique. This study explores genetic mechanisms that could 
make each copy of a duplicate gene different, and therefore distinguishable and 
potentially preserved by natural selection. It is based on DNA sequences of the 
protein-coding region of 290 expressed duplicated genes in a frog, Xenopus laevis, 
that underwent complete duplication of its entire genome. Results provide evidence 
for multiple mechanisms acting within the same genome, within the same functional 
classes of genes, within the same period of time following duplication, and even on 
the same set of duplicated genes. Each copy of a duplicate gene may be subject to 
distinct evolutionary constraints and this could be associated with degradation or 
enhancement of function. Functional constraints of most of these duplicates, 
however, are not substantially different from a single copy gene; paralog persistence 
in the first dozens of millions ofyears after duplication may more frequently be 
explained by mechanisms acting on their expression patterns rather than on their 
protein function. 

INTRODUCTION 

By providing a redundant genetic template, gene duplication could relax 
purifying selection on one or both gene copies and facilitate functional divergence. 
Duplication catalyzes reproductive incompatibilities and speciation (Lynch and 
Conery 2000; Lynch and Force 2000; Taylor et al. 2001b), facilitates exon shuffling 
(Bailey et al. 2002) and microfunctionalization (Hancock 2005), buffers genetic 
pathways against null mutations (Gu et al. 2003), decreases pleiotropy (Carroll 
2005), increases the diversity of gene expression (Gu et al. 2004; Li et al. 2005), and 
increases specialization of genes and genetic pathways. Duplicated genes exchange 
information through recombination, gene conversion, and epigenetic processes 
(Wendel 2000). However, unless natural selection favors the retained expression of 
both paralogs, mutations are generally expected to silence one gene copy soon after 
duplication (Haldane 1933; Kimura 1983). Duplication by polyploidization, for 
example, is accompanied by extensive and rapid genome restructuring and gene 
silencing; gene silencing is achieved in a variety of ways including mutations in the 
protein coding sequence or regulatory elements, and changes in methylation, 
histones, and chromatin structure (Liu and Wendel 2003; Osborn et al. 2003; Soltis 
and Soltis 1999). In order to retain expression of both copies, evolutionary 
mechanisms must therefore counteract or exploit mutation-induced degeneration. 
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Thus, the questions of how both paralogs retain expression, and how molecular 
evolution changes after duplication has captured the interest of evolutionary 
biologists. 

Central to our understanding of the fate of gene duplicates are the questions 
of whether paralogs evolve differently from singletons, whether they evolve 
differently from each other, and whether their retained expression is more frequently 
triggered by mechanisms that add, compromise, or do not alter protein function 
(Figure 1.1; Force et al. 1999; Hughes and Hughes 1993; Kondrashov et al. 2002; 
Lynch and Conery 2000; Nembaware et al. 2002; Robinson-Rechavi and Laudet 
2001). Molecular evolutionary analyses can be used to test the applicability of 
alternative explanations for the retained expression of duplicate genes that predict a 
unique molecular signature in the protein-coding portion in terms of the rates and 
locations of nonsynonymous substitutions, and the ratio of nonsynonymous 
substitutions per nonsynonymous site to synonymous substitutions per synonymous 
site (hereafter referred to as the kalks ratio). 

Of course, these proposed mechanisms are not mutually exclusive because 
they could operate concurrently, on different parts of the genes, inside and/or outside 
of the coding region, and at different times after duplication. Moreover, if these 
mechanisms involve positive selection on one or both paralogs, their genetic 
signature will be difficult to detect in old duplicates if positive selection occurred 
soon after duplication, on only a portion of amino acid sites, or if it was followed by 
a long period of purifying selection. Other obstacles to dissecting out these 
mechanisms include variation in the rate of evolution over time, between lineages 
(Lynch and Conery 2000; Nembaware et al. 2002), functional classes of genes 
(Robinson-Rechavi and Laudet 2001), and genomic locations of each gene copy 
(Lercher et al. 2004), variation in the rate of gene duplication (Long and Thornton 
2001 ), saturation of synonymous substitutions (Hughes et al. 1990), and mistaken 
identification of expressed duplicates that are actually pseudogenes or allelic 
variants. Nonetheless, if a particular mechanism operates for an extended period of 
time or on a large portion of the paralog(s), or if it involves a change in protein 
function or expression, it should be detectable by comparison to closely related 
orthologous singletons. 

Clawed frogs (generaXenopus and Silurana) offer a useful model system for 
exploring evolution of gene duplicates. Multiple species in this clade have 
undergone genome duplication via allopolyploidization and these polyploid 
genomes are primarily disomic in that each chromosome has only one homolog, as 
opposed to being polysomic, where multivalents form and recombination between 
paralogous loci is more prevalent (Evans et al. 2005; Kobel 1996; Osborn et al. 
2003; Tymowska 1991). Extant tetraploids originated once inXenopus and once in 
Silurana (Evans et al. 2005) and as a result, duplicate genes originating from 
tetraploidization in Xenopus are the same age. Detailed studies have been performed 
on hundreds ofexpressed duplicate genes (Table 1.1) and synonymous substitutions 
are generally not saturated (Taylor et al. 2001a). 
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A landmark study by Hughes and Hughes (1993) used this system to explore 
molecular evolution of 17 pairs of expressed gene duplicates in the tetraploid 
Xenopus laevis. They found evidence for an elevated ka/ks ratio after duplication, 
but still below the neutral expectation, and no evidence for a significantly different 
rate of non-synonymous substitution relative to single copy orthologs in mammalian 
outgroups. Their results are not consistent with neofunctionalization (Ohno 1970), 
wherein expression of duplicates is retained because one gene copy acquires novel 
function while the other carries out an ancestral function. Since this research was 
published, new mechanisms for duplicate gene retention have been proposed (Figure 
1.1) and genomic sequences of the closely related diploid Silurana tropicalis have 
become available. In order to further evaluate these proposals, we have reanalyzed 
genes examined by Hughes and Hughes (1993) and also deployed new data, for a 
total of 290 gene duplicates expressed in the tetraploid X laevis (Table 1.1). 

RESULTS 

The kalks Ratio, Expressed Paralogs in X laevis, and Hypothesis Testing 
Rates and types (nonsynonymous or synonymous) of substitution in the 

coding region are influenced by factors that are not directly linked to protein 
function, such as GC content, RNA secondary structure, and methylation (D'Onofrio 
et al. 1991; Fryxell and Moon 2004; Katz and Burge 2003), and also by factors that 
are related to protein activity but not unique to a particular function, such as level of 
expression (Drummond et al. 2005; Duret and Mouchiroud 2000; Pal et al. 2001; 
Subramanian and Kumar 2004). However, because nonsynonymous changes by 
definition affect the amino acid sequence of a protein, this class of substitution is 
more strongly affected by natural selection than synonymous substitutions. 
Evaluation of the ka/ks ratio therefore provides information on functional constraints 
on proteins, under the assumption that the effective population size does not change 
(Fay and Wu 2001; Fay and Wu 2003; Nei and Kumar 2000; Zhang et al. 2003). 

Unfortunately this assumption is rarely met. If the ka/ks ratio of low 
frequency polymorphisms is different from the kalks ratio of fixed differences, 
demographic changes will alter the ka/ks ratio of fixed differences by changing the 
fixation probability ofpolymorphisms. This is not a problem when comparing the 
ka/ks ratio (or the rate of nonsynonymous substitution) between paralogs in the same 
species because they share the same demographic. However, unique demographic 
fluctuations could affect the ka/ks ratio ofhomologous genes in separate diploid and 
tetraploid species, even if selective constraints on proteins in these species were 
equal. For example, if mildly deleterious amino acid substitutions segregate at a low 
frequency, a reduction in population size of one species would increase the kalks 
ratio of fixed differences (Fay and Wu 2001). In comparing the ka/ks ratio of 
homologous genes in a diploid and a tetraploid species, we thus make the 
assumption that the effect of the unique demographic histories of each species is 
small compared to the effect of the unique selective constraints in these different 
types of genomes. In this study, we also do not have polymorphism information 
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with which to distinguish fixed and segregating differences, and we therefore make a 
second assumption that the observed differences between paralogs are fixed. 

We identified 290 paralogs expressed in X laevis by searching the literature 
and molecular databases for sequences expressed at the RNA and/or protein level 
(Table 1.1). Tetraploidization of this species probably occurred via 
allopolyploidization (Figure 1.2). Both paralogs were used to identify an S. 
tropicalis ortholog (JGI, assembly 3.0). Phylogenetic and phenetic methods were 
used to confirm that these sequences were paralogous rather than allelic and that 
they originated from tetraploidization ofX laevis as opposed to a separate gene 
duplication event. By comparing each pair ofparalogs to closely related orthologs 
from S. tropicalis, we minimize the confounding effects of functional differences in 
the comparison. Because genes in a polyploid are simultaneously duplicated, we 
have standardized across all duplicates the impact of variation in the genome-wide 
rate of evolution over time after duplication. 

We assigned mechanisms for duplicate gene retention to each of these 
paralogs based on three analyses that test specific predictions about the kalks ratio 
and the rate and location of nonsynonymous substitutions in their coding region after 
duplication (Figure 1.3). Analysis 1 tests whether the average kalks ratio in both 
paralogs increased after duplication and is consistent with diversifying selection, 
positive selection on a subset of sites, activity-reducing mutations, or relaxed 
purifying selection after duplication (which is probably a consequence rather than a 
cause of retained expression). Analysis 2 tests whether the nonsynonymous 
substitution rate differed between paralogs and is consistent with 
neofunctionalization. Because variation in evolutionary rate due to genomic 
location could influence rates of nonsynonymous substitution, for the second test we 
imposed the criterion that the kalks ratio of the paralog with the significantly higher 
rate of nonsynonymous substitution be higher than the kalks ratio of the other 
paralog and also higher than the kalks ratio of the singleton lineage, but we did not 
stipulate that the higher ratio be significantly higher. Analysis 3 tests whether the 
pattern of substitution in each paralog was complementary in that substitutions 
occurred in different parts of each paralog. This pattern of nonsynonymous 
substitutions is consistent with either complementary degeneration or enhancement 
of different protein functional domains. For each gene, we applied the sequential 
Bonferroni correction for these three tests (Rice 1989). 

Diversifying Selection and/or Relaxed Purifying Selection in Both Paralogs 
We compared the likelihood of a model with a higher kalks ratio after 

duplication (Model B in Figure 1.3) to a model with no change in the kalks ratio 
(Model A in Figure 1.3). Thirty-eight out of 290 of these paralogs (13%) have a 
significantly higher average kalks ratio than the diploid lineage (even though this 
ratio does not exceed neutral expectations), but based on other tests they have a 
similar rate of nonsynonymous substitution between paralogs and do not have a 
complementary pattern of nonsynonymous substitution. This difference is 
significant table-wide (Fisher's test; P << 0.0001). 
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Interestingly, the diploid lineages of the alpha and beta globin genes acquired 
nonsynonymous substitutions much faster than their paralogous lineages and also 
much faster than other genes (Tables 1.2 and 1.3). The ka/ks ratios over all sites of 
the diploid alpha and beta globin are near neutral expectations (0.799 and 1.068, 
respectively; Table 1.2). 

N eofunctionalization 
Under the protein neofunctionalization hypothesis, one paralog carries out 

the ancestral (pre-duplication) function and the other paralog acquires a useful novel 
function due to amino acid changes during a period of relaxed purifying selection. 
A prediction of neofunctionalization is that one paralog acquires nonsynonymous 
substitutions at a different rate than the other paralog and also faster than a 
homologous singleton. We tested a neofunctionalization model that has a different 
rate of nonsynonymous substitution on each paralog (Model C in Figure 1.3). This 
was compared to a null model with an equal rate of nonsynonymous substitution in 
each paralog (Model B in Figure 1.3). With the criterion that the faster paralog also 
have the highest kalks ratio, an individually significant difference in 
nonsynonymous substitution rates was achieved for 40 genes (Table 1.3) and this 
difference is significant table-wide (Fisher's test; P = 0.0004). This significant 
difference between nonsynonymous but not synonymous substitutions was also 
confirmed with an alternative statistical framework (see below). After correcting for 
multiple tests, 18 out of 290 of these paralogs (6%) are individually consistent with 
the neofunctionalization model and also do not have a complementary pattern of 
substitution. 

An extreme scenario of neofunctionalization would involve one paralog 
remaining unchanged after duplication and the other paralog acquiring many 
substitutions. Interestingly, X laevis paralogs of liver-type arginase have this 
genetic signature (Figure 1.4A). One paralog (X69820) incurred an in-frame 
deletion of one amino acid, an inframe insertion ofone amino acid, a new stop 
codon that terminates the protein seven codons upstream from the other paralog, and 
25 amino acid substitutions. The other paralog (BC043635) is identical to the 
maximum likelihood reconstruction of the ancestral sequence, although a maximum 
parsimony reconstruction of this ancestral sequence suggests that two synonymous 
substitutions occurred in this paralog. This paralog (BC043635) is similar in size to 
S. tropicalis and to outgroups such as humans and mice, indicating that the indels 
occurred in the other paralog (X69820). Of course, this pattern of substitution could 
also occur ifthe rapidly evolving paralog were a pseudogene. However in the case 
of liver-type arginase, polyclonal antibodies generated from protein translated from 
cDNA of the rapidly evolving paralog recognize two differently sized proteins in 
tadpole livers but only one size in adult liver (Xu et al. 1993). Although this would 
suggest expression of both paralogs at the protein level, cross hybridization to other 
genes or splice variants is a concern, and further studies are needed to confirm 
expression and translation of both of these paralogs. 
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Complementary Substitutions 
Another way that the retained expression of paralogs could be promoted is if 

different functional domains on each paralog were enhanced or degraded (Force et 
al. 1999; Hughes 1994). These mechanisms predict a complementary pattern of 
substitution on each paralog, and this pattern is not expected if neofunctionalization 
or regulatory changes drive their retained expression. We tested this possibility with 
the paralog heterogeneity test (Dermitzak:is and Clark 2001) and the runs test for 
dichotomous variables (Sokal and Rohlf 2003), after excluding genes with two or 
fewer substitutions in one or both paralogs. Using a more conservative null 
distribution than Dermitzak:is and Clark (Dermitzakis and Clark 2001 ), the paralog 
heterogeneity test identified more clustered nonsynonymous substitutions than 
expected by chance, depending on the number of domains assumed (235 genes 
tested, 13 or 18 genes were significant under the assumption of two or three domains 
at P < 0.05, Table 1.4). The runs test identified more genes with runs of 
nonsynonymous mutations on the same paralog than expected by chance (235 tests, 
19 significant at P < 0.05, Table 1.4). Some duplicates were identified by both tests, 
and a few of these genes appear to have complementary substitutions in positions 
that correspond to distinct functional domains (See below). We used the lowest p
value from both methods for Bonferroni correction across these analyses (Figure 
1.3). 

As a qualitative test for Type I error, we also performed these tests on 
synonymous substitutions because we would not expect this class of mutations to be 
more heterogeneous in duplicates than in singletons. When synonymous 
substitutions were analyzed, both tests identified more significantly complementary 
mutations than expected by chance. The paralog test identified 24 or 22 out of 286 
genes tested under the assumption of two or three domains, and the runs test 
identified 22 genes (P < 0.05; Table 1.4). One explanation for this observation is 
that synonymous substitutions of some paralogs are complementary. Synonymous 
substitutions can, for example, be heterogeneous (Pond and Muse 2005). Another 
explanation is that, although these tests help target some candidates for retention by 
subfunction co-option or subfunction partition in the coding region, both may suffer 
from Type I error. In any case, tests for complementary nonsynonymous and 
synonymous substitutions are both significant table-wide (P = 0.001 and P < 0.0001, 
respectively) 

According to these tests, eight out of 235 of these paralogs (~3%) exhibit a 
significant complementary pattern of nonsynonymous substitution. One of them, 
fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR), also had a significantly different rate of 
nonsynonymous substitution. This could be explained by differently sized 
functional domains being co-opted or degraded, or by a different number of domains 
being altered in each paralog. In FGFR, it is a combination of these possibilities 
(Figure 1.4B). This gene has three immunoglobulin domains that are roughly 70 
amino acids long and one tyrosine kinase domain that is roughly 300 amino acids 
long. Four out of five substitutions in the first immunoglobulin domain are in one 
paralog (M5 5163) whereas the second immunoglobulin domain has five out of 
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seven unique mutations in the other paralog (U24491) plus one in the same position 
in both paralogs. Six out of six substitutions in an approximately 11 S amino acid 
long region between the third immunoglobulin domain and the tyrosine kinase 
domain are in one paralog (U24491). The tyrosine kinase domain has a similar 
number of mutations in both paralogs (four or five), but their distribution differs in 
that each paralog has most of it substitutions in either the beginning or in the end of 
this domain. 

Tests over Multiple Loci: Codon Bias, Evolutionary Rates, and Functional 
Categories 

Codon bias affects the ka/ks ratio due to selection on synonymous sites and 
this bias could change after gene duplication, especially if it is linked to expression 
levels. However, we did not find a significant partial correlation between codon bias 
and the number of extra copies (zero or one) of the gene over all loci when the effect 
of the number of synonymous substitutions is held constant (r = -0.0004, fs = 0.0068, 
df= 287, P = 0.4973) or over just the loci with a significantly higher average ka/ks 
ratio (r = -0.0470, ts= 0.3908, df= 68, P = 0.3481). This indicates that the elevated 
ka/ks ratio after duplication in some paralogs cannot be attributed to increased 
selection on synonymous sites after duplication. 

To further explore the null hypothesis of equal evolutionary rates in each 
paralog, we developed a method to use the equal mean Skellam distribution 
framework proposed by Lynch and Katju (2004) over multiple loci. The null 
hypothesis of this test is that the number of nonsynonymous substitutions on each 
paralog follows the same Poisson distribution (i.e. the paralogs have equal rates). 
We used permutations to derive a probability distribution for the difference in the 
number of substitutions observed between all paralogs, and performed simulations 
to evaluate whether the observed distribution was significantly different from the 
expected equal mean Skellam distribution. To minimize the impact of variation in 
evolutionary rate due to genomic location, we restricted our analysis to genes in 
which synonymous substitutions met Poisson expectations (i.e., that the mean 
number of substitutions equal the variance in the number of substitutions); 260 out 
of the 290 genes met this criterion (89%). As a conservative measure, we also 
excluded one gene (met mesencephalon-olfactory transcription factor 1) from this 
analysis because we suspect a sequencing error increased the number of 
nonsynonymous substitutions of one paralog (AF041138), causing a run of eight 
amino acid differences that could be eliminated by shifting the nucleotide alignment 
out of frame by one base pair. 

This analysis confirms the results of the likelihood test for unequal rates of 
nonsynonymous substitution (Analysis 2). The set of genes with an individually 
significant difference in nonsynonymous rates according to Analysis 2 also have a 
significant departure from the equal mean Skellam distribution null hypothesis for 
nonsynonymous substitutions (36 genes were analyzed; AML = S43, P < 0.001, 
Figure I .SA) even though, as expected, synonymous substitutions of these genes 
were not significantly different (/...ML= 1039, P = 0.8S7, Figure I.SB). The other 
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genes did not have a significant departure from the equal means Skellam distribution 
null hypothesis for nonsynonymous (224 genes were analyzed; AMI.. = 2,737, P = 
0.505, Figure 1.5C) or synonymous substitutions (AMI..= 5,760, P = 0.124, Figure 
l .5D). Thus, even after excluding loci with synonymous substitutions that do not 
meet Poisson expectations and also a locus with a potential sequencing error, these 
results strongly reject the null hypothesis of equal evolutionary rates in about 14 % 
of these genes. The estimated percentage of genes consistent with 
neofunctionalization (6%) is lower because it is calculated in the context of multiple 
tests on each gene. 

We also explored whether expression ofparalogs of certain functional 
categories tends to be retained by a particular type of mechanism. Second-level 
gene ontology annotations from the three main categories (Biological Process, 
Molecular Function, and Cellular Component) were assigned to X laevis paralogs 
based on the annotations (when available) of the most homologous hits that were 
obtained with the Gene Ontology Consortium Browser and BLAST tool 
(http://www.godatabase.org). After correcting for multiple tests, we did not find a 
significant overrepresentation of retention mechanisms in any of the functional 
classes based on a hypergeometric distribution performed with GeneMerge 
(Castillo-Davis and Hartl 2003). In contrast, we find that expression of paralogs 
within functional classes are consistent with a diversity of mechanisms. 

Selective Constraints of Most Paralogs Are Not Significantly Different from an 
Orthologous Singleton. 

In gene duplication by polyploidy, as opposed to by doubling of a single 
gene or a fragment of the genome, selection to maintain protein stoichiometry could 
play a prominent role in preserving both copies of a duplicate gene because entire 
genetic networks are duplicated. In a polyploid genome, spatial, quantitative, or 
temporal subfunctionalization of expression could also promote retained expression 
of duplicate genes. Under these hypotheses, functional constraints (and pleiotropic 
interactions) of both paralogs are similar and nonsynonymous substitutions would 
not be in complementary locations in each paralog because each one performs an 
identical function to their singleton ancestral gene (though perhaps within a 
marginalized expression domain). 

In all paralogs the average kalks ratio over all sites is less than one, 
indicating that the impact ofpurifying selection after duplication is pervasive (Table 
1.2). However, in 226 out of 290 genes (78%), the average kalks ratio was not 
significantly higher after duplication, neither paralog had a significantly higher rate 
of nonsynonymous substitution and higher ka/ks ratio than the orthologous diploid 
lineage, and there was not a significantly complementary pattern of nonsynonymous 
substitution in each paralog. The degree to which this estimate is inflated by Type II 
error is expected to vary from gene to gene depending on the power ofeach test, the 
amount of data, unique parameter values of the data (transition/transversion ratios, 
base frequencies, branch lengths), and the degree to which the data depart from the 
null hypothesis. 
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Age of Xenopus Paralogs 
If tetraploidization occurred by allopolyploidization, paralogs ofX laevis co

evolved in the same genome for a period of time that is shorter than the duration of 
their divergence (Figure 1.2). Using a relaxed molecular clock calibrated with 
geological and fossil data, we estimated the divergence time ofXenopus paralogs 
based on portions of the RAGl and the cytokine receptor 4 genes. To avoid the 
possibility that an accelerated rate of nonsynonymous substitution after duplication 
could affect our estimates, we included only synonymous substitutions at fixed 
amino acid positions and four-fold degenerate sites. This analysis indicates that 
divergence of Silurana andXenopus occurred 53 million years ago (mya) with a 
95% confidence interval (CI) of40- 80 mya. The age of the most recent common 
ancestor of the a and~ paralogs (Node 1 in Figure 1.2), which corresponds to the 
diversification of the diploid ancestors ofXe no pus tetraploids, is estimated to be 41 
mya (CI 29 -66 mya). Diversification ofXenopus tetraploids (Node 3 in Figure 1.2) 
is estimated to be about 21 mya (95% c.i. 13 - 38 mya). We did not directly 
estimate the timing of allopolyploidization (Node 2 in Figure 1.2) because no extant 
descendant of the most recent diploid ancestor ofX laevis is known (Evans et al. 
2005). Thus we have narrowed down the age ofXenopus genome duplication to 
between 21 and 41 mya, but with broad confidence limits for these upper and lower 
boundaries. 

The estimated time of divergence of Silurana andXenopus (-53 mya) and 
the estimated time oftetraploid divergence (between 21 mya) are less than 
corresponding estimates based on mitochondrial DNA (-64 mya and 42 mya, 
respectively) (42 mya; Evans et al. 2004). However, all of them are about twice as 
old as estimates based on immunological distances of antiserum to albumin (about 
30 and 10 mya, respectively; Bisbee et al. 1977). We suspect that these 
immunological distances could underestimate divergence between sister tetraploid 
species because intraspecific divergence between expressed paralogs is similar to or 
greater than interspecific divergence between paralogs (Figure 1.2). Divergence 
between expressed paralogs in a tetraploid could also reduce immunological 
distances between a tetraploid species and a diploid species as compared to two 
similarly diverged diploid species. Another estimate of 110 million years for the 
divergence of Silurana and Xenopus (Knochel et al. 1986) is clearly an overestimate 
because it is based on globin proteins with an atypically rapid rate of evolution in 
diploid clawed frogs (Table 1.2). 

DISCUSSION 

Genome duplication provides an approximation of the assumption of initial 
redundancy made by some models for retained expression of gene duplicates 
(Nowak et al. 1997; Wagner 1999; Walsh 1995) because intact regulatory elements 
are duplicated with the coding region. However, many duplicates in diploid 
genomes are gene fragments or have incomplete regulatory elements (Katju and 
Lynch 2003), and extensive and rapid genome restructuring can also fragment 
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protein-coding and regulatory regions in polyploids (Blanc et al. 2000; Soltis and 
Soltis 1999). Initial population genetic dynamics of duplicates in polyploid 
genomes differ from those of duplicates in diploid genomes. In a diploid genome 
duplicates must become fixed, whereas in a polyploid genome duplicates must stay 
fixed. Selective pressures to maintain expression stoichiometry also differ in each 
system; duplication by polyploidy does not change stoichiometry, but singleton 
duplication does (Lynch and Conery 2000). Nonetheless, a recent comparison of 
expressed duplicates derived from whole genome duplication to paralogs from 
smaller scale duplication found that while the functional attributes differ between 
these types of expressed duplicates, molecular evolutionary changes are analogous 
(Davis and Petrov 2005). 

Our results suggest that most of these paralogs do not have significantly 
different selective constraints from a diploid ortholog. The extent to which this is 
applies to duplicate genes in diploid species depends on how many of these X laevis 
paralogs are expressed due to attributes unique to polyploids (such as selection to 
maintain the stoichiometry of expression in a duplicated genome) versus other 
mechanisms common to both types of genomes (such as quantitative, spatial, and 
regulatory subfunctionalization). Retained expression of duplicates in either type of 
genome might be favored, for example, if overexpression is advantageous 
(Kondrashov et al. 2002). 

Increased ka/ks Ratio after Duplication 
Other studies have reported a higher ka/ks ratio following duplication and the 

magnitude that this ratio increases differs among groups (Hughes 1994; Hughes and 
Hughes 1993; Jordan et al. 2004; Kondrashov et al. 2002; Li 1985; Lynch and 
Conery 2000; Nembaware et al. 2002), but see (Robinson-Rechavi and Laudet 
2001). Conservative sites are more apt to change after duplication (Seoighe and 
Wolfe 1998) and a burst of nonsynonymous substitutions following duplication is 
suggested by comparison of young to old duplicates (Nembaware et al. 2002). This 
change is often attributed to relaxed purifying selection following duplication but 
could also be explained if some aspects of ancestral function disappear in both 
copies after duplication. The ability to self-dimerize, for example, is lost when a 
duplicated homodimer becomes a heterodimer. An increased tolerance of activity
reducing mutations in both paralogs could also occur such that the function of both 
is needed to recover the activity of the singleton ancestor (Stoltzfus 1999). 

Interestingly, age discrepancies between the duplicates and the singletons 
could affect comparison of the ka/ks ratio (Nembaware et al. 2002). An unexpected 
positive correlation between ka/ks and ks was reported in comparisons between 
distantly related orthologs of some mammals, but a negative correlation exists 
between closely related mammalian comparisons (Wyckoff et al. 2005). In the 
closely related sequences, a negative correlation is expected as a result of stochastic 
sampling of synonymous substitutions at low mutation rates (Wyckoff et al. 2005). 
Consistent with this expectation, linear regression of data from clawed frogs 
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indicates a weak negative correlation between ka/ks and ks (r2 = 0.055, unpublished 
data); this relationship is more obvious when data are binned (Figure 1.6). 

The duration ofdivergence ofX laevis paralogs is twice their age, or about 
82 million years. We estimate that the total divergence time of the diploid lineage 
(between node 1 and S. tropicalis in Figure 1.3) is about 75 million years. Because 
the ages of these lineages are similar, we expect that the effect of stochastic 
sampling of synonymous substitutions would also be similar (Wyckoff et al. 2005). 
However, some paralogs have a significantly higher ka/ks ratio, and many of them 
have a slightly higher ka/ks ratio after duplication even though the difference is not 
significant (Figure 1.7). Thus, these data provide strong evidence that some 
duplicates (~13%) evolve differently, averaged over both paralogs, than singletons, 
even though a significant change was not observed in the majority of these loci. 

Asymmetric Evolutionary Rates 
The neofunctionalization hypothesis for the retained expression of duplicate 

genes has been criticized because expression of duplicate genes is retained more 
frequently and for a longer time than expected if neofunctionalization is the 
principal mechanism for retention (Ahn and Tanksley 1993; Amores et al. 1998; 
Ferris and Whitt 1977; Nadeau and Sankoff 1997; Seoighe and Wolfe 1998). This 
hypothesis also lacks a known mechanism for sequestering beneficial mutations to 
only one of the two duplicate genes (Lynch and Katju 2004). However, after 
correcting for multiple tests on each gene, 6% of these paralogs have an asymmetric 
rate of nonsynonymous substitution, and a joint analysis of 14% of these paralogs 
also supports significant asymmetry, an observation that is consistent with 
neofunctionalization. One explanation for a different number of nonsynonymous 
substitutions in each paralog is that each diploid ancestor ofX laevis had a 
substantially different effective population size and that this introduced unequal 
levels of polymorphism in alternative paralogs of the allopolyploid ancestor ofX 
laevis. But this scenario is not supported by the data: paralogs with significantly 
different rates of nonsynonymous substitution do not have significantly different 
rates of synonymous substitution (Table 1.3, Figures 1.5A and B). 

Other studies have found conflicting results with respect to whether paralogs 
have a different (Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Conant and Wagner 2003; Dermitzakis and 
Clark 2001; Van de Peer et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2003) or have a generally similar 
(Kondrashov et al. 2002; Robinson-Rechavi and Laudet 2001) rate of 
nonsynonymous substitution. One way that asymmetry in nonsynonymous 
substitutions could be realized is via positive selection on one paralog. Accounts of 
positive selection have been found in many individual duplicated genes (Duda and 
Palumbi 1999; Hughes 1999; Van de Peer et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 1998; Zhang et 
al. 2002) but based on a branch-specific test over all sites, this study found only two 
out of 580 individual paralogs with a kalks ratio over one, and in both cases (c-jun 
and deleted in colorectal cancer tumor suppressor), the ratio was very close to one 
(Table 1.3). That this ratio is generally below neutral expectations suggests that 
neither copy is superfluous; selection is maintaining expression of both, either to 
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preserve advantageous unique functions or to preserve redundant functions. 
Because the ka/ks ratio over all sites is a conservative estimate of the frequency of 
positive selection we cannot rule out a role for site-specific positive selection in 
generating an asymmetric rate of nonsynonymous substitution in some paralogs. 
Comparison of the number of retained genes in species with different population 
sizes, for example, supports a role for positive selection in duplicate gene retention 
although it is not clear whether this is due to changes in amino acid sequences or 
regulation (Shiu et al. 2006). 

Rates of nonsynonymous substitution are also correlated with levels of 
expression (Duret and Mouchiroud 2000; Pal et al. 2001; Subramanian and Kumar 
2004) and one way that mutations could be sequestered to only one of the two 
paralogs is if regulation diverged prior to the accumulation of different numbers of 
substitutions. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for example, highly expressed paralogs 
evolve more slowly than paralogs with low expression levels (Drummond et al. 
2005). Asymmetric rates could also be realized through enhancement or 
degradation of differently sized functional domains in each paralog. It will be 
interesting therefore, to combine these results with information on expression to 
further evaluate the role of neofunctionalization versus other mechanisms in 
promoting the retained expression of these paralogs. 

Low Incidence of Complementary Replacement Substitutions. 
Only 3% of these paralogs were identified with complementary patterns of 

substitution and this could be due to multiple factors. If retention is promoted by a 
small number of complementary mutations, mutations in the same (or nearby) 
positions, or splice variants, then the tests that we used would lack power. 
Additionally, amino acid substitutions in the diploid ancestors prior to 
allopolyploidization or near-neutral substitutions in either paralog after 
allopolyploidization could obscure an otherwise complementary pattern of 
substitution that occurred after allopolyploidization. That the estimated frequency of 
complementary substitutions is much lower in X laevis than in paralogs shared by 
humans and mice (Dermitzakis and Clark 2001) suggests that subfunction 
specialization or degeneration in the coding region is more prevalent in much older 
expressed duplicates. Substantive changes in functional domains of each paralog 
may occur more commonly in older duplicates, for example after regulatory changes 
have occurred (Rastogi and Liberles 2005). 

Retention of Genes with Overlapping or Redundant Functions 
That we did not detect a significant change in the ka/ks ratio after duplication 

in most genes suggests that changes in functional constraints following duplication 
are small in many of them. The degree to which retained expression of most of 
these paralogs (78%), whose evolution was not significantly different from a 
singleton ortholog, is attributable to mechanisms that do not necessitate changed 
functional constraints depends on the level of Type II error of the tests that we 
deployed. Some paralogs have a lower ka/ks ratio than the diploid lineage and, under 
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assumptions and caveats discussed earlier, functional constraints of these loci either 
did not change or even became more extreme after duplication. 

Many scenarios exist in which these paralogs could be retained without 
substantial changes in functional constraints, and our results indicate that this class 
of mechanisms is pervasive in the early stages of duplicate gene evolution. 
Selection to maintain stoichiometry, selection for over expression, and quantitative, 
temporal, or spatial subfunctionalization (Figure 1.1) preserve paralogs with 
identical function. Functional differences can be achieved by a small number of 
amino acid substitutions (Gibson and Spring 1998; Golding and Dean 1998) and a 
small number of activity-reducing substitutions could sufficiently impair function of 
both paralogs to the extent that both are required (Stoltzfus 1999). 

Multiple Mechanisms 
We have used a simple paradigm to associate duplicate genes to 

nonoverlapping categories of retention mechanism, although in reality there is 
reason to believe that a combination of factors may operate on a single duplicate 
copy. A functional study of Saccharomyces cerevisiae indicates that multiple 
mechanisms promote the retention of duplicate genes and that these mechanisms 
sometimes collaborate to promote retention of the same paralogs (Kuepfer et al. 
2005). Evidence fromX laevis also supports this notion. Duplicated copies of the 
estrogen receptor a, ERal (A Y310906) and ERa2 (AY3 l 0905), for example, 
exhibit signs of a combination of types of subfunctionalization in X laevis: ERa2 is 
missing the N-terminal domain and splice variants of each paralog are expressed in 
different tissues (Wu et al. 2003). A combination of mechanisms is also suggested 
by X laevis embryonic fibroblast growth factor (FGF 4 ), which is a secreted protein 
with mesoderm-inducing activity: one X laevis FGF4 paralog (X62594) has five out 
of six amino acid mutations in a hydrophobic signaling domain, part of which gets 
cleaved after expression, whereas the other paralog (X62593) has seven out of eight 
substitutions and a four amino acid deletion in a different domain that elicits 
fibroblast growth factor activities (Figure 1.4C; Isaacs et al. 1992). These paralogs 
also have divergent timing and stoichiometry of expression (Isaacs et al. 1992). 
Likewise, both nonsynonymous substitutions of one paralog (U05003) of the FTZ
F 1 related nuclear receptor gene are in the "E domain III" which is involved in 
dimerization and transcriptional activation or suppression, whereas the other paralog 
(U05001) has eight substitutions including two in an otherwise highly conserved 
zinc finger-containing C-domain that is responsible for DNA binding and one 
substitution in the FTZ-Fl box (Figure 1.4D; Ellinger-Ziegelbauer et al. 1994). 
These paralogs are also differently expressed during embryogenesis (Ellinger
Ziegelbauer et al. 1994). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, evolution of some paralogs (6%) is consistent with 
neofunctionalization in that they have different rates of nonsynonymous substitution 
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with one of them evolving faster than a singleton; this is most obviously suggested 
by substitutions in paralogs of liver-type arginase. There remains a lack of 
consensus regarding the significance of neofunctionalization (Conant and Wagner 
2003; Dermitzakis and Clark 2001; Kondrashov et al. 2002; Robinson-Rechavi and 
Laudet 2001; Van de Peer et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2003) and further 
characterization of the expression domains of these asymmetrically evolving 
paralogs is of interest. With the caveat that substantial functional transitions could 
be achieved by a small number of amino acid changes, complementary degeneration 
or enhancement of complementary protein functional domains appears rare in these 
relatively young paralogs (~30 million year old). Functional constraints on most of 
these paralogs are similar to singletons. Synthesis of molecular evolution and 
expression of these paralogs indicates that multiple mechanisms operate sequentially 
or concurrently to promote their expression within the same genome, in genes of the 
same functional class, and over the same period of time following duplication. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Identification of Paralogs 
We used multiple approaches to test whether X laevis sequences were 

derived from genome duplication (tetraploidization) as opposed to another gene 
duplication event, and to test whether these sequences were paralogous rather than 
allelic. Outgroup sequence from another amphibian, a reptile, a mammal, or a fish 
were selected from Genbank in order to maximize the number of bases with 
unambiguous homology and phylogenetic proximity to clawed frogs. A rooted 
genealogy oftheX laevis paralogs, the S. tropicalis ortholog(s), and the outgroup 
was estimated using maximum likelihood with PAUP* (Swofford 2002) and a 
model of substitution selected with Modeltest version 3.06 (Posada and Crandall 
1998). We included X laevis paralogs that formed a clade with respect to the S. 
tropicalis ortholog(s), as expected because tetraploidization ofX laevis occurred 
after divergence ofXenopus and Silurana (Evans et al. 2005). We excluded genes 
that were duplicated in Silurana after the divergence ofXenopus. To explore the 
possibility that the sequences were actually allelic variants of one gene rather than 
alleles of separate paralogous genes, we compared the patristic distance between X 
laevis paralogs to the average patristic distance between each paralog and the S. 
tropicalis ortholog. We applied a rule of thumb based on our estimates of the 
divergence times, that X laevis paralogs should be at least one third as divergent 
from each other as they were from the S. tropicalis sequence. One possibility that 
we could not rule out is that duplication of one of the paralogs occurred in one X 
laevis paralog after tetraploidization, which would result in more than two post
tetraploidization paralogs in X laevis. However, we expect this possibility to 
comprise a small portion of the genes that we analyzed, and to not substantially 
compromise conclusions drawn regarding the impact of gene duplication in X laevis 
relative to a singleton ortholog in S. tropicalis. We included all genes analyzed by 
Hughes and Hughes (1993) except calmodulin because our analyses suggested that 
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the sequences from this gene (accession numbers K01944 and K01945) are not 
paralogs derived from the tetraploidization ofX laevis. 

We identified some expressed putative paralogs in which phylogenetic 
analysis did not reveal the expected relationship between the Xenopus paralogs and a 
closely related S. tropicalis ortholog, but instead provided weak support for an 
alternative relationship (Table 1.1 ), even though these genes had only one closely
related ortholog in the S. tropicalis genome, and the ratio of patristic distances was 
within our expectations. We used parametric bootstrapping (Goldman et al. 2000; 
Huelsenbeck et al. 1996) to test the null hypothesis that each of these genealogies is 
consistent with the expected topology depicted in Figs 2 and 3, and included those 
duplicates that did not reject this null hypothesis. For subsequent analyses without 
an outgroup, we sometimes included more data because homology within clawed 
frogs was unambiguous for all nucleotides. 

Models for the Retained Expression of Duplicate Genes 
We compared alternative models with different branch-specific ka/ks ratios 

and rates of nonsynonymous substitution using the codeml program of PAML, 
version 3.14 (Yang 1997). A model of codon evolution was assumed in which sites 
have a ka/ks ratio equal to zero, one, or another value estimated from the data, and 
the proportion of sites in each of these rate ratio categories is estimated from the data 
(model M2 in Yang et al. 2000). One ratio or rate was estimated over all sites and 
the transition/transversion ratio was estimated from the data. Equilibrium amino 
acid positions of the codon substitution model were calculated from the average 
nucleotide frequencies at each codon position. Significance of improvement in 
likelihood of the more parameterized model was assessed with a x2 test with degrees 
of freedom equal to the difference in the number of free parameters of each model. 
We performed five independent estimations of the maximum likelihood of each 
model for each gene. 

The baseml program of P AML was used to perform marginal reconstruction 
of the sequences of the node ancestral to the X laevis paralogs based on a model 
partitioned by each codon position with a different transition/transversion rate ratio, 
different base frequencies, and branch lengths proportional for each partition. The 
ancestral reconstruction and the extant sequences were used to estimate the number 
and positions of synonymous substitutions with DNAsp, version 4.0 (Rokas et al. 
2003). 

Codon Bias 
If codon bias is positively correlated with expression levels, the rate of 

synonymous substitution would be underestimated to a greater degree in duplicated 
genes, and this could inflate estimates of the post-duplication kalks ratio (Li 1997; 
Shields et al. 1988). To explore this possibility, we compared the codon bias of each 
X laevis paralogs to the codon bias of the S. tropicalis sequence and a maximum 
likelihood reconstruction of the sequence of the diploid ancestor ofX laevis (Node 1 
on Figure 1.2). Codon bias of each pair of sequences was quantified with the scaled 
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x2 statistic (Shields et al. 1988) as calculated by DNAsp. Significance of the partial 
correlation coefficients between this estimate of codon bias and number of extra 
gene copies (zero or one) was assessed while holding constant the impact of the 
number of synonymous substitutions on the branches connecting each pair of 
sequences constant (Davis and Petrov 2004; Sokal and Rohlf 2003). 

Equal Means Skellam Distribution 
We used an approach described by Lynch and Katju (2004) to evaluate the 

null hypothesis of equal evolutionary rates. This test is based on a special instance of 
the Skellam distribution that describes the probability distribution of differences 
between two samples drawn from the same Poisson distribution (Irwin 193 7). For 
each pair of duplicates, the number of sites that experienced a nonsynonymous 
substitution or a synonymous substitution since divergence was estimated by 
comparing each sequence to the reconstructed ancestral sequence. This is a 
conservative estimate of the magnitude of the difference in evolutionary rates 
because multiple substitutions in the same site are not counted. 

In order to improve the statistical power for this test (Lynch and Katju 2004) 
we concatenated data from multiple loci into two "superparalogs". A randomly 
chosen paralog from each locus was concatenated into one of the superparalogs and 
the other paralog from each locus was concatenated into a second superparalog. The 
difference in the number of mutations in each superparalog ( dsp) was then 
calculated, and superparalog construction was pseudoreplicated for 10,000 iterations 
to generate a probability distribution of dsp. Under the null hypothesis of equal rates 
of nonsynonymous substitution, this probability distribution approximates an equal 
mean Skellam distribution with the expected number of substitutions equal to the 
sum of the mean number of substitutions in each superparalog (A.sp). This is the true 
because the sum of multiple Poisson distributions is a Poisson distribution with 
mean equal to the sum of the constituent distributions. 

To evaluate significance, we compared the fit of the observed and simulated 
probability distributions of dsp to the expected equal mean Skellam distribution. For 
each simulated locus, the number of mutations on each paralog was drawn from a 
Poisson distribution. The mean of this Poisson distribution was drawn from another 
Poisson distribution with a mean equal to the average number of substitutions at the 
locus being simulated. This approach accommodates uncertainty in the expected 
number of substitutions at each locus in the test, as well as stochastic sampling of 
the number of mutation from the distribution defined by this mean. Superparalogs 
were constructed out of the simulated paralogs and a probability distribution of dsp 
was obtained in the same way as for the observed data. Fit of the observed and 1,000 
simulated probability distributions relative to the expected equal mean Skellam 
distribution were compared with the i statistic; the median x2 value from nine 
iterations of the observed data was used as the test statistic. 

Because variation in the nonsynonymous substitution rate could stem from 
different evolutionary rates in different genomic regions rather than different 
functional constraints at the amino acid level, we excluded from the equal means 
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Skellam test loci in which the number of synonymous substitutions in each paralog 
did not meet the Poisson expectations that the mean number of substitutions in each 
paralog equal the variance. This deviation could stem from variation in the genome
wide rate of evolution, sequencing errors, or other unknown factors, and this would 
confound efforts to test whether nonsynonymous substitutions have different 
evolutionary rates due to differential selection on nonsynonymous sites of each 
paralog. Substitutions in arginase, for example, are suggestive of different 
evolutionary rates that affect both classes of substitutions (Table 1.1), because one 
paralog has many nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions whereas the other 
is identical to the reconstructed ancestral sequence (i.e. Node 1 in Figure 1.2). 
Significance of the departure of the variance in the number of synonymous 
substitutions from the Poisson expectation that it equal the mean was tested with a 
x2 test with Yates correction for small sample size, a d value for infinite degrees of 
freedom and a liberal rejection criterion (a= 0.20). Using this criterion, we 
eliminated 32 of the 290 genes from this analysis (Table 1.1). 

Complementary Substitutions in Each Paralog 
We used two methods to test whether substitutions occurred in 

complementary locations in each paralog. The first method is the paralog 
heterogeneity test of Dermitzakis and Clark (2001 ), which was derived from a test 
for heterogeneous substitution in a singleton protein (Goss and Lewontin 1996; 
Tang and Lewontin 1999). We applied this approach to the two paralogs in X laevis 
by considering new mutations in each paralog as opposed to variable mutations 
between paralogous pairs of orthologs (2001). Significance of the absolute 
differential of the longest region of different substitution heterogeneity between 
paralogs ("R" from Dermitzakis and Clark 2001) was assessed by comparison to a 
null distribution of absolute differentials. This distribution was generated from 1000 
simulated paralogs with the same number of substitutions as the observed paralogs 
and the locations drawn from a permutated set of all observed variable sites in either 
paralog or in the diploid lineage. This is a more conservative approach than 
generating a null distribution of R values from a random assignment of mutations 
(Dermitzakis and Clark 2001) because it assumes that substitutions in a homologous 
singleton are also heterogeneous. 

The second test we used is the runs test for dichotomous variables (Sokal and 
Rohlf 2003) which tests whether substitutions occur adjacently on the same paralog 
more frequently than expected by chance. Mutations on each paralog were ordered 
and converted to a string of binary variables to indicate whether they were on the a 
or 13 paralog. We assumed that mutations in the same position on both paralogs 
interrupt a run. Significance was estimated as the rank of the observed number of 
runs relative to the number of runs in 100,000 permutations. The paralog 
heterogeneity test and the runs test were performed only on paralogs that both had at 
least three mutations. Perl scripts that perform these tests are available by request. 
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Estimation of the Age ofX laevis Paralogs 
The age of genome duplication in Xenopus (between Nodes 1 and 3 in Figure 

1.2) was estimated from two nongapped sequences using a relaxed molecular clock 
with r8s version 1.7 (Sanderson 1997; Sanderson 2002). To minimize the impact of 
duplication on our estimates, we analyzed only synonymous substitutions at fixed 
amino acid positions and four-fold degenerate synonymous substitutions in pipoid 
frogs. We included 302 variable sites from RAGl and 162 from chemokine receptor 
4. Calibration points were obtained from fossil evidence (23.8 million years as a 
minimum age ofXenopus based on the derived morphology of the fossil species 
Xenopus arabiensis (Henrici and Baez 2001)) and geological evidence (112 million 
years for the separation of Pipa and Hymenochirus due to the separation of Africa 
and South America (Maisey 2000; McLoughlin 2001)). The maximum age of the 
root of the topology was limited to the age of the earliest frog fossil, 195 million 
years (Shubin and Jenkins 1995). For cytochine receptor 4, we assumed that an 
unidentified species (A Y523691) is either X borealis, X muelleri, or X "new 
tetraploid' (2004), thereby providing an estimate for Node 3 in Figure l.2B. If this 
unknown species is actually another tetraploid with a closer relationship to X laevis, 
the estimated time of this node would be younger than the actual age ofNode 3 in 
Figure l .2B. Confidence intervals were obtained by bootstrapping the data as in 
Evans et al. (2004); an appropriate outgroup (Scaphiopus or Spea) was used to root 
Pipoids and then pruned from the topology. Average dates and confidence intervals 
weighted by the number of variable sites analyzed from each gene are reported. 

Accession Numbers 
Most of the Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank) accession 

numbers for the nucleotide sequences are listed in Table 1.1. The Genbank 
accession numbers for sequences specifically mentioned in the text are as follows: 
calmodulin (K01944) and (K01945); cytochine receptor 4 (AY364174, A Y523685, 
AY523691 , AY523699, A Y523701, BC044963, CR942369), and (Yl 7895); 
estrogen receptor a 1 (A Y310906); estrogen receptor a2 (AY310905) ;.fibroblast 
growth/actor receptor (M55163) and (U24491); embryonic fibroblast growth/actor 
(X62593) and (X62594); FTZ-Fl-related nuclear receptor (U05001) and (U05003); 
liver-type arginase (BC043635) and (X69820); RAGJ (AY874301), (AY874302), 
(AY874303), (AY874305), (AY874306), (AY874315), (AY874328), (AY874341), 
and (AY874357); and transcription factor XC02 (AF041138). 
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Figure 1.1. A non-exhaustive diagram relating various models for the fate of 
duplicate genes. Some citations that either propose mechanisms or discuss them 
are listed (Clark 1994; Ferris and Whitt 1979; Force et al. 1999; Gibson and Spring 
1998; Goodman et al. 1987; Gu et al. 2003; Hughes 1994; Jensen 1976; Kondrashov 
et al. 2002; Li 1980; Li 1982; Lynch and Conery 2000; Lynch and Conery 2003; 
Lynch and Force 2000; Ohno 1973 ; Ohta 1987; Piatigorsky and Wistow 1991 ; 
Rodin and Riggs 2003 ; Sidow 1996; Stoltzfus 1999; Takahata and Maruyama 1979; 
Wagner 1999; Wagner 2000b; Zhang et al. 1998). 
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Figure 1.2. Putative allopolyploid evolution of the tetraploid X laevis. Daggers 

indicate extinct diploid ancestors or genes. Nodes 1 and 2 correspond with 

the divergence and union, respectively, of two diploid genomes and Node 3 

marks the diversification ofXenopus tetraploids. (A) A reticulate phylogeny 

with chromosome number in parentheses. (B) Nuclear genealogy assuming 

no recombination and no gene conversion between alleles at different 

paralogous loci (a and f3). The dashed portion of the paralogous lineages in 

(B) evolved independently in different diploid ancestors. 
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Figure 1.3. Assignment of putative retention mechanisms based on molecular 
changes in the coding region. We assigned a retention mechanism to paralogs 
based on the results of three analyses. The first one compared a model with no 
change in the ka/ks ratio after duplication (Model A where the kalks ratio on all 
branches is indicated by RO) to a model with a higher ka/ks ratio after duplication 
(Model B with kalks ratios Rl > RO). The second one compared a model with no 
difference in the nonsynonymous substitution rate (B, where RO and Rl are 
nonsynonymous rates on each branch) to a model with different rates of 
synonymous substitution in each paralog (Model C where RO, Rl , and R2 are 
nonsynonymous rates on each branch), with the stipulation that the faster paralog 
also have a higher ka/ks ratio than the slower paralog and also than the diploid 
lineage based on another test. The third analysis tested complementary pattern of 
amino acid substitution in each paralog. In the table, a minus sign indicates either no 
significant difference between the models or no significant complementary pattern 
of substitution. A plus sign indicates a significant improvement in likelihood of the 
more parameterized model or significant complementarity of substitutions in each 
paralog. An asterisk denotes the caveat that an increased substitution ratio could 
stem from relaxed purifying selection even though this is not a mechanism for 
retention. 
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Figure 1.4. Nonsynonymous substitutions in each X laevis paralog (a and~) 
and the diploid lineage ( d) in representative genes. Substitutions in the 
diploid lineage occurred on the thick branches in the rooted topologies to the 
right of each locus, The length of each gene is arbitrary, (A) liver-type 
arginase, (B) fibroblast growth factor receptor, (C) embryonic fibroblast 
growth factor, and (D) FTZ-Fl-related orphan receptor, In (A) a gap 
indicates a single amino acid deletion, an arrow above the paralog indicates a 
single amino acid insertion, and this paralog is shortened due to an early stop 
codon, In (B) three red boxes and a blue box indicate three immunoglobulin 
domains and a tyrosine kinase domain, In (C) arrows below the paralog 
indicate predicted cleavage sites in each paralog (Isaacs et al. 1992), In (D) 
yellow, green, and two light blue boxes indicate the DNA-binding C-domain, 
FTZ-F 1 box, and DNA binding domain regions II and III (Ellinger
Ziegelbauer et al. 1994), 
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Figure 1.5. Probability versus distribution of the number of differences 
between superparalogs constructed from (A) nonsynonymous 
substitutions from paralogs identified by the likelihood analysis as 
having asymmetric rates of evolution, and (B) synonymous substitutions 
from these paralogs, and (C) nonsynonymous substitutions from the 
other paralogs that were not identified as having asymmetric rates and 
(D) synonymous substitutions from these paralogs. Black circles are the 
expected Skellam distribution, gray dots are dsp distributions from 10 
example simulations (out of 1000 total), and white circles are the observed 
distribution of superparalog differences. 
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Figure 1.6. The relationship between kalks and ks corresponds with 

simulations that predict a negative relationship under neutral or near
neutral evolution of synonymous substitutions because of stochastic 
sampling of synonymous substitutions in slowly evolving genes (Wyckoff 
et al. 2005). The plot shows the average ka/ks ratio on each branch of 290 
genealogies versus average ks of bins of 50 lineages ranked by ks of each 
one. The last bin has only 20 lineages. Bars indicate the standard deviation 
of each bin. 
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Figure 1.7. The kalks ratio is often slightly higher in the paralogs, even though 
it was not significantly higher than the diploid lineage. Only ratios from 
genes with no significant difference are shown (226 out of 292 genes). A 
diagonal line indicates no difference between the ka/ks ratio in either type of 
lineage. 
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Table 1.1: Information on genes including base pairs (hp) analyzed, accession 
numbers of X laevis paralogs and outgroup, number of polymorphic 
nonsynonymous and synonymous sites on each paralog and the diploid lineage, 
and the expected (mean) number of polymorphic sites (lML). Note that the 
number of polymorphic sites is less than or equal to the number of substitutions 
because multiple substitutions could occur at a single site. Genes analyzed by 
Hughes and Hughes (1993) are indicated with an asterisk after the name. Genes 
which only partial coding sequences were analyzed are indicated with an asterisk 
after the bp analyzed. Accession numbers with an asterisk are Silurana tropicalis 
sequences obtained from Genbank instead of the genomic scaffolds. Genes not 
included in the equal means Skellam test due to overdispersion of synonymous 
substitutions have an asterisk after the synonymous (lML ). If the expected rooted 
topology between X laevis paralog a (XLA), ~ (XLB), S. tropicalis, and the 
outgroup was not estimated with phylogenetic analysis, we report the P values of a 
parametric bootstrap test of this null hypothesis; nonsignificant values indicate that 
the expected topology cannot be rejected by the data. Significance after Bonferroni 
correction for Analyses 1, 2 and 3 is identified identified by a"+"; P values for these 
tests are in Tables 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. 
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!!C07Z839 

Aspartyl tRNA syntheta~ 1590 NM 001006528 9 '.' 5 39 35 'M _.
U93170 

Atonal Homolog 5 U9317l 
414 	 AJ630209 I)~ 10 II ~5 

Af187862 
BC082702 

ATP synthase subunit 8 750 AV52257! 9 13 29 .. 21 • 
AJ243576 " 
BC079987 

Bambi (TGF·b«a S>gnalllng) 750 BX934061 13 1' N5 15 27 :~ :1 
BC056095 


Barren (brml, 13S condensm BC068~3 


XCAP-H suburnt) 2064 BC024211 23 24 2.l ::3 .... 51 59 :':'
.,, 
AV2?3825 
AY.173826 

Bestrophm· 2 (VM02LI) 1530 NM 017682 25 32 31 :s < 28 37 -, .lZ :' 
J0097S 

BC071139 
Beta Globln 438 0Q09120l 10 13 ~9 ll:' 13 1-1 ll 

029796 

Complement factor B (Bf B) 049373 

(MHC class Ill gene) 2235 XM 532086 75 73 -') •4 59 48 5.l:; 
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PhD Thesis - Frederic Chain 

Table 1.1 (continued 2) 

Bndgong ontegrato< 1 (Amptvphyson 
11) 

BMP (Bone Morphogenebc Proteon) 
receptor 

Block ot prOltferat>on 1 

llrachyury (T) 


Senno/T!VeOnme proteon klnaw (c· 

RMIL) 


B<ell translocabOn gene 1, anti· 
pro11ferat1ve 

Celclum homeostaSIS endoplasmoc 
rebeutum protetn 

ca1nexm 

Celponon H3 (ClpH3) 

C&lrebeultn 

Carbontc: anhydrase 11 

casein klnaw I alpha S (CSnklal) 

CASK onteracbng proteon 2 

8'lh ~n onteracbng pr-.. 1 
(catnblpl) 

Cystathoononc-beta~nthaH 

vol~~ calcium 
chlnnelbetasubunt 


CDC2 (eel dovlSIOn cycle 2, kmaSe) 


Cerboxyt - ~(bole salt
stJ- hpne) 

Centnn 

CetWehn 2 precursc< 

~f.ctorl 
(CJWC4b INCtl"*") 

Cvstic fib<oslo
~ reg

1098 

1908" 

1389 

1632" 

960" 

1296 

2211· 

864 

507 

2772 

1800 

876 

1236 

780 

1011 

3609 

999 

243 

669 

1443 

906 

1191 

1419 

1641 

516 

1755 

A8037269 
BC074403 
BT007323 
Af224746 
BC084957 

XM 421490 
BC046852 

llC073530 


NM 001006524 

BC078006 

BC077337 

AY648746 

032066 

032067 


BC028383 

BC044074 

llC056015 


NM 015201 

BC072031 

llC07222• 

"8001939 

AB113401 

AY728383 


X67052 

U35408 
U35409 
Y14296 

AB028243 
BC041244 

NM 205350 
BC046715 
llC080042 

NM 138585 
BC044970 
llC041719 
078590 

BC046257 
BC073467 
CR391451 
BC046699 
llC044068 
078589 

BC042287 
llC041213 
BC004897 

Y08817 
BC043956 

U80822 
BC077777 
BC092148 

XM 420128 
8C044689 
BC046667 


XM 429301 

BC077191 

BC082479 

BC014300 

BC077504 

BC044091 


NM 178224 

U33217 

U33218 


BC041811 

M60680 
M60681 

Afl59158 

-5 -"80930)6 
t!COS4271 
BC0!\4227 
NM-5 
BC078053 
BC085225 

NM 001012997 
U3753' 

llC054948 
NM 019405 
llC054217 
BC07.Q07 

NM 172633 
X$9t58 
BC041~ 

Vl896S 
~09 
)(6SJ56 

AY0267f>I 
lC82626 

ecoe'SOS2 
AYIS7364 

McMaster - Biology 

26 20 

16 10 ,, 53 35 ,., 
22 13 lh 36 

14 26 ·" 28 

llJ 35 33 

12 15 11 .,, 

12 9 28 30 <1 

II 19 1-l 43 63 ··~ 
15 II 

8 15 

38 16 L< 66 60 llZ 

28 18 .r 29 40 

12 29 

10 11 ;:., 41 28 

17 ·~ 13 14 •.• 

u u< 23 21 I< 

60 47 87 113 liJO 

13 '" IO 26 32 

,, 6 0.06 

19 22 

6 15 23 28 

,, 25 27 -l.• 

10 "' ·~ 28 33 "'' 
13 '" II 38 

20 56 

1< 11 'J:' 

12 ll 13 

53 3'5 ..... 40 

18 21 -'ll 33 '"" 
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PhD Thesis - Frederic Chain McMaster - Biology 

Table 1.1(continued3) 

°'°""-~~- ,,,,_."1) 

~-suiro......-- tt 
(Chstll) 

Cell -·1ndut"'9 OFFA-lli<e 

- c (ClOE·3alpl\a) 


C-Jun.,..-___.,. 

(AP·I, Actlll<>tOrProt.,n) 936 


1422 

4458 

Con'""''" 31 (Gap p-ocbon t>eta-3 
prmem) 

Contact•n/FlfFl 1 
(Contacbn A) 3015 

Cor0ntn 1440 

1590 

Cytoplasm«: PolYad~ 
element btnct1ng, protetn 1704 

CRY2 (cryptochrom<> 2) 1503" 

Crystalhn, bEta A 1 633 

C:.thepson S (CTSS) 999 

Cullln3 (Cul3) 2304 

CychnE 1224 

Bram Dopamine receptor 02 1035" 

Dapper 1, antagontSt of beta· 
caterun (Frodo) 2454 

Death~aS$0Ctated protem kinase 1 4281 

Orebnn~hke 1125 

Debranchmg enzyme ~og 1 1596 

Deleted in coJor«tal cancer tumor 
suppressor 

Oesmon 1374 

Hand2 

Cytoplasm< dynein hght· 
ITTt:enned1ate chaln 1 (OUC 1} 1524 

2187 

Dullord 732 

Dystroglycan (DAG!) 2655 

1761" 

Hti1•-loo0-het1• transcnptton 
llKtor Xe! 

ec~1662 
8C07Valt 

..,. 017067 0.12 
BC056tt7 
BC069t37 
~M' Ct437.l .. 
BC077¢7t 
BC082372 
"'364640 9 5 15 22 
"1243M5 
"1H3954 

)(!S547 
BC07517t 
OCOS6069 

""' 001006385 17 10 
f\'63$95 
"63596 

"8022046 67 
AYQ579')7
econs21 

"'"' 001009780 !! 14 
086505 

"8015205 
""' 001004381 39 43 -U 56 62 

"8025245 
All015246 
""223073 16 15 31 
"8027611 
BC073454 
8C01!434 18 15 46 39 

Ul4I69 
BC077702 
AF329403 13 .. l•J 38 36 
AY049034 
AY049035 
AY<56684 18 .::1) 46 59 
BC053794 
BC082450 

x87759 11 II 
BC056059 
BC077285 

M90696 16 17 14 
BC077239 
BC073186 
Afl29738 " I .< 46 56 "' L23857 

L43513 
U28981 14 IS 31 28 0.22 
X59500 ·~ 
X72902 
X17458 13 ,, II 24 19 18 

BC077380 
AF393622 

NM 016651 33 51 :.~ 52 89 
BC077360 
6C070744 

X76104 19 33 I•, 77 87 
BC044296 
BC074277 

NM 013810 21 21 :. 29 15 -l<J 
BC046698 
BC073223 

NM 031403 26 44 34 
Ul0986 
U!0954 
X76132 14 I•; 
x!6842 

BC077922 
"8011672 13 18 33 26 
AF286645 
AF286646 

NM 133803 ,,, 
AF317841 
BC045030 
AK222653 11 12 I l 5 29 29 "'BC060495 
BC077244 

NM 133803 36 33 68 37 
A8084264 
8C082639 

XM 536616 15 II 
BC046260 
BC073500 

XM 343483 24 16 60 SS 
X99700 

BC082429 
NM 004007 11 

U25959 
U2S960 
MS3233 I< 
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PhD Thesis - Frederic Chain 

Table 1.1 (continued 4) 

E2 (tnlns<npbOn factor E2) 

met-m-.cephalon-olfacto<y 
tninscnpbon facm< I (Ebl2) 

CCAAT/-e< binding proten 
(C/IEl!P), alpha 

End0thel1n receptor type A 


EF (Elongation Factor-I alpha, 

42Sp48) 


Auro<a k>nase A (EG2) 

Engnloled 2 (EN2) 

Et*epholtn A (proenl<epllaltn A)" 

ENO (2-phosphoglyceritte 
dehydr-. enolase) 

Era (Estrogen Receptor alpha) 

EMancer of spht groucho 

Enhancer ol zeste 

Focal adhesion kinase 

Transcnpbon factor (XLFBI) 

XFO..O 

Rap ondonudeose-1 

R:z-Fl-- orphan ret<!'tO< 
(xFF!r) 

FGF (embryon1c fibroblast groMh 
lactor 4) 

Ftbnnogen alpha 

RCltlllon 

Fms-mtilnlcbng Pf')tletn 
(ltF2/!Mnln;"""" ntgt<ln) 

.ipha-lodnn (Xen alpha I) 
~n.non~roc-,ttcl 

Fl"eqlMl4n 

Fum" 

1962 

1713 

891 

1242 

1362" 

1218 

789 

672 

1302 

1281 

2268 

2244 

3147 

321" 

1377 

1146 

1326 

1392 

561 

2436 

1254 

2043 

705" 

261 

1995 

570 

1779 

BC04406o4 
X66959 

NM 003200 
AF040993 
AF041138 

U71189 
BC041714 
!IC072168 

U08604 
BC044316 

U06633 
NM 204119 

X52976 
X52977 

ABl24568 
Zl7206 
Zl7207 

BC005425 
X62973 
X62974 

NM 010134 
X00852 
X00853 

AF195886 
BC054169 

Y00718 
037900 

AY310906 
AY310905 
A8055221 
BC077170 
AF289027 
AF!86092 
AF351126 
BC097526 
XM 418879 

L33920 
BC071046 
M86656 
X64759 
X64760 

NM 000545 
Al249225 
Al249224 

Y08223 
AF036327 

U68141 
X76771 

BC043891 
!IC078490 

XM 422765 
UOSOOI 
UOS003 

A8035498 
X62593 
X62594 
U76998 
M55163 
U24491 
X59380 

BC041754 
!IC073502 

U4"'830 
~5659 

AFS45(>61 

NM 005ll03 

BC044~ 
9C0~3 

XM 534520 
llC04S075 
llC076720 

NM 001006195 
X~I 

X06042 
llC0349$6 
IWJ.11511 
BCOJ't689 

X0676t 
llC047261 
~6 

XM '419054 

U272:>4 


9C0720&4 
X8'4048 

llC077847 
llC097600 
,\Y044229 
-71 

,\Y9Qlt83 
X540~ 

25 

II 

14 

10 

13 

9 

36 

8 

15 

26 

16 

so 

25 

18 

18 

McMaster - Biology 

I:' 42 27 

19 25 37 

19 11 1> 13 25 I'> 

9 II 5 24 44 .'4' 

32 39 

16 11 37 43 <>9 -1() 

I~ 14 15 

10 

6 37 26 

17 32 

9 34 33 

19 44 53 

20 ~) 45 76 I~ 

.. 
16 14 29 41 ::1 ~· 

14 9 28 46 

43 28 41 

23 23 

+ 
6 l•J 14 4 

+ 
27 

52 43 38 ,., 

17 I.' 29 0.125 

-55 .. 

51 91 

11 •• 
5 

13 ,., 
·~ 

16 l-4 

19 so 31 "'' 
14 37 "' 
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PhD Thesis - Frederic Chain 

Table 1.1 (continued 5) 

all*W> SIJl>un~ ot Gq Gtl>-l>lndln!i 
protetn (G P"""n) 1077 

GATA-l>ndlng l)foten 
tr~ foctor GATA· I 1077 

USS 

4t7• 

594 

Glycogen;n t 
(m•tobc phosphoj><°""" 45) 924 

Hohxytochfome c synthase (heme
ly4"') (hccs-p<ov) 897 

Cophai><: HedgehOg, 
some hedgehOg prot"'n 4 1188 

Tnmscnptlon factor XHEN I 384 

Hypox..,·mduclble factor I alpha 146 t • 

SatA - scaffold attachment factor A 2 313 

Homeobox 2/2.J• 474• 

Insulin'" 318 

ln~n 2982 

Ubtquibn carboxyt-rerm1nal 
hydro!_, 5 (lsopeptJdase T) 2562 

Kf·l l)fot..n (Adgr34) 2001 

kit receptor tyrOSIM i.naso (c-1.lt) 2739• 

l1 (nbosomal protein Ll) 1173 

ll4 (nbosomal proten U4) 564 

Lamm 8 1749 

1548 

Cl•tlmn, hght polypeptide (lcb) 615 

1002 

LEl'-1 (lympho>d"""""""' factor) 1116 

1032· 

BC0773t8 
EIC0114320 

- 001005818 
BC043749 

'4275-02 

- 002037 
A8060<ll70 
BC01Ht09 
·~303 
L05540 

6C081I26 
U43083 
M76566 
M76S63 

- 00204~ 
L!370t 
U3702 

- 205421 
AF!93~7 

Xt46-0I 
M3J697 

8C071!07! 
BC077482 

.... 425%0 
BC077236 
AF4t9'148 

,.... 001006558 

8C045005 

BC078076 

AJ85181l 

U26349 

U26350 


NM 009170 

U94992 


BC084434 

XM 424510 

AYl89821 

BC043769 


NM 204297 

AF068847 

8C072816 


XM 419539 

X06592 

M23916 

Ml6937 

M24442 

M24443 

VOOS65 

M20I40 
M20180 
X07979 


AF321228 

AF321229 


NM 204551 

BC079778 

AY376839 


U47927 

AB083246 

AB083247 

AF306394 

BC061947 


Z48770 

X06182 

X94082 


BC071083 

AB035898 

X05216 
X05217 

NM 001007479 
X06222 
X06223 

BC021743 
AF-077838 

X06344 
M34458 
Yl7861 

AF048817 
BC053675 

BC077312 

BC060412 

AJ720113 

U07!79 

U07176 


XM 534866 

AF287147 
AF.287148 
AF288571 
AF283562 

Al'283563 


NM t300f.O 


McMaster - Biology 

4 8 16 21 0.5 

23 

14 i< 18 19 

14 

20 23 

II 26 

.. II 11 II 

10 I.. 12 

12 1-' 23 36 

11 27 J9 1'> 18 15 

13 19 lt:> 23 29 

10 

17 10 I~:;, 32 23 

26 57 

10 9 :' 58 74 

73 58 91 ,,55 80 74 t_W 

19 16 15 57 

24 26 :... 41 53 

55 52 5.~ 5 76 42 

25 24 45 54 

42 

12 I..'.: IH:' 

25 53 

31 33 20 

17 15 1•1 0.32 

!I l•J 32 18 41 

15 14 

II 25 18 

38 




PhD Thesis - Frederic Chain McMaster - Biology 

Table 1.1(continued6) 
U74360 

LIM domain b1ndmg protein 1125 
BC044043 
BC013624 " IJ5 16 18 1-1 , 0.115 
BC074438 
BC074439 

upocalon (P19Cf5) 447" L06806 1• :1 ,,;;; 
AJ2491M3 

Lj>alR (l~tld1c acid AJ249844 
re<ll>t<><) 1098 U70622 u 16 15 ;:.., 15 5 

BC053822 
BC078594 

LR (Lepbn Receptor) 393 BC056250 :, 5 6 1-1 .. 5 

AF276084 
upoproten (LDI.) recepto<-related AF508961 
protetn 6 636" AF074265 19 14 -'-' lh 5 

X68817 
X68818 

AutoantJgen La (La protein) 1275 BC081780 21 23 \-1 - 39 30 -II< \-1 < 
BC044036 
BC090193 

MicroflbnHar-assoc1ated Pfoten 1 1320 BC050742 q 28 36 <"" •: 
AF187864 

Myrtstoya.te:t aianu-.e-nch C kmase 
substrate 561 

BC084888 
NM 205480 20 1-1 1-' 5 16 13 :• 1-' 5 

L09738 
L09739 

XMax2 and XMax• 381 NM 001009866 0 ., 5 -' -' < 
AY046531 
AY046532 

My_.,.n 705 XM 547345 12 15 I•> L" 5 
BC042928 
BC054224 

Myozer11nt 933 XM 573691 22 15 1: ll< ~ 20 23 :1 :,1 5 
M25696 

N-CAM (neural cell adhesion M76710 
molecule)" 3252 085084 51 30 ""' 4iJ 5 59 51 -~ 55 

U85969 
NF·Ml (mtddle molecular U85970 
neurolllament) 2619 NM 005382 31 35 -~ .U 52 42 IC') -1

U67778 
U67779 

neur_.,.n-related I (X-NGNR-1) 594 NM 204796 
BC077476 

II 14 :1 ·~ 5 
15 20 _q , .. 5 

lnternex1n neuronal 1ntermechat:e M86653 
fflament protetn 1380 NM 199534 21 13 18 1 33 23 "" :8 

BC047968 
NKJ transcnption factor related,..... 633 

Afl27225 
BC074863 
BC051729 

16 16 - 16 11 14 :.< ·~ 5 

Nonmuscle rnyosi:n 11 heavy chatn Af055895 
A 2655" NM 022410 

L09740 
14 II 1 ·~ 5 

48 54 "'' ~I 

Lll231 
Nonmu'IC'- myosm heavy cha.n 8 1062" NM 175260 10 9 55 22 29 "' :,5 5 

X05496 
X56039 

--localtzed - N038 882 NM 205267 9 22 ll< 155 22 22 Z" " 
BC041205 
BC0681M2 

Nudeoblndm 1 630" ""450266 20 II 1-' 5• 0.55 
BC068668 

X04766 
Nudeoplosmon 585 BC068078 1: ,, 14 17 19 15 5 

AJ617672 
AJ617673 

Nucleoponn (Nup88) 2178 Y08612 19 34 -"' ~5 54 58 ~ "' AY188504 
AY188503 

OU.... (Dorphon) 696" AY188505 16 19 t" 1-5 16 20 -1 ll< 
AJ0Ul978 
AJ010979 

Olfactory"'""-  (XOHP) 474 NM 011010 6 '" 13 Z" 10 

X52692 
BC075161(

--~ enc_..c...u-1 (c...U-1 ~-
~)" 1311 

X52691) 
104101 .. ·~ 29 37 :;:<} ·" 1'181683 

OncogenooC-«s-2 (c...U-2 -
oncogene)" 1392" 

X52635 
104102 lS 13 10 !Ji 35 4-8 .. .. I ~ 

8C041189 
~-myc X56870 
(m..,..._.)" 1263 ~OS68 11 13 l•I I~ 30 20 "" ~· 8':Qll4069 

~2(p50) 1206 
BC08l081 
M'2226t3 l•J ,. 42 27 . \-1 < 
Al2nl5t 

MCSIN2 1026" 
8C085.213 
~%5)6 19 II I< 1< 26 22 . ~· 
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PhD Thesis - Frederic Chain McMaster - Biology 

Table 1.1 (continued 7) 
•6649"3 

BC0,7427'0 
A8t0$t7f> t2 l'l 30 -c• 
AF239"7f>O 
8':077181 
B•960"53 IS 
ABt0~739" 

Alllt09'740 
l!C04:1330 17 5.3 38 
~593 

BC068787 
Z'6S22t! 

BCQ7n!IO 
eco4tn7--5J<Q3843 "' 

57 

13 

59 

H 

tll 

1: 

•00844 
AFtt525l ti 12 
J<5~56 

POU domam Gene t l 068 
BC~3556 

NM 13116! l1 17 '" 
,, 

•64835 
X96423 

POUJ )(M 539052 4 10 9 
BC04:J;;24 
EIC0736t2 

1767 CRS60766 49 
BC077952 

Proten phosp- 4, regukttory 
subunit 2 (Ppp-4r2) 1191 

EIC088694 
l'CM 174907 
AF387815 

26 31 Z8' 21 43 

AV055473 
UM protem PnckJe 2484 XM 416036 25 17 51 

AF193800 

Prolac:bn Receptor 1821 
AFt93801 
ABl58367 38 42 . -llJ 41 
BC054174 
BC045213 

Prothymosm 324 AJ312835 
BC047245 
BC072163 

PhosphOrylase, glycogen; br"'n 2529" BC030795 18 15 14 I"':" 45 74 
BC074233 

RABIS (membet' RAS oncogene BC056054 
family) 615 AY357728 4 13 15 

AFI?4644 
BC09210l 

Rae GTPose 576 AY279384 I) I ; 10 13 Ii; 
038488 
038489 

Rad St 1008 AB020740 29 32 
AY874341 
AY874315 

1134" AY874303 10 ., 28 25 
AJ304845 

Ral 1nteract1ng ptotftin (rt1p) · Ral:A AJ252 l65 
(R<!IB·b<ndtng protetn) 1833" AB209924 16 II 30 39 4.• 0.53 

Yl6259 
BC072046 

570 XlSOlS 0 18 12 
X8736S 
Ll 1445 

Retmote &c.1d receptor alpha 1185 X73972 18 11 5 37 16 
L79913 

ROS3S (rebnaJ c1e9radahon L79914 
slow/penphenn) 1035 AF031238 II 23 19 33 0.16 

L79915 
BC054965 + 

ROS38fpenphenn 972 J02884 19 11 5 20 18 
A8021737 
BC082478 

1155 XM 341998 10 11 16 33 
6C054145 

L04692 
Rhod<>psm 1062 U59922 ,. 

Al133499 
All33500 

Ringo (p33 nngo, ls26) 888 XM 128768 20 11 I< 33 13 
BC077472 
BC084165 

RIO kinase 2 1626 NM 001006581 28 28 40 36 
BC080086 
BC073326 

Rwddl (RWOdom"'n cont4ln1ng t) 717 Al720663 15 11 16 14 "'Af001048 
AF001049 

Retlnat homeobox A 966 BC058757 22 23 
BC073179 
BC072132 

1335 BCOOl167 19 0.13 
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Table 1.1 (continued 8) 
AV661732 

- ctw"omatld c:cheslon AV661733 
establoshment lac:te< (SCC2) 759 BC063859 h :Ci 15 

BC071080 
Syndecan 2 (heparan sUlate BC041490 
proteoglycan I) 570 NM 001001462 6 

BC043626 
X91191 

sek-1 rec- tyrosone kinase 2958 X65138 - 5 35 50 
BC076643 
BC071114 

Selenoprotem I 1101· BC021229 12 18 15 16 31 
BC043894 
BC044996 + 

selenoprotem T 414 AY358096 •) _t 5 6 11 II 8 5 
BC077941 
BC073250 

Sepbn II 981" XM 420341 22 24 
AF212298 
BC082859 

Sepbn A (XISeptA) 1056 NM 010891 21 16 . .\I IM5 
BC073077 
BC074305 + 

1302 NM 204476 
AF279245 

11 " 29 24 

U20342 
Shebl2 540" AF450111 10 14 

BC046706 
BC074445 + 

Slah-mt.rac:ttng protein 678 NM 009786 13 llJ 5 10 
X68683 

Sk>an-Kettenng vtral oncogene U89999 
homolog 2145 M28517 15 13 t.• 14 38 26 

U75681 
H1stone stem-loop b1nd1ng protetn BC073461 
(SlBP) 762 BT007433 14 II 18 17 

Af390895 
SUc I -associated Murotroptuc: BC046943 
fac:tO< target 1527 Af036717 16 19 II 26 

083650 
087209 

SOxl I (XLS13) 1041 NM_205187 9 13 II 23 11 
AJ001730 

Soxl7a (HHG box transcnption AB052691 
fac:te< SOxl 7-alpha) 1122 NM 022454 12 25 1• 111<; 25 27 0.56 

AB052692 
Sox18 (Tramcnpaon facto< SOX "8052693 
18) 897" NM.204309 9 12 105 lS 23 ~ 19 

AF394958 
DQ406635 

SP22 489" "8073864 2 II ~ 5 15 11 ..,.., I:~ 

X62483 
BC0450ll 

~ 897" ABU6365 6 IO ltl 18 .4 18 
BC0777~ 

Spots2(~ BC057748 
--.---nc:tl2) 1641 NM 139140 32 13 42 

BC078U8 
Spormotlll poo...c:leo• RNA -"9 BC089298 
pn>ten 1338" BCOl7732 29 16 14 

AF331824 
AF331825 
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Table 1.1 (continued 9) 
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Table 1.1(continued10) 
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Table 1.2. Comparison of ka/ks ratios before versus after gene duplication 
using a branch test and across diploid and tetraploid lineages (Model A versus 
B in Figure 1.3). An asterisk indicates individually significant improvement of an 
additional parameter at a=0.05. Individually significant improvements require a 
higher ka/ks ratio in the diploid lineage in the branch test, which is against our 
expectation are assigned a P value of 1.0. 
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Table 1.2 (continued 1) 
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Table 1.2 (continued 2) 
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Table 1.2 (continued 3) 
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Table 1.2 (continued 4) 
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Table 1.2 (continued 5) 
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Table 1.2 (continued 6) 
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Table 1.3. Results of test for different nonsynonymous substitution rates in 
each paralog. A three-rate model was compared to a 2-rate model (Models C and B 
in Figure 1.3). Individual significance of the rate test is indicated with an asterisk at 
a= 0.05 and a P value of 1.0 is assigned ifthe ka/ks ratio (estimated by a separate 
test) of the paralog with the faster rate was lower than the other paralog and/or lower 
than the diploid lineage. Maximum likelihood estimates of ka/ks ratios are listed; 
these ratios are not necessarily equivalent to the ratio of the number of 
nonsynonymous and synonymous sites in Table 1.1 because those listed here 
consider multiple substitutions at each site. See text for further details and tablewide 
significance. 
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Table 1.3 (continued 1) 
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Table 1.3 (continued 2) 
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Table 1.3 (continued 3) 
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Table 1.3 (continued 4) 
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Table 1.3 (continued 5) 
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Table 1.3 (continued 6) 
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-1212.W. 

0.00 

o.ca 

8.)$ 

6.27 

1.0000 

l.0000 

o.OOJt• 

0.012)" 

O..U1S 

o•.ns 

O.ISJS 

0.10!58 

Cl.OS 

0.1• 

O.ON 

0.216 
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Table 1.4. Tests for complementary patterns of substitution using the paralog 
heterogeneity test and runs test for dichotomous variables on nonsynonymous 
and synonymous substitutions. P values of paralog heterogeneity tests are 
reported for two (P2) or three domains (P3). Tests were not conducted ifthere were 
a small number of substitutions in one paralog (see text); individually significant 
values (P < 0.05) are indicated with an asterisk. 
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Table 1.4 (continued 1) 

P;? P) Mil 

Ac:tln Cs....._~ •IDh• ))• o. 7400 0 1220 0 0189 
Ac:bv1n Raceptor-L1M KtNH·2 
(Al.~·2l 0 1000 0.0920 0.4093 0 9950 0 ~ 0.645) 

Acttv1n receptor JI 0 9820 0.5800 O. 7317 0.9900 0 9770 0 2607 

Ad•-""'n (fo""'l 0.8370 0.9420 0.4892 0.9040 0.0980 O.J024 

AE (AmtdaonQ EnzvrN) o 4300 o.01so· o.Jll4 0_6140 0.2fl00 O.OllS• 

Album11n (serum)• O 0670 0.1480 0.0978 0 0340" 0 0270" O.OOJO• 

AU>H (-4• clehydl'09-•• 
dust) o 4040 o 5910 o.oi.ts• 0 9310 0 9280 0. 7483 

Alpho Glob.. 0 0580 0.1290 o. 3911 01130 01110 09449 

-.. 09460 0.9490 0.7877 0 3210 o. 5720 0 6611 
Xenopus Antenor Meural Fotds, 

Homlobo• o- 0.6)40 0.24)0 0.8)82 0.5055 0.5850 0.1097 


Alnylold-e.ta-loke 
Pff(ufSOI' o. 1890 0.0690 o. 7964 0.9470 0.8l60 0.8)11 

- lnlloll- 5 0.5590 0.7620 0.54!8 o.~ 0.0000· 0.2«>1 

AA(Anchooen-l 

0 9EOS 0 '.WM) 0 9160 0.0420" 0 1)30 0.0263• 

0.8600 0 9520 0.0740 0.2410 0 3350 0 5997 

0.0390• oosoo 0.1191 0.8010 o. 7<16() 0.6021 

0.4560 0.65JO 0.9517 0.3490 0.4740 0.2661 

ATP syntNte subunit 8 0.2150 0.)710 0.8601 0.4210 0.4670 0.6187 

8oml» (TGF-- so0no....) 0.1640 0.1990 0.2208 0.1110 0.4840 o. 7151 
&a:rren (brmt, ns conctensin 
XC.AP-H subunit) 0.2580 0 1580 0.'487 0 6180 0.7850 0.5241 

o 1750 o.58)0 o.ol98· 

letA Ciobtn 0 8320 0.2550 0.6675 0 2020 0 1870 0 0539 
Com~ foc1<1r B (Bf Ill 
(MHC clMs m ...,.l 0 1060 0.2570 0.0263" 0 7600 0 1280 0.7251 

llOQlyun 0 8110 0.8570 0.2170 0.7615 0 9020 0.9060 

~< 0 0990 0 UMO o . ..- 0.0.ll60" 0 0580 0.24.21 
llriclg"'l -'°l<lr 1 
(-Ill 0.4140 0.0590 0.0489" 0.2790 0 1000 0.0159" 

- 0 5030 0. )060 0.8)68 0.8170 0 7830 0 3028 
BMP (lone Morpt.09f!netic 

-l- 0 1950 0 46JO 0.0825 0.%40 0 9340 0 S981 

Blockol..--• 1 08470 o~ 0.4102 0.9220 09720 0.5415 

- ..... (Tl 0 7)40 0 8290 0.8311 0.1200 0.2140 0.9e&I) 

(c-ltMlll 0.)610 0 J890 0.0199 0.0970 01110 0.3178 

0.1560 0.07JO 0.5.217 -...B-all--1.-
-- 0.0020• 00010· 0.2248 0.9)60 0.9"60 0.4624c..ic---retculum Df"(ICleln 0.)9)0 0.6020 0.5054 0 . .00 09lll0 0581) 

calnexin 0 1210 0.0410• 0.141l 0.1050 0. uoo 0.4)9) 

~ Hl (<lllH3l o.M90 o.uao o.MI06 0.5410 0 JMO O.Oll2• 

Calretx:"9ft 0.8660 0.6940 o. sago 0.0820 O.l2l0 0.171'9 

c:ono---ll 0.7540 0.8250 0.8221 0.1510 0 .24.JO 0.28l6 
C:-..-1-S 
(C-U.l) 0.- O.Bl60 0.3Jl8 

CASK---2 0.7150 0.)970 O.~ 0.- 0.9810 01709 

-B 0.2950 0.5270 O.ISOl 0.6160 0.8JOO 0.81'52-C---1(-1) 

0 1290 02900 0.0220•c------ 09055 09- 0.........~c..ic-
c"-'-'Mbl,.._.. Ol.210 0.)100 0.7104 oocno· 00010· 00016· 
CDC2 (< .. - cydo 2 . 

......., 0 1S'SO 0.7215 0.6180 04510 06&'0 0 8004 
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Table 1.4 (continued 2) 
o 1390 O82'lO 0 l<OS 0 6»0 0 lltlQ ().6720 

~'f,'lft.WhCMIM' o 4lliO o. l<lEO o. tno 0.9i!OiQ 0.9112<) 0-7 
~lnftot"hp!ILW~Mit
$l'J~lt.,..} o. tno- 0 2550 0 6596

o02S0· a 0640 omo 
~·2:~Ul'$0t'~ 09960 0.-CIMO 0.2$191't 
~fac11>11t 
{Clb{C41b~) 0-.5'*50 0.1890 Q-.622S Q. ill50 0 3010 0 9t91 

c:olllductaM:e~' Q.2lSO 0.1230 (lQ:»t,. 0.997Q !l2U.Q 0.716-2:c--
Cottic:all~l«ttrt 09030 Q.0590 0.6410 

c"°'-..<~-"" 
- ll a_, 0 S580 OMtS 
~--~... 11 
(CMtU) Q,OUO" Q,OOSQ" O.OSBt (l OSSO 0 Ull.O Q t US 

Call-~-~-.cCCIDE--l <l8900 a.~ Ot291 0.1'>10 0.48S<l 06515 
c.,r..., ....._ 
(AF'·l, Actl~ '1l'Olfll;ft) 0 SllO O. lt80 0. Zr/9 0 83;40 0 8:'80 0.8821"'-•2(-
H'20,......... ) 00820 00680 04:26S 


......l~tvDe>tt Q,4680 0.60.?Q 0.2174 0.7140 0.4640 0 1927 
COf'IMXm 31 (Gap j'Ur'ICbOn btG·l 
~nl 0 411560 0- ?Q9IO 0. 508S O.lnSO 0 5e-JO O lllS 
~M/f'llf11 
(COl'ltacbnA) 0.6620 06n0: 0 2101 0 <0)0 0 1100 0 3619 

Coromn 0 6960 0 7560 0 1042 o. 1840 0 0840 Q_692<) 

tort«tm o. nao o 2210 o t98C 0 1250 0 2410 0 2419' 
Cytoplas.rnM: potylldtftytilbOn 
etement bindmo orotetn O SlSO O 5S10 0 1509 0 0810 0 1160 0 5035 

CRY2 ((ryptochrome 2} 0.6050 0 7140 0 912S 0 8280 0 3240 0 1694 

Crvstalln. bet. Al 0.9190 0.2740 0 7193 0 0470" 0.1710 0 3194 

C11theopsm S (CTSS) 0.2250 O llSO 0 1667 0.9040 0.9180 0 5787 

Cuiltnl (Cull) 0 9'500 0 9800 0 1159 

CvdnE 0 7740 0.8660 O 4828 0 2905 0 5040 0 9573 

8r~on OopamtM r«eptor 02 0 1905 0. 3920 0 9106 0 7660 0 9070 0 6155 
0.pptr l, •fU90tNSt of ~
U1ten1n (Frodo) o 1110 o 2790 oono~ 0 1670 0 )9)0 0 I S7S 

DNfh,.H0<1.ttted protetn lonaM 1 0 1160 O 1520 0 7031 0.1680 0 2480 06918 

0.""6-0 0 7S30 o. 7693 

Debrandunci ~rvnw ttomoloQ 1 0 0840 O 02)0• 0 1103 0 2750 0 3600 0 6467 
O.lirbtd 1n colorectlll canclff 
tumor suppressor 0 7990 0.8880 0.2120 0 0190"' 0 0870 0 6148 

Dfimff'I O 3950 O 1030 0 7144 0 21SO O 3320 0 3864 

Hand2 0 0870 0 1760 0 1609 
Cytopla1m1< dynein h9ht· 
intermed~te chatn 1 f0UC1} 0.1120 O 3120 0 2669 o.o.tso· o 01so· o.49'>7 

0 '830 0 6660 0 6671 

0 9970 0 2390 0 757] 

0.9880 0.9720 0 6865 

Ovwoph1n 
HehX--loop•heJIX tlans<npbOtl 
f~tor XEl O 7S10 o8800 0 4700 0 4400 0 7140 0 5255 

E2 (transcnotton f.tctor E2) O 0750 O 1690 O "'647 00810 00830 06111 
mt't·~epMk>n-offactory 

tnl;M(npbon factor 1 (Ebf2) 0 7]20 O 1990 0.1397 0 6830 0 8520 0 2250 
CCM.T/enhancer tundutig protein 
(CfEBPt •1pt\i 0 8830 O~ 0.8050 OtS40 O~ 07463 

Endolhetm receptor lv" A 0 8160 O 8900 0 9590 0 2060 0 0520 0,3882 
Ef (Elongation Fector· 1 •lpha. 
•2So48) 0 6735 0 6<IOO 0.6702 

Ai.tront kin•M A (eGl} 0 3510 0 6200 0. 7224 01830 00170" 0.6($6 

fnot~ 2 (EN2) 00560 0 1S10 0038.$" 0 ;!880 0 4)()0 0 1781 

En~ A {~eoh'1hn A)• o 1"60 O 1660 o 107<4 
ENO {2--oh<>Qlv<...,te 
dehvdrat.lM. ~M) 0 6460 0 6550 0 0104 

O 2"90 o OS4Q O t S&S 

0 911-0 0 9840 0 e.19,: 

0 4990 0 6620 0 4403 0 9550 0 9960 0 8094 
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Table 1.4 (continued 3) 
TraMCnpbOn f~tot cxLFBU o 0065· o.ous· o 6450 0 OSlO 0 0860 0 4')11 

xro.. o 0640 o 2600 o 1901 0 0490· 0 0100· 0 1606 

Aapenctonuc~·l 04820 0.1360 o in2 0 1900 0 17.0 0 7857 

Fftuu"8 0 200 0 ()460• 0 1642 0 0970 0 1785 0.8815 
Ftz·Fl ·rellted orph•n F9CeptDr 
(xFFlr) o 2580 o 1010 0.1221 
FGF {embryont< t.broblHi 9rowth 
faclOr 4) 0 0110· 0. 1190 0 0161 • o 8960 o 9440 o...2s1 

0.1170 0 2820 0.321"' 

FtbrmOQen alpha O9l60 0.8470 O 6547 0 0190 0 1480 0.95'66 

Ftotdhn 0 2900 O. l810 0. 5994 0 1060 0 1100 0 7183 

fms·relat.t tvrostne lunase l 0 1570 0.0860 0.1745 0 9250 0 9295 0 8l88 
Fmt·1nlelaebft9 pn>te1n 
(NF2/menl"Q1om. reQeon) O 1°'10 0.2410 0 87•9 o4720 o 1460 0.1974 
alpN·fodrin (Xen alphA 1) 
15P«tnn, non-ervthrocvtl( 1 0 7290 0.2140 08795 0 2S>O 0 1920 0.4670 

c·fos oroco-oftCOQenit o9110 o noo o. 5126 
Succ..ate dehyd~~M 
complex, fltvoprotem 0 2180 0 5340 0 4492 0 2970 0 3850 0 0920 

0 5350 0 6050 0 2395 

0 9360 0.2290 0 6556 0 "'J70 0 7640 0 ... 719 

o. 7 )()Cl 0.8900 0 62.ll 0.2700 0.0210· 0.2427 

0 6440 0 9130 0 4064 0 80SO 0 1930 0 2861 

FVN (protO-on<OQene c-fvn) 0.6440 0.8310 0.6285 

Gl&ecttn o ouo· 0.0240· o 0067• 0 6710 0 7610 0 S696 
alphl suburut of GQ Gtp·btndlhQ 
probttn (G 1note1n) 0 08SO 0.0090• 0 0896 
GATA·blnd1ng Pf"Otefn 
transcnpttOn f~torGAT.A·l O 6110 0.1870 0 $850 0 9690 o. 7575 0 7088 

0 8810 0 8680 0 5895 

Growth honnone A 0 1020 0 4050 0 9911 

W.nvt.te kin.He 1 O 64'50 0. 5520 0 7U)4 0 !850 0 0610 0 l8ll 
Gl'f(otefttn 1 
(mttobe phosp~ 45) 0 2920 0 4810 0 0168· 0 4510 0 SJlO 0 Q4."Jo6• 
Holocytochrome c svntn.• 
f'*'-·l~M) (htU·prov)-•c ""'""°9. 
iontc hedQehoQ cwomn • 

0 8210 

o tl60 

0 8880 

0.2550 

0 6069 

o.7561 

o0000· 

1 OOlO 

o ooio· 

0 .NJO 

o n9l 

0 .2291 

Tqnsc.notaon f.ctor XHENl 0 5965 0.8135 0 8002 0.47..20 0 )66() 0.6467 

HvOO•t1-tNlvctblef.ctot' 1 •IDN 0.)860 0.•590 049Q O 2880 0 17.20 0 JlU 
SlfA • t<.c'fotd •tl.l<hmenl f.ctof 
A 0.0810 0 0400• 0 5162 o0020· o 01.20· o.91.&2 

ttomeoboll l/2.J 0.2810 0.1520 0"867 o ooo· o 0110 o619'5 

0 7440 0 1270 D )~7 

Jftt90r"W' bet.l·l subunc• o 2110 o.ouo· o U76 oono o . .2850 o. 7990 

lnvien.n O )'60 0.1510 0 OQ62• 0 5150 0 8610 0 "'57 
l.l>lllUltln c.ttto•v•·lilm'WNI 
hyd~ 5 0~• Tl 0 M20 0.0890 0 0415" 0 9170 0 1930 0 .2110 

Kf·l protelfl(AdQTM) 04400 0.5920 0.4633 0 .2820 0 ~- 0 1.209 
KC. NCQtol" tvroMne krnne (C

kllll:) 0 9MO 0. 9720 0 nl7 0 )110 0 6370 0 "92) 

0 7350 0 .25'0 0.4U6 

0 ~70 0 5680 o. 10IL2 

u• lnbosom111 pr«il!1n tHl o 3105 o.6no o.sns 0.8860 0 9.290 0 ... 501 

tMrm s o uoo o.oJ80• o 1913 

0 5910 0.6820 0 a.a 

a.thnn,.lltMoof~(lct.) 0.8.260 0.9.280 066)1 0-2010 0 .2860 0 00§1 • 

LEF·l (ty~ ~factor) O 0390· 0.1130 O 7810 0 o.2.o• 0 0850 O.al'Sl 

TGF--betlf.alll'Hl•~~v-14 00600 0.17'50 00729 0 9070 0 1470 0 los.1 

0 30...~ 04630 0 lSSS 

0 1710 0 . .1980 04336 O -4170 O U'SO 0 CJti' 

0 360 0 0910 0 009]• 

0 7390 0 5>60 0 ll9' 
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Table 1.4 (continued 4) 
l.!OOFQt:e.111 (lDl) r«~~~ 

"""'"'"' 
M'1Crofilbr.JW-M$0t;~ ~l'I t 0 7810 O 9060 0 909-1 
M'ynstot:~ o1'11Ml4',._n<:l't ( 

k~'~~ O 0430" O USO 0 4'.-"lf:4 

0.095S 0.1:r:SZS 0 ~3.7 

Hvo.nnH'il o 9·t60 o_.ito 7304. 0 <&ioo O· l1QO 0 41$16 
l't·CAM {~., c.eff adh'"mn 
moiet.ulil-)• o lUO o 0610 o ;:su 0 8070 O· 246-0 0 t00t 
Nf·Mt (l'l'Wdct_. ~ular 
~~~em:) a 7300 o 6670 a 7659 Q t.::70 O· 3150 0 7'72 

NN~lf'l·rf!'!«edl{X·NQ4.R'·tl OS6SO 09730 09.llS' 
lntem.111n l'lil'Uronai '"~-.. 
ftt.menl Ol'Obtu" 0 0510 0 Ot60• 0 OOSJ• 0 7430 O· 7S70 0. 21316 
NIG tntnscnotiot1 factor rei.atelt, 
koa 0•200 o~ 00«)6• 
Nonmusd-eo mvos1n n l'tff~y chain 
A 0 9960 0 9470 0. 3710 o tuo o 0000 o n:ss 

0 0930 0 OSSO 0 9694 

0 8350 O· 7ll0 O 1799 

Nudeob1n<hn l 0 47E-O 0·.6()70 0 4252 

Nuc~olasmin 0 9280 0 8990 0 9963 0 9600 0· 923-0 0 8325 

0 2570 0 SSW 0 2907 

OlPA {Oorohtnl O 4560 0 6580 0 t SlB O 9470 O 9780 O 528S 

OU~ry ma~~ ('.X:OMP) 0 1330 0 2650 O 5106 0 5100 0 7~ 0 0215" 

Orm,,~MSC·i!PtS·l (««s,1 proto· 

on«>tltM)" O 4170 0 5880 0 SS6Z 0 3210 0 4850 0 7489 

Oru:ogimesC>~·2 {c·.-ts·2 protQ· 

onco~r o 1075 o 1oso o 29n 09440 06940 09549 

~nesC·mY< 


(mvekx;vtomatos:isl~ 0 89SO 0 8600 Q 6704 0 8700 0 1820 0 6145 


DY~ctm 2 (oSO) O 7620 O 8890 O 4371 0 6740 0. 1360 0 1004 

PACStN2 O 6450 0 S570 0 4l87 0 1490 0 0300"' 0 7150 

C°"v~ttaH PC2 0 9110 0 9ZOO 0 8691 o 9no o 191i)O 1 0000 

Prolvl iwmeraw (Pin!} 0.9520 O 9140 0 4994 o sno o.9100 a 9834 

o ssio o 1sio o 7905 

0 9120 0 9540 0 9874 

00490" 00110~ 00531 

0 H..SO Q 2990 0 9937 0 0590 0 1780 0 5733 

0 6580 0 8100 0 5370 

POu3 00730 0150<> 059"44 
Phosp,._oryl.lu phOfph.ttase 
f Poo2B) 0 4770 0 0750 0 8485 
Protein ph~phatase 4. ft9ul•torv 
subunit 2 (Pol)4r2) 0 3360 0.000 0 3293 0 8)60 0 8900 0 1810 

UM protirH'I Pnckle 0 SZ10 0 SSSO 0 :2JS6 0 6660 0 796-0 0 1445 

Prol.actin Recctotor O 8950 O 9400 O 5260 0 3670 0 6460 0 0834 

ProthvrnMm O ~S o 7S20 O 9170 094SO 02720 01542 

Pho'Whorvlan olvcoo~n bNl>n 0 7800 0 2840 0 BSO-l O 0720 O W70 o SSlS 

RA818 (f'fWmbe!r RAS orr<09tfl~ 


t.armtv) o 1s10 o l57o o s10: 


0 44:0 0 4800 0 4481 

IQdSl o oJSO o :t-10 oo•e.n

....1 Oq60 072'90 04375 OlSlO 03000 0019S~ 

P.al 1rtter~t1ng ptot•ll'I (ritp) 

R.a!A fR,.18-b<rtdinq orot~) 06-'90 01060 09it>O 0 J 500 0 681() 0 6-030 

..,8 04'il60 0 71~ 08)98 

~1n<»< .tcid fl'(.fftor .aloha 0 8690 0 9310 0 0.443~ o wso o01ro* o saoo 
RDSlS (r~I d.grad•t10n 
s.lovot/Qen~nn) 0 1450 01)480• 0 i)8:IN 0 SS7C O 93f-O O SSlS 

0 4150 0 61SO O 2168 

osno o~ 09111 ossao onuo 01ss1 

0 i'SSO O 1160 O S.?6-0 
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Table 1.4 (continued 5) 
RJO klMte 2 0 0040• 0.0(8)• 0.1106 0.1510 0 )8$0 0 1612 
Rwddl (RWO dom•.n <ont.a•NnQ 
I) 09650 0.9l00 061116 0 98)() 0 JS90 0 5101 

0.1990 0.080 09749 

Rxrb ( rwtlnCNd X receptOr beta) O 0690 O 1 790 0. 1411 o6290 o.am o9051 
S..r chromatld c~ 
e&t.tbhstvnent f.ctor CSCC2) O 1740 0. 3000 0.1234 08160 01580 0.9521 
Syndean 2 (hepliran '1.IW.119 
O'*°Gtvan U 0 0560 0.1240 0.64)0 o.6160 o 19lO o 01u· 

s.k·1 r«fftor tyrot.me lun.w O 4450 o. 2 700 0.18$l: 	 0.6240 0. 7410 0 5719 

5MenGPt'Ol91n I 0 9560 0 1960 0.6264 	 0 0890 0.1000 0 0917 

0.5410 05950 Ol'JM 

Stobn 11 0 7220 0.8160 0.4990 	 0.8600 0.8290 o. 7l54 

Soobl .. (lCJSootA) 0 4)65 0 6625 0.818) 0.)250 0.2000 0 1425 
~ocorbcOtd regullted...... 	 o. 1210 o.6150 o.aso1 

Shab12 0 5655 0.658S o. 7982 	 0.2110 04150 0.5980 

S..h~nQ protetn 0.7560 0.9400 0.7691 0.8010 0.8500 0.9484 
SINn..ec.a.rtng vnl oncogene 

- 0.-5 0 50.lO 0 9116 o. 5)60 0.65)() 0 Jl25 
HISION Jtllm4oop bind1nt prot!ltft 
(SUIPl 0 6610 0.6100 O. 5191 O.OOJO• 0.0020• 0.88J6 
Sucl ..USOCM!e.d neurotroptuc: 
f.ctor "''"' 0 9550 0.6190 0.)862 o. 71)0 0 8240 0 6105 

Soxll (XL.SU) 0.9730 0.7EOO 0.8ll8 0.9280 0.8150 06637 
Soxl7a {HMG box ~ns<npCK>n 
fOW>r Soxll'..-) 0.9110 0 9)10 0.6604 0.1985 0.)190 0.0410• 
Sox18 (TranscnlltfOn f.tetor SOX· 
18) 0 Jl':SO 0.)430 0.8661 0.1230 o~ o.oJ99• 

SP22 	 0.8J50 o. 56JO 0. Jail 

SO.rt 0 7860 0.2890 0.1551 0.8110 o.9)40 0. 7.,7 
S0.ts2 (spermatogeMSIS 
usoe..tJM. tenne·n<:h 2) o 2910 0.2240 O. t8J6 0.2910 0.4000 0.5665 
Sperm.ttld P9f'l"ut...r RNA 
blftd1nq protein 0.2420 0.1'60 O.lt82 0.&00 0 HlO 0. 7468 

Sot'Outv-2 0 0ot90• 0 1910 0.1259 	 O.S810 0 1110 Q_,_,. 
Sul'• QvinoM redvc•M·W. oono o t980 o.8676 0.2100 o.~ o ol'4l 

Srt (pp6()c-ttt Pf'Ol*n) 0 2610 0 4510 0.629$ 0 4295 0 7140 0 $9)6 

!bnn.ocU:in 1 O 5290 O. Jl50 O 2126 0.6110 0 1010 0 9)94 

Staufen 1 O 6000 0,81JO 0.2474 0.2915 0 4800 0.8918 

0.0090• 0.0680 0.61J5 

0.8120 o. HJO o asn 

0. 7410 0.8210 0.6905 

SUG1 	 o.8220 o.a:m:> o. 1509 

0.22JO 0.4110 0 l8ll 

0. 7160 0.65"0 0.8864 

Sunnrin (Xsvwl) 0 2610 0.)710 0.1271 0.0610 0 Ol'llO 0.0150" 

0 0190• 0. OSSO 0 0009" 

s.- 0 0100 0 1200 0.4)90 0.0220• o.ooso• o 6087 
Xwnte i...llOr 'l.alld (sat) 
(plioCilttwe wilt 1nfMtMeDr fTa l) 0 5600 0 2660 0.1614 0.1100 o.ano 061n 

TAF-Ibeta 0.l660 0."'2SO 0.1651 

0.0900 O.UlO 0.6lM 

~- 0.681'0 0.1720 0.822) 0.1410 0.2.2)() 0 S226 
... lnhtblor·l, l:iltbs ..nMftOld 
teM tranKnPt 0 9190 0.4110 0.0llJS 0.8650 0.9500 0.5500 

TR:K..fwed llf'GC!ltn TFG 0.9SDO 0.9510 0.1025 0.8050 0.9000 0.1!129 

0.25>0 O.lPO 0 OS)l' ---Roe--· 
09530 0.1610 0 7169""---Roe--· 00110· OU30 o . .

_,,,__,_) 04630 0 U60 0.
0.8110 0 1180 0.461s 

cytOtoxc .............. RNA 
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CHAPTER2 

Duplicate gene evolution and expression in the wake of vertebrate 
allopolyploidization 

Chain, F.J.J., D. Ilieva, and B.J. Evans (2008) BMC Evolutionary Biology 8: 43. 

PREFACE 

The findings from chapter one led us to explore the possibilities (i) that our 
estimates of functional constraints have become obscured with time, and (ii) that 
duplicate gene expression divergence might play a prevalent role in preserving 
paralogs. Because we found most duplicate genes had similar functional constraints 
yet relaxed compared to a singleton ortholog, we examined the possibility that 
selective forces acting on them changed over time. We also compared duplicate 
gene expression in search for patterns consistent with temporal, spatial and 
quantitative subfunctionalization across 5 distinct developmental tissue types. 

ABSTRACT 

The mechanism by which duplicate genes originate - whether by duplication 
of a whole genome or of a genomic segment - influences their genetic fates. To 
study events that trigger duplicate gene persistence after whole genome duplication 
in vertebrates, we have analyzed molecular evolution and expression of hundreds of 
persistent duplicate gene pairs in allopolyploid clawed frogs (Xenopus and 
Silurana). We collected comparative data that allowed us to tease apart the 
molecular events that occurred soon after duplication from those that occurred later 
on. We also quantified expression profile divergence of hundreds of paralogs during 
development and in different tissues. Our analyses indicate that persistent duplicates 
generated by allopolyploidization are subjected to strong purifying selection soon 
after duplication. The level ofpurifying selection is relaxed compared to a singleton 
ortholog, but not significantly variable over a period spanning about 40 million 
years. Despite persistent functional constraints, however, analysis of paralogous 
expression profiles indicates that quantitative aspects of their expression diverged 
substantially during this period. These results offer clues into how vertebrate 
transcriptomes are sculpted in the wake of whole genome duplication (WGD), such 
as those that occurred in our early ancestors. That functional constraints were 
relaxed relative to a singleton ortholog but not significantly different in the early 
compared to the later stage of duplicate gene evolution suggests that the timescale 
for a return to pre-duplication levels is drawn out over tens of millions of years 
beyond the age of these tetraploid species. Quantitative expression divergence can 
occur soon after WGD and with a magnitude that is not correlated with the rate of 
protein sequence divergence. On a coarse scale, quantitative expression divergence 
appears to be more prevalent than spatial and temporal expression divergence, and 
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also faster or more frequent than other processes that operate at the protein level, 
such as some types of neofunctionalization. 

INTRODUCTION 

Gene duplication can catalyze the evolution of novel function by providing a 
respite from purifying selection (Ohno 1970). The most common fate of a 
duplicated copy, however, is nonfunctionalization (pseudogenization), raising the 
question of how and why both copies of some duplicates manage to persist as 
functional entities. Interestingly, duplicate gene longevity is positively correlated 
with the scale of gene duplication - duplicate genes derived from whole genome 
duplication (WGD) typically persist for a longer period and evade pseudogenization 
at a higher frequency than those generated by segmental duplication (Amores et al. 
1998; Ferris and Whitt 1979; Nadeau and Sankoff 1997; Wendel 2000). Therefore it 
appears that mechanisms that promote duplicate gene persistence in polyploid 
genomes are either different from or more effective than those that operate on 
duplicated genes generated by segmental duplication. This is probably because 
mechanisms specific to polyploid genomes, such as stoichiometric requirements I 
genie balance, increase their longevity (Freeling and Thomas 2006; Lynch and 
Conery 2000; Papp et al. 2003a; Veitia 2003), whereas characteristics specific to 
segmental duplicates, such as incomplete coding regions and regulatory elements 
decrease theirs (Katju and Lynch 2003). Furthermore, prezygotic isolating 
mechanisms could increase assortative mating within ploidy levels (Husband and 
Schemske 2000), facilitating speciation of polyploids and fixation of their duplicated 
genome in a new species. In clawed frogs, for example, second generation 
backcrossed hybrid females can produce a clutch comprised of fertile polyploid 
individuals of both sexes (Kobel and DuPasquier 1986; Kobel 1996). Sympatric 
speciation could be essentially instantaneous if these polyploid siblings interbreed 
and if reproductive incompatibilities exist between them and the lower ploidy 
parental species. In contrast, segmental duplicates begin as polymorphisms whose 
probability of fixation and time to fixation depend on genetic drift and natural 
selection (Clark 1994). 

If stoichiometry is important, then an incentive immediately exists to 
preserve unadulterated versions of both copies of duplicates generated by WGD. 
Duplicate genes could also persist without functional change after duplication if 
overexpression is advantageous (Kondrashov et al. 2002; Larhammer and Risinger 
1994), ifthere is selection against expression of a defective protein (Gibson and 
Spring 1998), or if neofunctionalized alleles were already segregating prior to 
duplication (Lynch et al. 2001). However, if neofunctionalizing mutations are rare 
or not very advantageous, or ifpopulation size is small, pre-duplication 
neofunctionalization is unlikely to be a common mechanism for duplicate gene 
persistence (Lynch et al. 2001; Walsh 1995), although clearly it has occurred (Dulai 
et al. 1999). Duplication could also facilitate the resolution of conflicts that arise 
from gene sharing - when two distinct protein phenotypes arise from the same 
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transcriptional unit - such as if an altered expression level is advantageous in one 
tissue but disadvantageous in another (Piatigorsky and Wistow 1991 ). In duplicates 
generated via WGD by allopolyploidization, heterosis from interactions between 
diverged subgenomes could contribute to duplicate gene longevity without 
necessitating altered function after duplication (Evans 2007). 

An alternative explanation is that persistence of duplicates is triggered by 
genetic modification of one or both paralogs after duplication. For example, 
duplication could permit each copy of a multifunctional protein to specialize on a 
subset of the ancestral activities, thereby reducing pleiotropy (Hughes 1994; Hughes 
1999). Duplicates might also be preserved if each paralog degrades in a 
complementary fashion (Force et al. 1999; Stoltzfus 1999) or if one or both paralogs 
acquire novel function (Goodman et al. 1987; Ohno 1970). The post-duplication 
neofunctionalization model, for example, posits that one gene copy carries out the 
ancestral function(s), while the other one evolves neutrally and then acquires 
beneficial mutations by chance during the early stages of evolution (Ohno 1970). 
Once a new function is achieved, purifying selection is expected to dominate later 
stages of evolution. Neofunctionalization could occur with complete loss, partial 
degradation, or retention of ancestral function (He and Zhang 2005b ). The 
duplication-degeneration-complementation model, also known as 
subfunctionalization, posits that after duplication each paralog degenerates in a 
complementary fashion such that the action of both is necessary to accomplish the 
full suite of ancestral activities (Force et al. 1999; Lynch and Force 2000). 
Subfunctionalization could occur at the expression level through degeneration of 
paralogous expression profiles in a spatial, temporal, or quantitative dimension 
(Force et al. 1999; Lynch and Force 2000; Postlethwait et al. 2004). It could also 
occur at the protein level through complementary degeneration of different 
functional domains (Force et al. 1999) or as a consequence of activity compromising 
substitutions (Stoltzfus 1999). The cellular location of expression also has an impact 
on protein function, and subcellular relocalization could facilitate or catalyze the 
evolution of unique functions in paralogs (Byun-McKay and Geeta 2007). 

Ifgenetic modification triggers the persistence of both paralogs, it must 
occur within a few million years after duplication or else one copy will likely 
become a pseudogene (Lynch and Conery 2000). Moreover, the tempo of genetic 
modification after duplication may be dynamic, wherein changes that occur when 
the duplicate is young differ in frequency or nature from those that occur later on. 
After subfunctionalization or post-duplication neofunctionalization has occurred, for 
example, purifying selection is expected to increase. Additionally, some of these 
mechanisms for duplicate gene retention are not mutually exclusive and could 
operate concurrently or sequentially (Chain and Evans 2006; He and Zhang 2005b) 
and this could also be associated with temporal changes in functional constraints. To 
better understand the genetic basis of duplicate gene survival, it is therefore useful to 
consider their early stages of evolution separately from their later stages (Lynch and 
Conery 2000; Moore and Purugganan 2003; Su et al. 2006; Wendel 2000). 
Comparison of young to old duplicates suggests that the rate of nonsynonymous 
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substitutions is higher on average in younger duplicates (Jordan et al. 2004; Lynch 
and Conery 2000; Nembaware et al. 2002). This observation was interpreted as 
evidence of relaxed purifying selection immediately after duplication that was then 
followed by increased selective constraints as the duplicates aged. However, 
because pseudogenization rapidly transforms most young duplicates to singletons, it 
is not yet clear the degree to which evolution of young duplicates is indicative of the 
early stages of evolution of those exceptional duplicates that evade pseudogenization 
for dozens of millions of years. 

To understand why so many duplicates persist after WGD, such as those that 
occurred in the ancestor ofjawed vertebrates (Dehal and Boore 2005), teleost fish 
(Amores et al. 1998), and salmonid fish (Allendorf and Thorgaard 1984 ), additional 
information is needed about temporal dynamics in protein evolution and expression 
in the earliest stages of this type of genomic metamorphosis. In particular, we 
would like to dissect apart the molecular changes in the protein-coding region that 
occurred when persistent duplicates were young (an early stage of duplicate gene 
evolution) from those changes that occurred in the same duplicates after they 
became old (a later stage of duplicate gene evolution). Also of interest is the 
question of whether and how quickly paralogous expression profiles diverge after 
WGD. Polyploid clawed frogs (Xenopus and Silurana) are a useful model for 
studying early genetic events in vertebrate WGD because two independent instances 
of tetraploidization occurred fairly recently (Chain and Evans 2006; Evans et al. 
2004) and because subsequent speciation events occurred after both of these WGDs 
(Figure 2. lA). 

Previous studies have used this system to compare molecular evolution 
before and after WGD (Chain and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 2007; Hughes and 
Hughes 1993; Morin et al. 2006). These studies indicate that purifying selection on 
X laevis paralogs is relaxed compared to single-copy genes in the diploid species S. 
tropicalis (Chain and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 2007; Morin et al. 2006), compared 
to single-copy orthologs in mammals (Hellsten et al. 2007; Hughes and Hughes 
1993), and compared to single-copy genes inX laevis (Hellsten et al. 2007). Using 
different statistical methods, independent tests on different genes found evidence for 
asymmetric amino acid substitution in 4-6% ofexpressed paralogs in X laevis 
(Chain and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 2007). We have used this system to explore 
duplicate gene evolution over different time intervals after WGD (tetraploidization), 
and to evaluate expression divergence of the resulting paralogs in X laevis. 

RESULTS 

In Xenopus and in Silurana, because a tetraploid ancestor speciated, the 
timing of molecular changes that occurred after allopolyploidization can be 
dissected apart into two stages: an "early" stage of duplication - after 
allopolyploidization but before speciation of the tetraploid ancestor - and a "later" 
stage of duplicate gene evolution- after allopolyploidization and speciation of the 
tetraploid ancestor (Figure 1 ). This permits the testing of alternative evolutionary 
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scenarios of duplicate gene evolution. Moreover, the likelihood of sequence data 
can be quantified under a model with no change in the rate ratio of nonsynonymous 
to synonymous substitution (Ka/Ks ratio) before versus after tetraploid speciation, 
and it can be compared to the likelihood of an alternative model in which there is a 
different Ka/Ks ratio during these two stages of duplicate gene evolution. This 
analysis is not the same as a comparison of young to old duplicates, which involves 
comparing different genes that were duplicated at different times - instead it allows 
comparison of an early stage of evolution to a later stage of evolution of the same 
duplicates. 

Synonymous divergence 
We collected and analyzed sequence data from fragments of hundreds of 

expressed paralogs from multiple species with an aim of teasing apart early from 
later mutations in the protein coding region of persistent paralogs generated by 
WGD (Figure 2.1 ). In Xenopus, an analysis of 80,856 concatenated base pairs (bp) 
of expressed paralogs indicates that synonymous substitutions per synonymous site 
(Ks) betweenX /aevis paralogs (XLa and XL~ in Figure 2.lB) is 0.2111, and Ks 
between the alpha paralogs ofX laevis and X borealis (XLa and XBa in Figure 
2. lB) is 0.1393. This suggests that Ks between paralogs in the "early" stage of 
duplicate gene evolution is up to 0.0718, depending on the location of node 2 in 
Figure 2.lB. Most synonymous divergence between paralogs therefore accumulated 
after tetraploidization in Xenopus (Figure 2.5), which occurred roughly 20 to 40 
million years ago (Chain and Evans 2006) or maybe more (Evans et al. 2004). 
Silurana allotetraploids are about half as old (Evans et al. 2004). 

Rapid and persistent purifying selection after duplicate gene evolution 
After allopolyploidization, these paralogs were rapidly (immediately or soon 

after WGD) subjected to strong purifying selection. The level of purifying selection, 
while relaxed relative to singletons (Chain and Evans 2006; Morin et al. 2006), did 
not vary substantially between early and later stages of duplicate gene evolution. 

More specifically, a combined analysis of thousands of codons from 
hundreds of expressed paralogs from X laevis, a X borealis ortholog, and a S. 
tropicalis ortholog, indicates that a more parameterized model of sequence evolution 
with a higher Ka/Ks ratio during the early stage ofduplicate gene evolution than the 
later stage is not preferred (P = 1.00, Table 2.1, Figure 2.lB). In fact, a branch
specific model of evolution indicates that the estimated Ka/Ks ratio in the early stage 
of duplicate gene evolution is slightly lower than in the later stage (Table 2.1 ). When 
these data were partitioned by gene fragment the results were the same - there also 
was not a significant difference in the Ka/Ks ratio at the early compared to the later 
stage of duplicate gene evolution (Table 2.1). Additionally, a model in which the 
Ka/Ks ratio of the early lineage is allowed to be lower than one is significantly better 
than a model in which this rate ratio is fixed at the neutral expectation of one (P < 
0.00001, Table 2.2) and this analysis also produced the same result when the data 
were partitioned by gene fragment (Table 2.2). Similarly, branch-site models reveal 
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a higher proportion of positively selected sites in the later lineage (0.00893%) than 
the early lineage (0.00061 %; data not shown). 

Tests of the individual loci have low power because many are small 
fragments (see Table 2.3). Nonetheless, analyses of 660 fragments from 350 
individual loci echo the results of the analyses of combined multi-locus data. The 
distribution of Ka/Ks ratios in the early and later stages of duplicate gene evolution 
is similar (Figure 2.2A) and more fragments have a significantly higher Ka/Ks ratio 
at a later stage (8 fragments) than at an earlier stage (6 fragments), and this 
difference is not significant (x.2 test, P=0.997). Additionally, the number of 
fragments with a higher Ka/Ks ratio in the early stage than the later stage 
(significant or not) was lower (156 fragments) than the alternative (262 fragments; P 
= 1.0; see Table 2.3). That Ks in the early stage of duplicate gene evolution was 
similar to or lower than in the later stage (Figure 2.1, see Supplementary 
Information), indicates that sampling bias of synonymous substitutions (Chain and 
Evans 2006; Wyckoff et al. 2005), if present, would bias our analysis of individual 
fragments towards detecting a higher Ka/Ks ratio in the early stage, which is not 
what we observed. 

The neutral expectation (Ka/Ks equal to one) is significantly rejected in the 
early lineage of 62 out of 136 individual loci with more than 200 hp (see Table 2.3), 
and when this ratio is estimated for the early lineage, only 7% of them have an 
estimated Ka/Ks ratio above one. Taken together, these results indicate that 
purifying selection was as strong, if not stronger on these duplicates in the early 
stage of their evolution compared to the later stage. 

Early neofunctionalization could potentially result in no difference between 
the Ka/Ks ratio in the early and later stages of duplicate gene evolution if genes in 
the early stage experience either positive selection or purifying selection, whereas 
genes in the later stage experience either relaxed purifying selection or purifying 
selection. While we can not rule this possibility out because positive selection and 
relaxed purifying selection both increase the Ka/Ks ratio, a regression of Ka/Ks to 
Ks for each fragment in the early and later stage of evolution indicates that (positive 
+ relaxed purifying) selection is less prevalent in the early stage than the later stage 
(Figure 2.2B). 

Radical amino acid substitutions are not more common in early versus later 
stages of duplicate gene evolution 

New functions may be achieved by "radical" substitutions - replacement of 
one amino acid with another that has very different physical properties (Hughes 
1999; Hughes et al. 1990). While this is certainly not a requirement for new 
function to evolve, we nonetheless explored this possibility using a Bayesian 
approach to estimate the number and frequencies of elemental substitutions - the 75 
amino acid substitutions that can occur via a single nucleotide change - at an early 
and a later stage of duplicate gene evolution, and also in the diploid lineage (see 
Supplementary Information). Results indicate that elemental substitutions were not 
more radical in an early stage (Mantel Z statistic = 2.4119) than in a later stage (P = 
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1.0000). In fact, radical substitutions were slightly more prevalent in the later 
lineage (Mantel Z statistic = 2.4680). Elemental substitutions also were not 
significantly more radical in the entire X laevis paralog a lineage (between node 1 
and XLa of Figure 2.lB, Mantel Z statistic= 2.43823) than in the diploid lineage 
(between ST and node 1 in Figure 2. lB; Mantel Z statistic = 2.3920, P = 0.1396). 
Similar results are obtained when the radicalness of elemental substitutions is 
categorized according to alternative criteria (data not shown; Zhang 2000). 

Simulations were performed to test whether ancestral bias toward more 
conservative substitutions in the early stages of duplicate gene evolution could 
explain these results, but this was not the case. Simulated elemental substitutions 
from a reconstructed ancestral sequence were not more conservative in the early 
stage of duplicate gene evolution than the later stage (P = 0.6529). As expected, 
these simulations, which were not under purifying selection, were significantly more 
radical than the observed data (P < 0.001). 

Caveats 
We performed additional analyses to address various concerns about the 

sequence dataset from X /aevis, X borealis, and S. tropicalis. One consideration is 
that differences or changes in population size could affect the Ka/Ks ratio because 
slightly deleterious nonsynonymous substitutions are more likely to become fixed 
when the effective population size is small. Based on the geographic distribution and 
molecular diversity of mitochondrial DNA (Evans et al. 2004), the effective 
population size ofX borealis is smaller than that ofX laevis. However, we found 
that the Ka/Ks ratio ofX laevis paralogs during the later stage was slightly higher 
(0.1555) than the corresponding lineage ofX borealis (0.1338). This discrepancy 
was not significant in a two-sided test (P = 0.1790) or in a one-sided test because we 
expected the ratio to be larger inX borealis (P = 1.0). To ensure that we were 
comparing ratios in expressed duplicates in both species, we included in this 
comparison only those data for which expression of both paralogs of both species 
was confirmed (37,194 bp). We note that more substitutions of both types occurred 
in X borealis suggesting that the overall rate of evolution may be slightly higher in 
this species. A lack of significant difference in the Ka/Ks ratio suggests that the 
difference in effective population size between X laevis and X borea/is had a 
negligible impact on the Ka/Ks ratios of many of their orthologs. 

A second consideration stems from the possibility that a substantial portion 
of the early lineage of duplicate gene evolution evolved in a diploid (between nodes 
1and2 in Figure 2.lB) as a result of the putative allopolyploid origin of the ancestor 
ofXenopus tetraploids. Because the Ka/Ks ratio of clawed frog paralogs is slightly 
higher after genome duplication than before it (Chain and Evans 2006; Morin et al. 
2006), the Ka/Ks ratio of this entire branch (between nodes 1 and 3 in Figure 2.lB) 
could be lower than the Ka/Ks ratio of the portion of this branch that evolved after 
duplication (between nodes 2 and 3 in Figure 2. lB). To explore this issue, we 
analyzed expressed sequences from another dataset derived from S. tropicalis and 
two closely related tetraploids (9717 bp). Similar to the analysis ofX /aevis and X 
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borealis paralogs, the branch-specific tests of Si/urana paralogs do not provide 
evidence for an increased Ka/Ks ratio in an early stage (between nodes 7 and 8 in 
Figure 2.1 C) versus a later stage of duplicate gene evolution (between node 8 and 
EPa in Figure 2.lC; P = 1.0; Table 2.1), nor an increased frequency of radical amino 
acid substitutions at an early stage of duplicate gene evolution (Mantel Z statistic = 
2.7193) compared to a later stage (Mantel Z statistic= 2.1991, P = 0.0882). 
Simulations indicate that the early stage of duplicate gene evolution in Silurana was 
not significantly biased towards more conservative substitutions (P = 0.5651 ), the 
branch-site test reveals no evidence in the concatenated data for positively selected 
sites in the early branch (although it does on the later branch; data not shown), and 
the partitioned branch model analysis reveals the same results as the concatenated 
branch model (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Also similar to the analysis ofX laevis and X 
borealis paralogs, the branch-specific tests ofSilurana paralogs illustrate that 
functional constraints during the early stage of duplicate gene evolution were 
significantly below neutral expectations (Table 2.2). 

A third consideration is that allotetraploidization of the common ancestor of 
Xenopus tetraploids occurred immediately before the first speciation of this ancestor 
(in other words that the time between nodes 2 and 3 in Figure 2.lB is very small). If 
this were the case, then it would be more informative to compare an "intermediate" 
stage of duplicate gene evolution - a period after the first tetraploid speciation in 
Xenopus but before subsequent tetraploid speciations (i.e. between nodes 3 and 4 in 
Figure 2.1 D) - to a later stage ofduplicate gene evolution - after an even more 
recent tetraploid speciation event (between node 4 and XLa in Figure 2.lD). This 
issue was addressed with additional sequences (6966 bp) from the tetraploid species 
X gilli and X muelleri that made possible the further dissection and hypothesis 
testing of the temporal dynamics of evolution after duplication (Figure 2.1 D). 
Based on their close phylogenetic relationships (Evans 2007; Evans et al. 2005; 
Evans et al. 2004), we used X gilli when we knew both X laevis paralogs were 
expressed, and we used X muelleri when we knew both X borealis paralogs were 
expressed. Similar to the other analyses, this comparison revealed that the Ka/Ks 
ratio is not significantly higher in the intermediate stage compared to the later stage 
of duplicate gene evolution (P = 0.16; Table 2.1) and that the frequency of radical 
amino acid substitutions at the intermediate stage of duplicate gene evolution 
(Mantel Z statistic= 2.4073) is not significantly higher than at a later stage (Mantel 
Z statistic= 2.0645, P = 0.0887). Simulations again confirm that the intermediate 
stage was not significantly biased towards more conservative substitutions (P = 
1.0000), the branch-site test reveals no evidence in the concatenated data for 
positively selected sites in the early branch or the later branch (data not shown), and 
the partitioned branch model analysis again reveals the same results as the 
concatenated branch model (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). These additional analyses thus 
provide strong support that purifying selection acted rapidly - within millions of 
years - and persistently- over tens of millions of years - after WGD in clawed 
frogs. 
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Expression divergence 
We used microarray data to compare expression profiles from five 

developmental stages and adult tissue types (treatments) of hundreds of paralogous 
pairs generated by WGD. Our analyses included developmental treatments from four 
distinct developmental stages (egg, tadpole stage 11, tadpole stage 18, and adult). 
Unlike the egg and tadpole stages, however, the adult stage is represented by data 
from each type of gonad instead of the entire individual. Because the primordial 
germ cells appear long after the tadpole stages that we assayed (stage 44; 
Nieuwkoop and Faber 1956), these data provide a coarse perspective on spatial 
expression in four distinct tissue types: undifferentiated egg, pooled embryonic 
tissue (which do not have developed gonads), adult testis, and adult ovary. 

We performed a power analysis to explore the possibility that cross
hybridization ofnon-target paralogs could affect the inference ofparalogous 
expression profiles. We compared results from (a) a low paralog specificity analysis 
that included all probes on the microarray, including ones that cross hybridize to 
both paralogs, (b) a medium paralog specificity analysis that excluded probes whose 
sequences cross-hybridized to both paralogs, and (c) a high specificity analysis that 
excluded probes having up to three mismatches with a nontarget paralog. 
Additionally, we used two intensity thresholds, "standard" and "conservative", as a 
basis for the detection of expression of each paralog in each treatment (Methods). 

Qualitative comparisons across this developmental series and these tissue 
types indicate that the bulk ofparalogous expression divergence after WGD in 
clawed frogs is on a quantitative rather than a temporal dimension (Figures 2.3, 2.4). 
This would be expected if these paralogs were expressed in a highly specific manner 
in only one of the developmental stages or tissue types that we analyzed. However, 
many of these paralogs were expressed in multiple tissue types and multiple 
developmental stages. Consider for instance the 841 paralogous pairs for which the 
presence/absence expression profile of each paralog was identical in the medium and 
high paralog specificity analyses (Figure 2.3). In the medium specificity analysis at 
the standard threshold, 94% of these paralogous pairs were both expressed in at least 
two treatments and 75% were both expressed in all five treatments. 

When both paralogs are expressed, comparison of their expression profiles 
can indicate either that (a) both are expressed at the same developmental stages and 
tissue types (identical spatial and temporal expression), (b) the profile of one paralog 
is a subset of that of the other one (overlapping spatial and temporal expression), or 
(c) both paralogs have distinct components to their expression profiles (distinct 
spatial and temporal expression). In the microarray expression data from X laevis, 
when expression of both paralogs was detected, almost all pairs had identical or 
overlapping expression profiles in terms of the developmental stages and tissue 
types in which expression was detected (Figure 2.3). This was true regardless of how 
conservatively we scored presence/absence of expression or the specificity of the 
probes on the microarray. Only 2-7% of these pairs included paralogs that both had 
a unique expression profile wherein one paralog is expressed at a developmental 
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stage or a tissue type where the other one is not expressed, and vice versa (Figure 
2.3). 

In contrast to the overall similarity in the developmental timing and locations 
of paralogous expression, quantitative aspects of a high percentage of paralogous 
pairs have diverged substantially (Figure 2.4). In the medium paralog specificity 
analysis for example, 62% of the paralogous pairs also had a Pearson correlation 
coefficient that was below 0.866, a value below which were 95% of the correlation 
coefficients between non-paralogous genes. 27% of the paralogous pairs had a 
correlation coefficient below 0.5. Similar proportions were found in the high 
paralog specificity analysis (results not shown). At the end of this extreme, 0.3% of 
the paralogous pairs (3 pairs) in the medium paralog specificity analysis had a 
correlation coefficient that was more negative than -0.861, a level below which were 
only 5% of the correlation coefficients of the non-paralogous expression profiles. 
These three paralogous pairs are expressed in all treatments according to the 
standard detection threshold and have the following accession numbers 
(NM_001092603 and NM_001091285, NM_001091759 and NM_001093475, and 
NM_001091931 and NM_00109404 7). Their annotations are rudimentary, but the 
first pair may be involved with RNA splicing and the third pair has sequence 
similarity to collagen alpha (1) precursor. The normalized expression level of each 
pair indicates that in most of these treatments, the expression of one paralog is above 
the median expression level of that paralog across the five treatments whereas the 
expression of the other paralog is below it. 

DISCUSSION 

Neutral evolution of gene duplicates eventually leads to pseudogenization of 
one copy, and the time for this to occur depends on the size of the mutational target 
(sequence and length of the gene and the level ofdegeneracy of cis-regulatory 
elements), the rate and biases of molecular evolution (such as the rates of nucleotide 
substitution, insertions/deletions, and transposable element mobility), and the 
effective population size of the species (pseudo genes take longer to fix in larger 
populations) (Kimura 1980; Takahata and Maruyama 1979; Watterson 1983). Non
neutral evolution, however, can curtail pseudogenization. In polyploid clawed frogs, 
duplicates generated by WGD are subject to more severe functional constraints than 
the neutral expectation, even though these constraints are relaxed relative to a 
singleton gene (this study; Chain and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 2007; Hughes and 
Hughes 1993; Morin et al. 2006). Furthermore, even though the typical half-life of 
duplicates from a variety of organisms (Lynch and Conery 2000) is much lower than 
the time since tetraploidization of clawed frogs, it is clear that many paralogous 
pairs are still expressed in Xenopus (Chain and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 2007; 
Hughes and Hughes 1993; Morin et al. 2006), suggesting the action of natural 
selection to preserve their expression. If these paralogs are retained for enough time, 
functional constraints presumably would increase to a pre-WGD level. However, 
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here we demonstrate that these constraints did not substantially fluctuate for dozens 
of millions of years following genome duplication. 

One explanation for this observation is that the early stages of duplicate gene 
evolution occurred before these genomes became disomic ( diploidized), and that this 
resulted in increased purifying selection on both duplicates in the early stages of 
their evolution. Indeed, some chromosomes may take longer than others to evolve 
disomic inheritance after WGD (Allendorf and Danzmann 1997; Ferris and Whitt 
1979; Gaut and Doebley 1997) and polysomic inheritance has been reported at one 
locus in the dodecaploid species X ruwenzoriensis (Sammut et al. 2002). However, 
we removed from our analysis sequences that exhibited signs of gene conversion or 
recombination (see Supplementary Information)- events that might indicate 
polysomic rather than disomic inheritance. Additionally, disomic inheritance can 
occur instantly or soon after WGD by allopolyploidization (Osborn et al. 2003) and 
disomic inheritance of alleles occurs immediately in laboratory generated polyploids 
ofXenopus (MUller 1977). These observations argue against functional constraints 
on these paralogs being buoyed by polysomic inheritance in an early stage after 
allotetraploidization. 

The stasis of functional constraints over these early stages of paralog 
evolution in clawed frogs contrasts sharply with studies of young and older 
duplicates generated from WGD in non-vertebrates and from segmental duplication 
in vertebrates. For example, over a level of synonymous divergence similar to 
Xenopus paralogs, older paralogs of the fungus and plant polyploids Saccharomyces 
cerevisae and Arabidopsis tha/iana are more constrained than younger ones (Lynch 
and Conery 2000). Likewise, human paralogs with synonymous divergence 
between 0.05 and 0.1 have a Ka/Ks ratio of about 0.4 7 but those with synonymous 
divergence between 0.1 and 0.5 are more constrained with a Ka/Ks ratio of about 
0.37 (Jordan et al. 2004). Although those comparisons involve different sets of 
genes in each taxon, it is worth noting that functional constraints immediately after 
WGD are more severe inXenopus paralogs, which have a lower Ka/Ks ratio of 
0.105 -0.158 (Table 2.1). These results suggest that (a) the evolutionary trajectories 
of duplicates generated by segmental duplication differ from those ofparalogs 
generated by WGD and/or that (b) the early stage of evolution of duplicates that are 
destined to persist differs substantially from that of most young duplicates (the bulk 
of which rapidly degenerate to singletons). These results are consistent with the 
observation that young paralogs that evolve quickly are less likely to be retained in 
the long run (Brunet et al. 2006; Davis and Petrov 2004; Jordan et al. 2004; 
Shakhnovich and Koonin 2006). Stoichiometric constraints/genie balance is one 
plausible explanation for more severe and persistent functional constraints on WGD 
paralogs in clawed frogs as compared to singletons in other organisms (Freeling and 
Thomas 2006; Lynch and Conery 2000; Papp et al. 2003a). 

Temporal dynamics of molecular evolution of expressed duplicates appear to 
differ in frogs (this study) and yeast (Scannell and Wolfe 2008). While purifying 
selection is relaxed after WGD in yeast and inX /aevis, nonsynonymous 
substitutions were more prevalent during an early stage of duplicate gene evolution 
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than a later stage in yeast (Scannell and Wolfe 2008) but not inX laevis (this study). 
There are multiple possible explanations for this difference. Because the yeast 
species examined in (Scannell and Wolfe 2008) have a larger effective population 
size than the frogs we studied, purifying selection in frogs would have to be stronger 
in order to substantially curtail the fixation of slightly deleterious nonsynonymous 
substitutions by genetic drift. Perhaps then, the initial phase of duplicate gene 
evolution - a period during which purifying selection is relaxed compared to 
singletons but before post-WGD increases in functional constraints are apparent at a 
molecular level - is more drawn out in frogs than in yeast as a consequence of their 
different population sizes. Another possibility is that the selective regime following 
WGD varies between yeast and frogs as a result of fundamental differences in the 
nexus of protein-protein interactions, functional specialization, complexity, and/or 
redundancy. It is also possible that the periods of time after WGD that were 
compared in each of these studies could differ substantially. 

If post-duplication neofunctionalization of protein structure is to promote the 
persistence of both paralogs, amino acid changing nucleotide substitutions must 
occur in at least one paralog soon after duplication, and this should be followed by 
increased purifying selection once new function is acquired (Ohno 1970; Ohno 
1973). Molecular signs of neofunctionalization ofprotein structure may include a 
higher Ka/Ks ratio in early than in later stages of duplicate gene evolution, a higher 
frequency of radical amino acid changes in early than in later stages of duplicate 
gene evolution, and/or significantly different rates of nonsynonymous substitution 
between paralogs. In clawed frogs, multiple lines of evidence suggest that this 
mechanism is not a prevalent trigger for the persistence of duplicates generated in 
the initial millions of years after WGD. First, in the early stage of duplicate gene 
evolution in X laevis only a handful of these persistent paralogs have a Ka/Ks ratio 
greater than one (i.e. consistent with positive selection; see Table 2.3) and a higher 
proportion of sites exhibit evidence of positive selection in the later stage of 
duplicate gene evolution than in the early stage (data not shown). Of course, the 
Ka/Ks ratio is a very rough metric of positive selection and new protein function 
could arise by neutral evolution, even via very few amino acid substitutions 
(Golding and Dean 1998). However, similar to yeast (Scannell and Wolfe 2008), 
radical amino acid substitutions are not more prevalent in the early stage of duplicate 
gene evolution. We also did not observe increased purifying selection in the later 
stage of duplicate gene evolution that would be expected if neofunctionalization 
occurred in the early stage after WGD. Similarly in yeast, duplicates with a level of 
divergence similar to X laevis paralogs (Ks < 0.25), subfunctionalization as opposed 
to neofunctionalization is suggested by a loss of shared interactions (He and Zhang 
2005b; Wagner 2001). 

These analyses find a much higher incidence of quantitative divergence than 
the 14% suggested by (Morin et al. 2006), but they are similar to another study that 
suggests 40-50% quantitative expression divergence (Hellsten et al. 2007). Hellsten 
et al. (Hellsten et al. 2007) found evidence of spatial expression divergence in four 
out of six in situ hybridizations, whereas we found this type of expression 
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divergence - where each paralog has a unique component to its expression domain 
in only 2-7% of the paralogs (Figure 2.3). This disparity is in part a consequence of 
lack of resolution in the microarray data that we analyzed relative to in situ 
hybridization performed by (Hellsten et al. 2007). Spatial and temporal expression 
subfunctionalization may be more common on a finer spatial or temporal scale than 
we were able to detect with these microarray data. 

Unequal expression and low correlation ofparalogous expression profiles 
has also been reported in several allopolyploid plants (Adams 2007; Blanc and 
Wolfe 2004). Genome duplication in plants is associated with non-additive changes 
in gene expression, suggesting that expression divergence between paralogs can 
immediately accompany allopolyploidization (Adams et al. 2003; Albertin et al. 
2006; Wang et al. 2006). In synthetic allopolyploid Arabidopsis, for example, 
expression of over 5% of genes in synthetic allopolyploid lines deviated from the 
midpoint of each parental species (Wang et al. 2006). In the recently formed 
allohexaploid plant species Senecio cambrensis, expression analysis of re
synthesized lines suggests that the impact of hybridization and genome duplication 
on expression divergence are distinct, and that the latter phenomenon can reduce 
expression divergence, at least in the early stages of polyploid evolution (Hegarty et 
al. 2006). Later on, for example in Arabidopsis thaliana which experienced WGD 
between 20 and 60 million years ago, 57% of the resulting duplicates have an 
expression profile with a correlation coefficient less than 0.52 (Blanc and Wolfe 
2004). Likewise in yeast the correlation between paralogous expression profiles is 
lower than 0.5 in 55% of pairs that have a similar level of synonymous divergence 
(0.1-0.3) as the X laevis paralogs in this study (Gu et al. 2002). Substantial 
quantitative expression divergence between paralogs soon after W GD therefore does 
not appear to be unique to X laevis, and is likely the culmination of divergence over 
evolutionary time and also divergence that occurred immediately upon 
allopolyploidization. 

Without additional information on expression profiles of orthologous genes, 
at this point we cannot determine whether the observed spatial and temporal 
expression divergence arose through expansion (expression neofunctionalization) or 
degradation (expression subfunctionalization) of each expression profile or both. In 
yeast, expression neofunctionalization occurs via recruitment of cis-regulatory 
elements, but this appears to take a long time (Papp et al. 2003b ). In human 
paralogs that are more diverged (Ks > 0.25) than the ones we studied here, the 
combined expression domains of segmental duplicates is typically larger than that of 
singletons, and the magnitude of this difference is positively correlated with 
synonymous divergence, suggesting expression neofunctionalization (He and Zhang 
2005b ). Expression divergence is correlated with synonymous and nonsynonymous 
divergence in yeast duplicates with Ka :S 0.3 or Ks < 1.5 (Gu et al. 2002), and this 
correlation has also been found in humans over similar levels of divergence 
(Makova and Li 2003). However, we did not find this correlation in X laevis 
paralogs (see Additional file 4). This difference could derive from distinct genetic 
fates of duplicates generated by WGD versus segmental duplication on either an 
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expression or functional level (Kim et al. 2006). Other factors that could play a role 
in the degree to which paralogous expression profiles diverge over time include 
tissue-specific developmental constraints (Gu and Su 2007), expression intensity and 
specificity (Liao and Zhang 2006), and the essentiality of a paralog's gene family 
(Shakhnovich and Koonin 2006). 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been suggested that allopolyploidization rather than 
autopolyploidization preceded the diversification ofjawed vertebrates (Spring 
1997). Allopolyploids have the advantage that diploidization might occur instantly 
or more rapidly than in autopolyploids, thereby preventing complications associated 
with mis-segregation of chromosomes in a polysomic genome (Osborn et al. 2003). 
By analogy, duplicate gene evolution in allopolyploid clawed frogs offers insights 
into how the transcriptome of our ancient ancestors may have been sculpted in the 
wake of these genomic metamorphoses (Dehal and Boore 2005; Ohno 1970), and 
also after subsequent WGDs in other vertebrates (Amores et al. 1998; Taylor et al. 
2003). To the extent that this analogy applies, the initial dozens of millions of years 
of vertebrate evolution after WGD were likely characterized by strong and persistent 
functional constraints at the amino acid level. Despite these functional constraints, 
however, quantitative expression divergence probably occurred in many duplicates 
during this period and, as has been suggested (Ferris and Whitt 1979), the magnitude 
of regulatory and structural change was not correlated (see Additional file 4). We 
speculate therefore that stoichiometric requirements and quantitative expression 
subfunctionalization commonly trigger persistence of WGD paralogs in the earliest 
stages of their existence. Following WGD, it appears that other mechanisms that 
trigger the retention of duplicate genes, such as neofunctionalization of the coding 
region or spatial expression subfunctionalization (e.g. Amores et al. 2004; Force et 
al. 1999; He and Zhang 2005b; Huminiecki and Wolfe 2004; Rastogi and Liberles 
2005), tend to operate less frequently, later, or over a longer period of time. 
Interestingly, analysis ofteleost paralogs demonstrates that duplicates continue to be 
lost over hundreds of millions of years (Amores et al. 2004), indicating that the 
steadfast functional constraints and substantial expression dynamics soon after 
vertebrate WGD do not immortalize these duplicates. 

METHODS 

Molecular data 
We compiled sequences of expressed paralogs ofX laevis from Gen bank 

and various publications (Chain and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 2007; Morin et al. 
2006) and aligned them with orthologs from the S. tropicalis genome assembly 4.1. 
454 pyrosequencing was used to obtain sequences of fragments of expressed 
paralogs ofX borealis from testis cDNA and contigs were assembled from these 
data using BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) and ALIGNO (Myers and Miller 1988) 
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from the FAST A 2.0 package (Pearson and Lipman 1988), and manual alignment in 
MacClade (Maddison and Maddison 2000). Manufacturer protocols were followed 
to isolate RNA using an RNA extraction kit (Qiagen), to prepare cDNA using BD 
SMART PCR cDNA synthesis kit (Clontech), and to normalize the cDNA using the 
Trimmer cDNA normalization kit (Evrogen JCS). Additional targeted sequencing of 
paralogs from X laevis, X borealis, X gilli, X muelleri, S. epitropicalis, and S. new 
tetraploid was performed by co-amplifying portions of these paralogs from cDNA 
from a variety of tissues (blood, heart, brain, testis, liver, muscle). Portions of 
individual paralogs were then cloned with the TA cloning kit (Invitrogen) and 
sequenced. These data are deposited in Genbank (see Table 2.3). 

Using a combination of targeted amplification, cloning, and sequencing of 
cDNA, 454 pyrosequencing ofcDNA, and database searches, 80,856 bp were 
collected from 660 fragments of 350 expressed paralogous pairs from the tetraploid 
X laevis, one expressed paralog from the tetraploid X borealis, and an ortholog 
from the diploid S. tropicalis. An additional 9,717 bp were sequenced from portions 
of thirteen expressed duplicated loci of the tetraploids S. epitropicalis and S. new 
tetraploid, and 6,966 bp were sequenced from portions of nine expressed duplicated 
loci of the tetraploidsX muelleri or X gilli. To minimize analysis of paralogs 
whose evolutionary history may have been homogenized by gene conversion or 
recombination, we excluded from our analysis sequences with signs of these 
phenomena (see Figure 5). 

Because data were usually obtained from only one expressed X borealis 
paralog but two X laevis paralogs, most of our molecular analyses focused on 
molecular evolution of one X laevis paralog - the "a" paralog (Figure 2. lB). This 
is because, without evidence of expression of the other X borealis paralog, we do 
not know whether X borealis paralog a is still an expressed duplicate, and we also 
cannot determine at what point after duplication nonsyonymous substitutions 
occurred in the other X laevis paralog - paralog "fr' (Figure 2. lB). Phylogenetic 
methods (maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood) were used to identify to 
which one of the expressed X laevis paralogs that the X borealis paralog was most 
closely related. 

Models of evolution 
To test whether the rate ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous 

substitutions per site (hereafter the Ka/Ks ratio) differs at early versus later stages of 
duplicate gene evolution, the likelihood of alternative models of branch-specific 
evolution (Figure 2.1) was calculated using PAML version 3.15 (Yang 1997). This 
analysis was performed on concatenated datasets and with the data partitioned by 
gene fragment. We also used the branch-site test for positive selection (test 2 in 
Zhang et al. 2005) to test whether there were more sites under positive selection at 
an early stage compared to a later stage of duplicate gene evolution. In addition, we 
tested for significant departure from neutrality by comparing a model in which the 
Ka/Ks ratio of the early lineage was fixed at one and another Ka/Ks ratio was 
estimated for all other branches, to a model in which one Ka/Ks ratio was estimated 
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for the early branch and another ratio was again estimated for all other branches. For 
each comparison, significance of the more parameterized model was evaluated with 
a i test. Note that, as a result of a suspected allotetraploid origin of the ancestor of 
X laevis and X borealis, an unknown portion of the early lineage probably evolved 
in a diploid species; the potential impact of this and other caveats was explored with 
additional comparative data and analyses (Figs. 1 C, D). 

Expression analyses 
We collected expression data from previous studies that used a X laevis 

microarray prefabricated by Affymetrix (Gurvich et al. 2005; Malone et al. 2006; 
Sinner et al. 2006). Expression data was analyzed from five developmental stages or 
tissue types: egg, embryonic stages 11and18, adult testis, and adult ovary. Raw 
intensity data were converted to CEL files using GeneChip Operation System 
software (GCOS v. 1.4 Affymetrix). The robust multi array average (RMA) 
algorithm was implemented to quantify gene expression in GeneSpring version 
GX7.3 (Agilent, Inc) using either the Affymetrix library file or custom CDF files 
("probe masks") that were generated following Hammond et al. (2005). The data 
were then normalized to the median of each gene across all arrays and the 50th 
percentile of each array. A high intra-treatment correlation (R2 = 92-98%) was found 
between the biological replicates for each treatment. 

The Affymetrix X laevis microarray consists of "probe sets" that are 
composed of 16 "probe pairs", each of which includes a 25 base pair oligo that is 
intended to perfectly match the target sequence. Cross hybridization ofparalogs 
could homogenize their expression profiles if it is bidirectional or could amplify 
differences between them if it is unidirectional. To explore this possibility, we 
performed a power analysis in which we used probe masks to evaluate paralog 
specificity of each probe set - i.e. the degree to which the probes on the microarray 
match one paralog but not the other. We tested three paralog specificities: "low", 
"medium", and "high". The low paralog specificity analysis included probes that 
exactly matched (and cross-hybridize to) both paralogs. The medium paralog 
specificity analysis excluded probes that exactly matched both paralogs. The high 
paralog specificity analysis excluded probes that perfectly matched both paralogs 
and also those that had up to and including three mismatches with the non-target 
paralog. We required each probe set in our analysis to have a minimum of at least 8 
probe pairs (and up to 16) at the highest specificity. These probe masks were 
developed based on comparisons of the probe sequences to a sequences of expressed 
paralog pairs from previous publications (Chain and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 
2007; Morin et al. 2006) that were carried out using BLAST searches (Altschul et al. 
1997). We evaluated each of these probe specificities under two thresholds for 
calling presence/absence of expression ("standard" and "conservative" thresholds; 
Figure 2.3). For the "standard" threshold, a paralog was scored as expressed if its 
raw intensity was above a background level of 50. For the "conservative" threshold, 
a paralog was scored as expressed if its raw intensity was above a background level 
of 200. We note that these thresholds are somewhat arbitrary because some 
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probesets may hybridize with lower affinities than others, and therefore reveal lower 
than background raw intensities even though a transcript is in fact expressed. This 
approach therefore provides only a rough metric ofwhether or not a transcript is 
expressed. The Pearson correlation coefficients provide an alternative extreme, 
because they are based on the expression intensities in all treatments (even those that 
have below-background raw intensities). These correlation coefficients therefore 
must be interpreted with the caveat that higher correlations between tissue profiles 
could be obtained when neither transcript is expressed in many treatments. To 
contextualize the paralogous correlations, we also calculated the Pearson correlation 
coefficients between all non-parlaogous expression profiles as in (Blanc and Wolfe 
2004). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Tests for recombination and gene conversion. 
To explore the possibility that recombination or gene conversion occurred 

among these paralogs, multiple tests were used because their performance varies 
with the level of divergence, the extent of recombination, and among site rate 
heterogeneity (Posada 2002; Posada and Crandall 2001). Tests for recombination 
include the recombination detection program, geneconv, chimera, bootscan, and 
siscan, as implemented by the Recombination Detection Program (Gibbs et al. 2000; 
Martin and Rybicki 2000; Maynard Smith 1992; Padidam et al. 1999; Posada and 
Crandall 2001; Salminen et al. 1995). A variety of parameter settings were explored 
for each method as in (Evans et al. 2005), and only paralogs with more than 300 hp 
were analyzed using these tests. 

A site is parsimony-informative if it contains at least two types of 
nucleotides that each occur in at least two taxa. Thus, when analyzing phylogenetic 
relationships among four taxa, the only character pattern that is parsimony
informative is one in which two taxa share one nucleotide and the other two share a 
different nucleotide. Using this principal, we tabulated the number and order of 
parsimony-informative "non-recombined" character patterns, in which the a 
paralogs ofX laevis and X borealis both had the same nucleotide and the ~ paralog 
ofX /aevis and the ortholog ofS. tropica/is both had a different nucleotide. 
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Additionally, we tabulated the number and order of parsimony-informative 
"recombined" character patterns in which the a paralog ofX laevis and X borealis 
each had a different nucleotide, but where each one was identical to the homologous 
nucleotide of the ~ paralog ofX laevis or the ortholog ofS. tropicalis. Loci that 
had three or more consecutive "recombined" character patterns (which could derive 
from recombination or gene conversion between alleles of different paralogs ), were 
excluded from our analysis. In one gene (Xmegs ), a run of four recombined 
character patterns turned out to be a combination that included two nonrecombined 
character patterns when a fifth paralog was considered (X borealis paralog ~), so 
this locus was retained. 

Conservative versus radical changes after duplication. 
We used a Bayesian approach to estimate the number and frequency of each 

of the 75 elementary amino acid changes at different time points after genome 
duplication. This approach employed a simulation procedure to stochastically map 
mutations on a fixed topology (Nielsen 2002). We attempted to accommodate 
uncertainty in branch lengths and parameter values by sampling 100 sets from a 
post-burnin posterior distribution that was generated from Bayesian analysis with a 
constrained topology using MrBayes version 3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 
2001 ). This sample was used to simulate character evolution conditioning on the 
observed data and allowing all possible character states for each ancestral node with 
sampling of these states drawn according to their likelihood (Nielsen 2002). 
Simulations were performed using SIMMAP version 1.0 (Bollback 2006) and PERL 
scripts were used to reconstruct and tabulate each of the simulated elemental amino 
acid changes along each branch. Results were similar to those obtained from 
maximum likelihood analysis of amino acid substitutions. 

A lineage with many radical amino acid substitutions has a low correlation 
between the frequency of each type of substitution and the magnitude of the 
biochemical differences between the ancestral and descendant amino acid residues. 
Mantel tests were used to calculate the correlation between the number of each type 
of elementary amino acid change and the associated biochemical transition 
associated with each substitution, based on eight physical properties (Urbina et al. 
2006). To test whether this correlation was significantly different in the early stage 
of duplicate gene evolution than in a later stage, the Mantel Z statistic (Sokal and 
Rohlf 2003) from the early stage was compared to a distribution of Mantel Z 
statistics generated from 100,000 bootstrapped datasets derived from n draws from 
the multinomial frequency distribution estimated for the later stage, where n is a 
maximum likelihood estimate of the number of observed elemental substitutions in 
the early stage. 

Simulations were performed to test whether phylogenetic inertia (an 
ancestral bias towards more or less conservative substitutions) could account for the 
observed proportion of radical and conservative substitutions at each stage of 
duplicate gene evolution. A maximum likelihood estimate of the ancestral sequence 
of nodes 1and3 in Figure 2.lA, nodes 2 and 3 in Figure 2.lB, and nodes (23) and 4 
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in Figure 2.lC, was obtained using PAML. For each branch, 100,000 simulations 
were performed from these ancestral sequences under the general time reversible 
model of evolution with a proportion of invariant sites and a gamma distributed rate 
heterogeneity parameter, using SeqGen version 1.3.2 (Rambaut and Grassly 1997). 
The posterior sample of 100 sets of parameter values and corresponding 
branchlengths that were used in the stochastic mapping of mutations in the observed 
data were also used in these simulations. Simulated elemental substitutions were 
then inferred by maximum likelihood and maximum parsimony. Additionally, the 
PSEUDOGENE program was used to obtain a rough estimate expected half lives of 
these loci under neutral evolution, using values for the rate of point mutations and 
the rate of insertions and deletions estimated from old world primates, as in Zhang 
and Webb (2003). A reconstruction of the ancestral sequence of these paralogs was 
used for the simulations and the half-life was estimated for only those loci for which 
complete transcripts were available in both X laevis paralogs. 
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Figure 2.1 - Phylogenetic and genealogical relationships of species and paralogs 
in this study. Phylogenetic relationships are depicted among species, orthologs, and 
paralogs of a diploid with 20 chromosomes, Silurana tropicalis (Sn, two tetraploids 
with 40 chromosomes, S. epitropicalis (EP) and S. new tetraploid (NT), and four 
tetraploids with 36 chromosomes, Xenopus laevis (XL), X borealis (XB), X gilli 
(XG), and X muelleri (XM). (A) Speciation by allopolyploidization has occurred 
independently in Xenopus and in Silurana and produced two paralogs in the 
resulting tetraploid ancestor - a and ~ - that are indicated as brown and green 
lineages respectively. After allotetraploidization, some of the diploid lineages went 
extinct (daggers). As a result of these extinctions, the portion of some paralogous 
lineages that evolved in a diploid (dashed lines), cannot be dissected apart from the 
portion that evolved in an allopolyploid. Numbered nodes indicate (0) divergence of 
the genera Xenopus and Silurana, (I) divergence of the diploid (2n=18) ancestors of 
Xenopus, (2) allotetraploidization in Xenopus, (3) the first speciation event of the 
tetraploid ancestor of extant Xenopus, (4 and 5) more recent speciation events of 
Xenopus tetraploids, (6) divergence of the diploid (2n=20) ancestors of Silurana, (7) 
allotetraploidization in Silurana, (8) speciation of a tetraploid Silurana without 
change in genome size. Sequences from individual paralogs were used to construct 
genealogies to compare (B) an early to a later stage of evolution after WGD in XLa, 
(C) an early to a later stage of evolution after WGD ofEPa and (D) an intermediate 
to a later stage after WGD in XLa. Depending on the paralog for which data were 
obtained, sometimes NTa was considered in (C) or XBa was considered in (D). 
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Figure 2.2 - Functional constraints are similar in early and later stages of 
duplicate gene evolution in X. laevis paralogs. (A) Binned Ka/Ks of early (blue) 
and later (red) stages of duplicate gene evolution. (B) Regression of Ka/Ks versus 
Ks in the early and later stages indicates that selection (relaxed purifying+ positive) 
is not more common in the early stage of duplicate gene evolution (blue dots) than 
the later stage (red dots). The Y-intercept of these regression lines was set to zero 
and Ka/Ks ratios greater 2 (including undefined ratios) were given a value of 2. In 
(A) and (B), a dashed line indicates the neutral expectation. Fragments with Ka/Ks 
> 2 are on average half of the size of those with Ka/Ks< 2. Ka/Ks ratios above 2 
may therefore be attributable in part to stochastic variance in Ks (Wyckoff et al. 
2005). 
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Figure 2.3 - Expression of both paralogs is generally detected in the same 
treatments, irrespective of the probe specificity (the degree to which each probe 
matches one but not the other paralog) or the detection threshold (the 
minimum raw intensity scored as expressed). These data are based on (A) 
"Standard" and (B) "Conservative" threshold levels for detection of expression and 
three probe specificities were compared that are labeled low, medium, and high (see 
Methods). We report paralogous profiles whose presence/absence scores in all five 
treatments were identical in the medium and high specificity at the standard 
threshold (shaded in gray on the left of each chart). 1789 and 1462 genes had 
consistent present/absent expression profiles in the medium and high specificity 
analyses using the standard and conservative thresholds. These sets of genes 
included 841 and 632 paralogous pairs, respectively. The tables on the right compare 
paralogous profiles by tabulating whether they are both present or absent in the same 
treatments (identical), the expression profile of one overlaps entirely with the other 
(overlap), or paralogs in which each duplicate has a unique component (distinct). 
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Binned Pearson Corret.tion 

Figure 2.4 - Binned expression profile correlations between 841 pairs of 
paralogs over five developmental stages or adult tissue types in the medium 
specificity analysis. The proportion of Pearson correlation coefficients between 
non-paralogous expression profiles (white bars) and between paralogous expression 
profiles (black bars). Ninety percent of the non-paralogous expression profiles have 
a Pearson correlation coefficient that is greater than-0.861 but less than 0.865. The 
Pearson correlation coefficients of 62% of the paralogous expression profiles are 
less than 0.865, and 0.3% of them are less than-0.861. 
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Figure 2.5 - Binned rates of synonymous substitution per site (Ks) of paralog a 
of gene fragments greater than 200 bp suggest that Ks is lower in the early 
stage than in the later stage. Ks values were calculated using a free ratio model on 
the phylogeny depicted in Figure 2. lB in which Ks is estimated independently for 
each branch. The early stage of evolution (blue bars) corresponds with the paralog 
a lineage between node 1 and 3 and the later stage of evolution (red bars) 
corresponds with the XLa lineage between node 3 and XLa. 
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Figure 2.6 - No correlation between expression divergence and (A) Ka, (B) Ks, 
or (C) Ka/Ks (R2 

:::::: 0.0002 and P > 0.50 for all correlations). Expression 
divergence is quantified by ln(l+R)/(1-R) where R is the Pearson correlation 
coefficient between each paralogous expression profile (Gu et al. 2002). In (C) two 
outliers that have a Ka/Ks ratio over 1 are excluded. There also is not a significant 
correlation between the Ka/Ks ratio and ln(l+R)/(1-R) (data not shown). Ka/Ks 
ratios were calculated from complete or large fragments of expressed X laevis 
paralogs; the average length of these sequences was 1119 bp. 
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Table 2.1 - Comparison of alternatively parameterized models of evolution in 
Figure 2.1 indicates no significant difference in the Ka/Ks ratio at an early and 
a later stage of duplicate gene evolution. Indicated for comparisons depicted in 
Figure 2.IB, C and Dare likelihoods of the null model (early and later Ka/Ks are the 
same) and the alternative model (early and later Ka/Ks are not the same), the one
sided probability of the Ka/Ks ratio being higher in the early stage, and the Ka/Ks 
ratios estimated from each of these models. For the first two tests, the Ka/Ks ratio 
of the diploid lineage was estimated using a different model where a unique Ka/Ks 
ratio was estimated for each branch (a free ratio model). Also listed are the joint 
likelihoods of these models from an analysis partitioned by gene fragment. For the 
partitioned analyses, Ka/Ks ratios for each fragment are either listed in Table 2.3, 
not listed (NL), or not applicable (NA). 

Ka/Ks 
combined 

#base early and Ka/Ks Ka/Ks Ka/Ks 
Comparison ealrs -lnL Ho -lnL Ha P value late ratio earl~ ratio late diploid 

Fig. 1B 80856 -165602. 720 -165602.386 0.414 0.164 0.158 0.169 0.126 

Fig. 1C 9717 -15699.366 -15697.250 1.000 0.208 0.124 0.346 0.198 

Fig. 1D 6966 -13187.865 -13186.872 0.160 0.126 0.187 0.105 NA 

Fig. 1B (partitioned) 80856 -160085 .863 -159889.926 1.000 NL Af2 Af2 NL 

Fig. 1C (partitioned) 9717 -15400.349 -15393.089 0.888 NL Af2 Af2 NL 

Fig. 1D (partitioned) 6966 -12983.343 -12978.034 0.807 NL Af2 Af2 NA 
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Table 2.2 - Comparison of alternatively parameterized models of evolution 
indicates significant departure from neutrality at an early stage of duplicate 
gene evolution. Likelihoods of a null model with the Ka/Ks ratio fixed at one at an 
early stage of duplicate gene evolution and an alternative model with this ratio 
estimated are indicated. Species acronyms are the same as in Figure 2.1 and 
abbreviations are the same as in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.3 - Information about sequence data including gene acronym, length in 
base pairs (hp), and Genbank accession numbers, and results of model based 
analysis of individual fragments. Gene acronyms refer to the name of one Xenopus 
paralog or, if a name was not available, an acronym of a closely related named 
homolog. Xenopus borealis sequences less than 50 bp in length were not submitted 
to Genbank and are available upon request (AUR). Species and paralog 
abbreviations are the same as in Figure 2.1. Discontinuous fragments of the same 
paralog have separate accession numbers. For each fragment, the likelihood of a null 
(Ho) and alternative (Ha) model of evolution is listed for two tests that correspond 
with the combined analyses presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. If the P value is greater 
than 0.05 the null model is not rejected. For the first test, in which the alternative 
model has a different Ka/Ks ratio in the early and later stages of duplicate gene 
evolution, the estimated Ka/Ks ratios are listed. Note that the null model of no 
difference between these ratios is not rejected for most fragments. 

XL.a, XSOI, XLIJ, and ST; models 1111 tested on the phylogeny depicted In Fig. lB. 

One way test 1'or slgnllcant dep11turt1 from 

stag•ofdupllcateg..,eevolutlon. 
One way t.t for slgnftcantly higher Ka/Ks ~o In urty than lat.r 

neutrality Jn ..rty stage of duplk:llte ~ne 
evolution. 

Ka/KsGene XB ST -lnLHo -lnLHa Pvalut1 -lnLHo -lnLHaXL• earty ,..."''"'" 
1N569 72 BC072143 BCOS1601 EU441281 (XBJI) BC075546 ·133.62 ·133.62 0.994 >2 0.0001 ·133.81 -133.62 0.533 


Aadat 114 BC071002 BC059968 EU441282 (XBa) BC087790 ·250.61 ·250.61 0.995 0.2'455 0.0001 ·251.28 -250.61 0.249 


A<ly 63 BCOa.4776 BC084253 EU441639 (XBa) BC080908 ·110.28 ·110.28 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·110.38 -110.28 0.660 


A<~ 42 BC084776 8C084253 EU441283(XBj3) BC080908 -72.40 -72.40 1.000 0.5021 0.0001 ·72.40 ·72.40 0.995 


Actlvln 1137 U49914 BC077763 EU441284 (XBa) ·2190.76 ·2190,70 0.750 0.0389 0.0595 ·2194.96 -2190.75 0.004 


Adlporl 93 BC044035 BC095928 EU441285 (XBfl) BC080374 ·162.43 ·161.27 0.128 0.383 0.0001 ·162.33 ·162.13 0.530 


ADPm 72 BC072297 BC081147 EU441286 (XBfl) ·138.29 ·138.29 1.000 0,0001 0.0001 ·138.67 -138.29 0382 
.,,, 144 AF184090 BC082351 EU441287 (XS.:.) -328.68 -328.34 0.<413 >2 0.88 -330.24 -329.91 0.419 

90 AF184090 BC082351 EU441288 (XBfl) ·151.20 ·151.20 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -152.31 ·151.20 0.136"'" 60 BC080025 EU441290 (XBfl) BC075419 ·137.45 ·136.42 0.151 >2 0.0001 -137.44 -137.28 0.573Adssll BC093568 

Adssll BC093568 BC080025 EU441289 (XBa) BC075419 ·351.89 ·351.89 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -353.60 ·352.73 0.187 

AIP1 63 BC060007 BC077202 EU441291 (XBa) BC075588 -120.21 ·119.69 0.307 0,0001 0.1383 -121.81 -119.73 0.041 "' 
Albumin 93 M18350 M21442 EU441292 (XBa) ·201.48 ·200.76 0.231 0,0001 >2 -201.68 -200.87 0.204 

Alam 105 BC074313 BC073670 EU441293 (XBa) CT030562 ·207.73 -207.10 0.262 0.0001 0.0407 -210.52 ·207.20 0.010 

ALDH 1230 AB016717 A8016718 EU441294 (XBJI) ·2272.00 ·2271.63 0.391 0.0681 0.1572 ·2277.50 ·2271.86 0.001 

EU441295; EU441640 

(XS.)


Aldh3a2 162 BC088905 BC071106 BC091032 ·319.41 ·318.77 0.259 0,8468 0.133 -318.84 -318.83 0.900 

Alpha m BC073294 BC075196 M32455 (XBa) ·619.54 ·619.51 0.801 0.129 0.1823 -620.68 -619.75 0.173 

An2 72 BC054959 BC080064 EU441296 (XBjl) BC091067 -142.05 ·142,05 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -142.58 -142.23 0.403 

AnapclO 105 BC090191 BC089086 EU441297 (XBa) BX732858 ·154.51 ·1S4.51 1.000 0,0001 0.0001 ·155.94 -1S4.51 0.091 

Ankrd45 462 BC087400 8C087290 BC084990 ·1002.51 ·1001.36 0.129 1.2706 0.3061 -1001.48 ·1001.43 0.758
EU441298; EU441641 


(XS.) 

EU441299; EU441642; 
Anp328 324 BC073408 OQ096872 BC090607 ·552.71 ·552.53 0.554 0.1999 0.0736 ·553.40 -552.91 0.322EU441643 (XS.:.) 

Anp32B 39 BC073408 OQ096872 AUR.(XBjJ) BC090607 -74.79 -73.67 0.134 0.0001 >2 ·76.33 -75.87 0.338 

Anxal 1011 BC074339 BC053786 EU441300 (XBa) BC07S412 ·2224.92 ·222'4.80 0.624 0,273 0.3804 -2228.92 -2225.14 0.006 

EU441301; EU441644; 
EU441645 (XBa)

Anxalllka 735 BCOS4187 BC075151 BC064261 ·1514.79 ·1513.74 0.149 0,54« 0.1222 -1514.09 -1513.93 0.564 

EU441302; EU441646; 

EU441647 (XBa)


Anxa2 486 BC044693 BC042238 BC075523 ·916.90 ·916.39 0.311 0.0098 0.1768 -921.88 ·916.39 0.001 

EU441648; EU441649 Anxa2 270 BC044693 8C042238 BC075523 -577.84 ·577.82 0.841 0.1349 0.0965 -578.37 ·577.83 0.299
(XB!l) 

Anxa4 BC073582 BC060389 EU441303 (XBa) BC084910 ·105.99 ·105.99 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -106.59 ·106.59 1.000 

AnxaS 123 BC077642 BC071097 EU441304 (XBjl) BC082506 ·264.95 -264.25 0.236 0.2978 0.0001 ·264.91 -264.54 0.390 " 
Anxa7 .. BC078086 BC081070 EU441306 (XBI!) BC068035 ·220.94 ·220.93 0.921 0.5068 0.423 ·221.03 -220.93 0.666 

Anxa7 " BC078086 BC081070 EU441305 (XBa) BC068035 ·114.79 ·11'4.79 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·116.95 -115.42 0.080 

AP1M2 78 BC077578 BC070627 EU441307 (XBjJ) BC076939 ·162.60 ·162.60 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -166.53 ·162.60 0.005 

Ap2ml 93 BC072057 BC047969 EU441308 (XBa) BC061374 ·162.05 ·162.05 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -164.78 ·162.05 0.020 

Ap2ml 64 8C072057 BC047969 EU441309 (XBfl) BC061374 -134.48 ·134.'48 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·135.18 ·134.48 0.237 

EU441310; EU441650; 
Apba2 471 BC084963 BC078109 EU441651; EU441652; ·850.21 ·850.21 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -851.44 0.002 

EU441653 (XBjl) 

EU441311; EU441654; 

AUR.(XBJI)


ApoAl 246 BC053783 BC041498 BC077663 ·509.48 ·508.58 0.179 0.2806 >2 ·510.54 ·509.73 0.202 

Apno 72 BC086289 BC100220 EU441313 (XBI!) ·150.91 ·149.10 0.058 0.0001 0.1991 -154.47 ·149.10 0.001 

Apno 81 BC086289 BC100220 EU441312 (XBa) ·122.91 ·122.91 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·123.11 ·122.91 0.530 

87 BC082392 BC077817 EU441314 (XBa) BC07S432 ·143,84 ·143.84 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·144.75 ·1'43.84 0.179""' A<p<1 33 BC045043 BC0734U AUR.(XSo:) BC076887 -<f6.61 ·45.14 0.087 0.0001 >2 ·46.64 -<f5.14 0.084 

EU441315; EU441655; 
ATPScl 210 BC068867 BC072367 NM001016407 ·364.82 ·363.32 0.084 0.0001 0.1556 ·373.83 -363.42 0.000AUR. (XBa) 

ATP6AP2 87 BC097537 BC056060 EU441316 (XBa) BC088056 ·161.42 ·160.56 0.188 0.0001 >2 -164.52 ·161.33 0.012 

ATP6AP2 192 BC097537 BC056060 EU441317 (XBfl) BC088056 -364.36 -364.36 1.000 0,0001 0.0001 -369.73 -365.11 0.002 

Atp6v1d S7 BC072761 BC077888 EU441318 (XBjJ) BX743285 -137,06 -136.16 0.180 0.0001 1.3499 -138.07 ·137.07 0.158 

ATPssb 81 AF187862 BC082702 EU441320 (XBfl) ·134.71 ·134.71 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·135.65 -134.98 0.249 

EU441319; EU441656; 

EU441657 (XBa) 


Axln2 96 BC082364 AF140243 EU441321 (XBa) ·204.24 ·203.68 0.289 0.0992 0.0001 ·206.24 -204.82 

ATPssb 357 AF187862 BC082702 -738.19 ·738.01 0.541 0.2619 0.0965 -738.40 ·738.04 0.395 

0.092 
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Table 2.3 (continued 1) 

93 BC081075 BC081049 EU441322 (x&) 

B3gnt5 ..~. 288 

93 

BC088967 

8C056095 

BCOn332 

8C068643 

EU441323; EU441658 
(XBa) 

EU441324 (XBa) 

BC063912 

Bot3 69 BC059307 BC060479 EU441325 (X-) CT485713 

Bd6 .... 60 

372 

BCOn915 

V01433 

BC084912 

BC071139 

EU441326 (X-) 

M32456 (XBa) 

BFB..,, 114 

•• 
029796 

BC068762 

049373 

BC084418 

EU441327 (XBa) 

EU441328 (XBJ) 8C080924 

Bnlp1 78 BC077345 BC054986 EU441329 (XBJ) CX918049 

Bnp29 477 BC076818 BC072342 EU441330 (XBo:) CT030383 

Btgl 123 AB028243 BC041244 EU441331 (XBa) 

C2or125 102 BC09n12 BC092030 EU441332 (XBa) NM001016731 

C6orf1U 87 BC081125 BC072160 EU441334 (X8') 

C6orf111 

C6orf67 

.,... BC081125 

BC045047 

BC072160 

BC063271 

EU441333 (XBo:) 

EU441335 (XBa) BC061349 

C7orf20 240 BC074468 BC070733 
EU441336; EU441659 

(XBa) 
NM001016708 

C.ln.xtn 702 8C()4.4970 BC041719 EU441337 (XBa) 

C.lretlculln 759 BC0466t9 8C044068 EU441338 (X8') 

CAP1 93 BC041224 8C077282 EU441339 (X8') BC067981 

Ca<f 279 BC060029 8C044102 
EU441340; EU441660 

(""') 
CR855636 

Co....1 105 80>84399 BC04404 7 EU441341 (XBct) 

Co.. 78 eco1nn scot214a EU441342 (XBo:) 

EU441343; EU441661; 

Cl11MH10 711 BC068638 BC060356 
EU441662; EU441663; 
EU441664; EU441665 BC089646 

(X~) 

Cov2 57 BC072274 BC077468 EU441344 (XBa) BC089699 

CB1 57 BC088950 BC041302 EU441345 (XBJ) BC061430 

""" 102 BC074293 BC070835 EU441346 (XBct) CU025046 

""" 75 BC074293 BC070835 EU441347 (XEl(I) CU025046 

CD63 105 BC054957 BC077961 EU441348 (XBa) BC080508 

Cd<2 552 M60681 BC045078 EU441349 (XBa) 

CDOl 159 BC071092 BC060414 
EU441350; EU441666 

(XBjl) BC061333 

centnn U37538 BC054948 EU441667; AUR ex•> 
225 BC060353 BC046950 

EU441351; EU441668 
(XBa) 

BC063193 

CF! 189 X59958 BC041753 
EU441352; EU441669 

(XBo) 

Chchd2 75 BC068623 BC073239 EU441353 (XS,) 8C080141 

Chchd3 60 BC072860 BC042358 eu441610 ex•> 
CHML 198 BC061662 BC078011 EU441671; AUR. (XBa) 

ChmpS 528 econn& BC041499 EU441354 (XBo:) BC089652 

ClB 

CkJf7 

129 

•• 
BC088946 

BC056111 

BC084822 

BC076766 

EU441355; AUR. (XBa) 

EU441356 ()(8') 

BC088779 

BC090372 

Clo4 72 BC076836 BC072787 EU441357 (XBJ) BC080344 

CNDP2 

co~ .. BC075171 

BC080391 

BC056069 

8C078462 

EU441358; EU441672; 
EU441673 (XBo:) 

EU441359 (X8a) BC080958 

cnouo 105 BC077237 8C068748 EU441360 (X8a) CR761656 

COmmds 573 BC075209 BC08&938 EU441361 (X8') BX709875 

Cpdl 105 BC094475 BC043985 EU441362 (XBo:) CR!M2787 

Cp...... 132 BC071084 BC041534 EU441363 (XBa) 8C077013 

EU441365; EU441676; 
378 BC092306 BC082378 EU4416n; EU441678 

(X8jl) 

282 BC092306 BC082378 
EU441364; EU441674; 

EU441675 {XBa) 

CUllln3 213 BC077239 BC073186 
EU441367; EU441679 

(""') 

Culllnl 135 BC077239 BC073186 E\1441366 (XBct) 

cydlnBl 177 BC100180 BC060466 EU441368 (X8') BC080491 

-159.76 -159.76 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -161.86 -159.76 0.040 

-632.88 -632.82 0.742 0.5243 0.7598 -633.43 ·633.U 0.425 

·169.02 -169.02 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -172.56 -169.30 0.011 

·128.34 -127.88 0.342 0.3438 0.0001 -128.54 -128.32 0.506 

·132.27 -132.27 0.996 0.296 0.0001 -132.35 -132.27 0.685 

-934.73 -933.46 0.111 0.6168 0.1222 ·936.19 -936.13 0.742 

-265.68 -265.45 0.497 0.9944 0.3789 ·265.54 -265..54 0.988 

-124.08 -120.19 0.005 0.0001 >2 -129.52 -124.63 0.002 

-137.84 -137.84 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -139.66 -138.21 0.088 

-985.86 -985.64 0.502 0.162 0.2999 -988.99 -985.78 0.011 

-227.97 -227.54 0.352 >2 1.2009 -228.34 -227.71 0.261 

-204.80 -204.62 0.559 0.4836 0.1033 ·204.69 ·204.67 0.829 

·193.77 -192.41 0.099 0.0001 1.1954 -194.45 -192.73 0.064 

·121.26 ·121.26 0.997 0.1494 0.0001 -121.99 ·121.26 0.227 

-925.34 -925.05 0.447 0.2449 0.0804 -928.10 -925.69 0.028 

-448.70 -448.14 0.290 0.0001 0.0569 -452.62 ·448.44 0.004 

·1321.24 -1320.88 0.401 0.273 1.3423 -1323.59 ·1323.20 0.377 

-1503.56 ·1503.41 0.583 0.0545 0.0918 -1510.90 ·1503.68 0.000 

·200.33 -200.33 0.961 0.4034 0.3556 -200.52 -200.44 0.693 

-639.29 -639.18 0.638 >2 0.5204 -640.28 0.782 

·230.95 -230.95 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -232.43 -232.43 1.000 

·169.06 ·168.32 0.227 0.0001 >2 -169.79 ·169.17 0.267 

·1596.18 0.075 0.3799 1.8687 -1598.31 ·1597.17 0.130 

·104.98 -104.98 0.996 >2 0.0001 -104.99 ·104.98 0.888 

-120.52 -120.52 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -122.30 ·120.52 0.059 

-214.47 ·214.47 0.978 0.2353 0.2475 ·215.16 -214.75 0.363 

-175.71 -175.71 0.995 0.0818 0.0001 -176.85 ·175.71 0.131 

-188.56 -188.56 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -190.48 -189.21 0.110 

-1102.22 ·1101.46 0.220 0.0377 0.1652 -1110.23 -1105.52 0.002 

-312.52 ·312.02 0.320 0.0001 0.0615 ·314.69 -312.07 0.022 

-803.76 -803.13 0.263 0.0634 0.0001 ·805.95 ·803.68 0.033 

-532.12 -531.63 0.322 0.1335 0.5734 -532.77 -531.69 0.142 

-459.40 -458.89 0.312 0.2253 0.9728 ·460.70 -459.43 0.111 

-121.10 -121.10 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -122.04 ·121.10 0.169 

-129.35 -129.35 1.000 >2 >2 ·130.39 -129.95 0.348 

-431.85 -431.84 0.898 0.3962 0.4817 -432.12 ·431.85 0.466 

·943.26 -943.06 0.531 0.0001 0.0339 -944.18 ·943.19 0.159 

-240.83 -240.27 0.287 0.1151 0.0001 -242.04 -240.72 0.104 

-124.10 -124.10 0.997 0.0001 0.0001 ·124.10 -124.10 1.000 

-142.89 ·142.18 0.233 0.0001 0.2041 ·144.90 -142.32 0.023 

-475.64 -475.40 0.488 0.0857 0.0001 -478.61 ·475.84 0.019 

-110.30 -110.30 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -114.24 -110.30 0.005 

-219.02 -217.65 0.098 >2 0.0001 -218.12 -217.92 0.528 

-1147.90 ·1147.54 0.394 0.0328 0.1074 -1155.65 -1147.84 0.000 

-179.22 ·178.33 0.181 0.0001 0.3153 -182.42 -179.75 0.021 

-279.93 ·278.21 0.064 >2 0.1134 -278.69 -278.22 0.330 

-827.56 ·827.39 0.556 0.1073 0.1943 -834.18 ·827.45 0.000 

·601.94 -600.29 0.069 0.0001 0.3122 -603.42 ·600.30 0.012 

-360.75 -360.75 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -363.38 -361.28 0.041 

-208.67 -207.80 0.186 0.0001 0.0001 -208.67 ·207.80 0.186 

-379.27 -377.49 0.059 0.2098 0.0001 ·380.70 -379.75 0.167 
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Table 2.3 (continued 2) 

CycllnE 

CycllnE2 

159 .. L23857 

BC084929 

L43513 

BC043855 

EU441369; EU441680 
(XBj!) 

EU441370 (XBa) 

CycltnE2 69 BC084929 BC043855 EU441371 (XBjl) 

Cyp2P2 117 BC077934 BC054243 EU441372 (XBjl) 

OAP BC077360 BC070744 EU441373; EU441681 
(XBjl) 

oa 138 BC087303 BC073364 EU441682; AUR (~) 

oa 
Odahl 

48 .. BC087303 

8C078574 

BC073364 

BC081168 

EU441374 (XBa) 

EU441375 (XBa) 

Onc1cl 60 BC086292 BC070833 EU441376 (XBa) 

Onell 102 BC073042 BC057215 EU441683 (XBa) 

EU441377; EU441684; 

Dor2 612 BC081046 BC073700 
EU441685; EU441686; 
EU441687; EU441688 

(XBfl) 

DPl 222 BC080383 BC082841 
EU441691; EU441692; 

AUR(~) 

DPl 315 8C080383 8C082841 
EU441378; EU441689; 

EU441690 (XBa) 

Dpys13 42 BC082618 BC046836 AUR (XBa) 

Dystroglycan 81 BC046260 BC073500 EU441379 (XBa) 

EDNRA 51 BC044316 U06633 EU441380 (XBjl) 

EEF1D 87 BC072139 BC088696 EU441381 (XBa) 

EF 87 XS2976 X52977 EU441382 (XBjl) 

EIF1A 75 ,.. BC068786 

BC078129 

8C074155 

BC089136 

EU441383 (XBa) 

EU441693 (XBa) 

93 BC078129 8C089136 EU441384 (XBjl) 

Emil 603 BC097694 BC088910 
EU441386; EU441694 

(XBjl) 

Emil 102 BC097694 BC088910 EU441385 (XBa) 

Encrl 63 BC073388 BC046953 EU441387 (XBa) 

ENO 360 BC041279 8C054169 EU441389 (XBjl) 

ENO 

Enpp2 

516.. BC041279 

BC044675 

8C054169 

BC089138 

EU441388 (XBa) 

EU441390 (XBa) 

Enpp2 72 BC044675 BC089138 EU441391 (XBjl) 

EZ 270 AF351126 BC097526 
EU441392; EU441695 

(XBa) 

Fabp<4 105 BC061929 BC07S499 EU441393 (XBa) 

Falm2 132 BC074272 BC074388 EU441394 (XBjl) 

Falm2 45 BC074272 BC074388 AUR (XBa) 

Fam79 162 BC063732 BC082905 
EU441696; EU441697 

(XBa) 

Fam79 75 BC063732 BC082905 EU441395; AUR (XBjl) 

Fbxo8 105 BC073016 BC074433 EU441396 (XB4') 

FGFR 297 M55163 U24491 EU441397 (XBa) 

Flzzyl 150 BC042288 BC076805 
EU441398; EU441698 

(XBjl) 

FLT! 66 BC044264 BCOS6023 EU441399 (XBjl) 

Formlnbp21 225 BC077383 BC077747 EU441400 (x&) 

Fp 246 BC047261 BC060446 
EU441401; EU441699 

(XBjl) 

Fscnl 153 8C077847 BC097600 
EU441402; EU441700 

(XBjl) 

Fundcl 174 BC076744 BC092015 
EU441701; EU441702; 

AUR (XBjl) 

Fundcl 96 BC076744 BC092015 EU441403; AUR (XBa) 

Furln 171 M80471 AY901983 EU441404 (XBjl) 

FXRl 333 DQ083375 BC043638 EU441405; EU441703; 
EU441704 (XBjl) 

G1bp1 66 BC077619 BC100222 EU441406 (XBa) 

Gadd45g 81 BC045055 BC078567 EU441407 (XBa) 

G1dd45g 93 BC045055 BC078567 EU441408 (XBfl) 

Galectln A8060970 BC081109 EU441409 (XBjl) 

Galectlnl 216 AB056478 BC053816 EU441410 (XBjl) 

·254.61 ·254.61 0.995 >2 0.0001 ·255.05 -254.61 0.348 

CR761678 -240.02 -237.94 0.041 0.0001 >2 -241.38 ·238.83 0.024 

CR761678 ·145.24 ·143.93 0.105 >2 0.0001 ·144.52 -144.28 0.487 

BC089651 -255.41 -253.17 0.034 0.0556 1.5168 -260.95 ·256.99 0.005 

-386.40 ·385.22 0.125 >2 0.0001 ·385.78 ·385.73 

AL805744 ·265.13 ·264.66 0.333 0.3255 0.0001 ·264.80 ·264.66 0.601 

AL805744 ·91.84 -91.84 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·92.91 -91.84 0.142 

BC075381 -221.90 ·221.79 0.632 0.1833 0.0759 -222.27 ·221.84 0.354 

BC067997 -97.08 -97.08 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -99.97 -97.08 0.016 

BC076999 -170.88 ·170.88 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -173.28 -170.88 0.028 

CR926338 ·1187.21 ·1184.52 0.020 1.0885 0.0562 -1184.86 ·1184.86 0.930 

BC087763 -449.22 -449.06 0.572 0.6635 0.0001 -449.39 0.561 

BC087763 ·550.15 -550.15 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·559.06 -550.52 0.000 

BC074633 -76.27 ·76.27 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -78.05 -76.27 0.059 

·146.70 -146.30 0.371 0.0001 0.0001 ·146.70 ·146.30 0.371 

-94.09 -94.09 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -94.60 -94.09 0.313 

BC088544 -193.23 -193.23 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·193.43 -193.23 0.526 

-176.86 ·176.86 0.992 0.0001 0.0001 -178.30 -177.52 0.211 

BC074588 ·115.54 ·115.54 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·118.05 ·115.54 0.025 

NM001015909 ·440.30 ·440.28 0.843 0.1398 0.2134 -441.08 ·440.29 0.209 

NM001015909 ·149.26 -149.26 1.000 0.0013 0.0001 ·149.26 ·149.26 1.000 

CR761353 ·1418.77 -1418.77 0.990 0.2366 0.2343 ·1421.64 ·1418.90 0.019 

CR761353 -271.05 ·270.35 0.237 0.0434 0.4183 ·273.12 -270.41 0.020 

8C080910 ·106.63 -106.63 0.993 0.0001 >2 ·107.43 ·106.63 0.204 

-733.57 -733.57 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -740.81 ·735.18 0.001 

·1103.25 -1097.49 0.001 0.4722 0.0253 ·1099.19 ·1098.31 0.186 

CR926368 -213.04 -212.83 0.514 0.3922 0.0965 ·212.96 ·212.90 0.735 

CR926368 ·141.65 -141.28 0.393 0.0001 0.1711 -142.86 ·141.49 0.098 

-524.54 -524.54 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -529.50 ·526.37 0.012 

-234.60 ·233.32 0.110 >2 0.1239 ·234.05 ·233.75 0.43& 

-274.51 -274.45 0.728 0.0001 0.2211 ·274.57 ·274.51 0.728 

·68.15 ·68.15 1.000 >2 >2 -68.47 ·68.15 0.424 

-331.02 -330.63 0.376 0.129 >2 ·331.10 ·331.02 0.697 

·144.65 ·144.65 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -145.94 ·144.65 0.108 

·182.08 ·182.08 0.997 0.1845 0.0001 -182.70 -182.08 0.266 

-603.01 -602.70 0.432 0.2898 0.0595 ·602.81 ·602.70 0.634 

BC061363 -297.45 -297.06 0.374 0.065 0.0001 ·299.67 ·297.30 0.030 

-180.94 -180.66 0.454 0.8685 0.0001 ·180.95 ·180.94 0.911 

CR761869 -506.26 ·506.15 0.631 0.3007 0.1609 ·507.52 -506.83 0.242 

-500.15 -500.05 0.658 0.2476 0.1258 ·501.30 ·500.06 0.115 

·275.90 ·275.90 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -282.76 -278.01 0.002 

BX744732 -331.94 -328.76 0.012 0.0001 >2 ·334.05 ·330.39 0.007 

BX744732 ·158.16 -155.79 0.029 0.0001 >2 -161.33 -158.18 0.012 

·377.93 ·377.70 0.495 1.0671 >2 ·378.62 -378.61 0.968 

-612.15 ·612.14 0.874 0.0559 0.0726 ·615.57 -612.14 0.009 

CT025182 ·114.87 ·114.79 0.681 0.0001 0.0001 -114.87 -114.79 0.681 

BC075545 -173.79 -173.79 0.941 0.3537 0.4278 -174.28 ·174.14 0.595 

8C075545 ·165.50 ·165.50 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·165.55 -165.50 0.756 

·225.66 ·223.02 0.022 0.0001 >2 -227.48 -225.78 0.065 

-452.94 -452.50 0.350 1.3807 0.2382 -452.57 ·452.55 0.864 
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Table 2.3 (continued 3) 

EU441411; EU441705
165 L05540 BC081U6... (Xlljl).... 81 BC060355 BC076835 EU441706 (X&) 

Gbol 93 BC08462l BC076746 EU441412 CX8") 
BC080088 BC074337 EU441413 (XBa)"""Gcntl 111 BC084257 BC048021 EU441414 (Xia) 

Gemlnln 63 AF067856 AF068781 EU441415; AUR (XBa) 

EU441416; EU441707
Gsnlnln 441 AF067856 AF068781 (Xlljl) 

Gen•.20 192 BC084087 BC084136 EU441708 (XBa) 

Gen..743 114 BC070984 BC094404 EU441710; AUR (XBll) 

Gwi•.743 BC070984 SCOM404 EU441709 (XBa).. 
Gene.863 81 BC072938 BC075122 El.1441711 (XBo:a) 

EU441712; EU441713;
Gene.863 >48 BC072938 BC075122 

EU441714 (XS,) 

Gene.920 81 BC056657 BC075214 El.1441715 (XBa)....,, 126 BC078463 BC073656 EU441716 (XBo.} 

EU441717; EU441718
GM.XL310 285 BC081150 BC072032 (Xlljl) 

EU4417UI; EU441720
G9n.XL367 132 8C041210 (Xlljl) 

.....2 192 BC073450 BCX>41228 EU441417; AUR (X&) 

EU44141B; EU441721; 
EU441722 {XBJ) 

Glol 8C080129 BC076752 EU441419 {XBu) 

Gltp 168 BC068757 8C082857 EU441420 (X&) ..... 204 BC068858 8C07&467 EU441421 (XBa) 

......2 BC097604 BC043840 EU441422 (XBa) 

....2 105 BC073263 8C056018 EU441423 CXBll) 
GSTSl 69 acos3n4 BC060462 EU441424 (X&) 

Hd9' 141 BC072083 BC084058 EU441425; AUR (XBa.) 

EU441426; EU441725 

Gklp42 516 BC073450 BC04122B 

Hoch BC079995 BC046570 (Xlljl) 

EU441723; EU441724
Hoch BC079995 BC046570 (XS.) 

Hlirpudl 69 BCOS4211 BC046268 EU441427 0C8'1) 

EU441726; EU441727; 
Hgene.137 390 BC082840 BC087359 EU44172B; EU441729 

(Xlljl) 

Hgena.383 105 BC087518 BC075254 EU441730 {XBJ) 

Hgena.462 8C080012 BC074271 EU441731 (XBa).. 
EU441732; EU441733

Hgene.478 180 BC094151 BCOB1015 
(XS.) 

Hlbadh BC084329 BC070849 EU44142B{XBI!).. 
Hlpl BC070829 BC077182 EU441429 {XBtl).. 

EU441430; EU441734
519 AY652624 (XS.)-3 

EU441431; EU441735
354 BC073449 BC05414B 

(Xlljl) 

30 BC073'U9 BC054148 AUR{Xlla) 
-·1-·1 

EU441432; EU441736;
273 BC074212 BC043814 EU441737 (XBj!) "".... 
105 BC068788 BC045124 EU441738 (X&)""""" HWtl 105 80>63731 BC075183 EU441433 (XE!p) 

"'95 108 8C041200 BC077757 EU441434 (XBa) 

EU441435; EU441739; 
"'95 393 BC041200 B0>77757 EU441740; EU441741 

(Xlljl) 

EU441436; EU441742..... 180 80>46262 BC041201 (Xlljl) 

EU441437; EU441743HSPA9B 438 BC045130 BC045259 
(Xlljl) 

EU441744; EU441745;
201 BC046687 8C072058 

AUR (XBa) 

NM001015965 


0<882649 


NM001039736 


NM001039736 


CT485685 


NM001016812 


NM001016812 


CR761813 


NM001016479 


BC081310 


BC090115 


BC087974 


BC087974 


8C090582 .....,... 
BC091700 

BC074543 

BC080144 

acono16 

BC090580 

CT025206 

CT025206 

BC067925 

0<333056 

BC082533 

CX426943 

ecossno 
BC091056 

BC075290 

BC063332 

BC063332 

CT030330 

BC082729 

8C088545 

8C067910 

CT025413 

-303.95 -303.95 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -308.93 -304.72 0.004 

-204.57 -204.50 0.715 0.4746 0.2197 -204.60 -204.51 0.676 

-195.27 -195.27 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -196.43 -195.56 0.185 

-99.88 -99.88 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -101.29 -99.88 0.093 

-196.47 -195.56 0.178 0.0001 0.296 -198.39 -195.76 0.022 

-116.28 -116.28 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -117.52 -116.28 0.116 

·975.78 -973.14 0.022 0.4523 0.0462 -975.50 ·974.94 0.289 

-366.43 -366.23 0.532 0.0908 0.2586 ·369.34 ·367.69 0.069 

-239.48 -239.30 0.551 0.0001 0.0952 -240.93 ·240.01 0.176 

-221.88 -221.58 0.441 >2 0.2279 -221.83 -221.75 0.679 

-183.15 -183.15 1.000 0.0001 >2 -183.94 -183.94 o.... 

-727.59 -727.47 0.624 0.2464 0.1411 -728.99 -727.48 0.082 

-171.66 -171.66 0.993 0.204 0.2007 -173.03 -172.01 0.154 

-271.50 -268.98 0.025 >2 0.0001 -271.25 -270.79 0.337 

-587.59 -587.58 0.926 0.5343 0.4729 -588.02 -587.84 0.541 

-284.87 -284.41 03>4 >2 0.6814 -285.36 ·284.94 0.360 

-389.42 -388.44 0.162 >2 0.3538 -389.40 -388.61 0.207 

-1045.49 -1045.13 0.395 0.7049 0.251 ·1045.71 -1045.67 0.780 

·125.91 -125.91 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -125.94 -125.91 0.830 

-361.43 -361.43 0.973 0.3287 0.3078 ·361.82 -361.69 0.605 

-343.41 -343.41 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -344.78 -343.60 0.125 

-166.31 -165.57 0.225 0.0001 >2 -166.71 -166.09 0.264 

-201.41 -200.48 0.171 0.0898 >2 -205.40 -203.61 0.059 

-137.88 -137.33 0.294 0.4648 0.0001 -137.88 -137.79 0.665 

-273.21 -272.82 0.380 0.1258 0.0001 -275.05 -272.98 0.042 

-516.19 -515.29 0.182 0.1211 0.0001 -516.26 -515.64 0.264 

-172.24 -172.24 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -173.99 -172.24 0.061 

·91.08 -91.08 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -92.86 -91.08 0.060 

-708.45 -708.21 o. 0.0416 0.10&8 ·713.27 -708.34 0.002 

-221.84 -220.77 0.144 >2 0.1349 -221.09 -220.83 0.476 

-181.10 -180.26 0.194 0.5471 0.0001 -181.18 ·181.11 0.701 

-424.37 -423.43 0.169 >2 0.7268 -425.75 -424.83 0.175 

-181.03 -ln.48 0.008 0.0001 >2 -182.44 -178.40 0.004 

-189.86 -189.04 0.200 0.236 0.0001 -190.47 -189.38 0.139 

-1031.31 -1030.30 0.156 0.2617 0.0615 ·1031.92 -1030.92 0.157 

-713.89 -713.12 0.216 0.0337 0.1806 -718.23 -713.79 0.003 

-49.75 -49.75 0.995 0.0001 0.0001 -49.75 -49.75 1.000 

·587.98 -587.94 0.788 0.0469 0.0812 -589.54 -517.95 0.074 

-170.93 -170.06 0.186 0.2568 0.0001 -170.92 -170.50 0.361 

-223.44 -223.14 0.443 0.0001 0.1801 -226.63 -223.14 0.008 

-209.75 -209.75 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -221.22 -209.83 0.000 

-735.02 -734.95 0.707 0.0681 0.0443 -740.38 -734.99 0.001 

-378.46 -377.46 0.151 0.1801 0.0001 -377.97 -377.59 0.388 

-829.29 -829.29 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -833.97 -&30.39 0.008 

-404.32 -402.92 0.094 0.0001 0.1706 -408.73 -402.96 0.001 
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Table 2.3 (continued 4) 

Ifrdl 

Impclh2 

1.,.5 

Int.grin 

l~p 

l~p 

1"2 

1"2 


IRF6 


ItQblbp3 


ITM2A 

ITM2A 

Kcnlpl 

KenIpl 

Kdelrl 

KIAA0103 

KIM1387 

KIAA1387 


Kll'20A 


Kit 


Kit 


Klp2 

K~1 

Krt18 


K1t18 


L1 


L30 


LamlnB 


LOH 

LEF1 


LR 


Lupus 

Lyar 


Mad21 


Mak161 


MAP 

MAP 


Map11c3a 


Mapllc3b 

MAP2K1IP1 

M1pkapk2 

M•ria 

M•~ 

MatGlO 

Mb'2 


Man4• 


Ma.1 


Mals3 


M.tapl 


Mfn1 


Mqat2 


39 

72 

144 

126 

255 

78 

141 

..24 

459 

348 

126 

93 

18 

222 

258 

207 

63 

63 

102 

90 

.. 
24 

99 

78 

954 

159 

102 

42 

1017 

276 

192 

72 

51 

72 

57 

72 

201 

189 

84 

171 

102 

165 

60 

96 

78 

39.. 

102 

BC083040, A BCOS7749 
F549961 

BC044122 BC042315 

8C084763 BC084202 

M20140 M20180 

BC059334 

BC059334 BC084749 

BC077187 BCo&7378 

BC077187 BC087378 

BC071111 086492 

BC084382 BC071072 

BC072047 BC044320 

BC072047 BC044320 

BC08246S BC074264 

BC082465 BC074264 

BC060380 BC080126 

BC072200 BC041255 

BC045225 BC047970 

BC045225 8C047970 

BC077224 BC084922 

BC061947 Z"8770 

BC061947 Z48770 

X94082 BC071083 

BC047965 BC046578 

BC054993 BC072305 

BC054993 BC072305 

XOS216 X05217 

BC073560 BC053758 

AF077838 X06344 

U07179 007176 

AF287147 AF2871"48 

BCOS3822 BC078594 

X68817 X68818 

BC077174 BC073300 

BC068714 BC045227 

BC043795 BC078464 

BC044036 BC090193 

BC044036 BC090193 

8C056047 BC043946 

BC060359 BC094072 

BC056049 BC056026 

BC084300 BC070986 

AFS09737 BC084772 

BC077353 BC057757 

BC040971 8C084786 

BC089293 BC046701 

BC083031 8C072870 

8C070753 BC087444 

BC084920 80>44024 

BC054204 BC070567 

BC08477"4 BC072898 

BC07"4371 BC068!M9 

EU441438 (XBjJ) 

EU441439 (XBa) 

EU441440; EU441746 

(XBjJ) 


ElJ.4"41441 (XBjJ) 


EU441443; EU441747 

(XBjJ) 


EU441442 (XBa) 


EU441444; EU441748 

(X&) 


AUR(XBjJ) 


EU441445 (XBa) 


EU441446; EU441749 

(XBjl) 

EU441447; EU441750; 

EU441751; EU441752 


(XBa) 


EU441448 CXBll) 

EU441449 ()(Ba) 


AUR(XBjl) 


EU441450 (XBfl) 


EU441451; EU441753 

(XBjl) 


EU441"452; EU4"41754 

(XBu:) 


EU441453{XBfl) 


EU441454 (XBjl) 


EU441455 (XBa) 


EU441456 (XBjl) 


AUR(XBjl) 


EU441457 (XBjl) 


EU441458 {XS..) 


EU441459 (XBjl) 


EU441460 (XBu:) 


EU441461 (XBa) 


EU441462 (XBfl) 


AUR (XBa) 


EU441463 (XBa) 


EU441464 (XBa) 


EU441465; EU441755 

(XBjJ) 


EU441756 (XBa) 


EU441466 (XBjl) 


EU441467 {XBa) 


EU441469; EU441757 

(XBjl) 


EU441468 (XBa) 


EU441470 (XBjl) 


EU441471 (XBjJ) 


EU441472; EU441758 

(XBu:) 


EU441473 (XBa) 


EU441474; EU441759 

(XBo:) 


EU441475 (XBji) 


EU441476 (XBa) 


EU4414n (XBjl) 


EU441478 (XBfl) 


EU441479 (XBa) 


AUR(XBjl) 


EU441480 (XBjJ) 


EU441481 (XBjl) 


EU441482 (XBa) 


NM001016124 


BC080955 


BC059768 


BC080892 


BC080892 


NM001030322 


BC080978 


BC074629 


BC074629 


BC084170 


BC088602 


BC076650 


BC076650 


CT485689 


BC067987 

BC061366 

BC061366 

BC077047 

BX739935 

BC061599 

BC080488 

BC064267 

CR760135 

CR761979 

BC074670 


BC077034 


BC075589 


BC088554 


NM001016189 


BC075542 


·77.71 -77.01 0.235 0.319 0.0001 ·77.90 -77.63 0.462 

·169.98 ·169.98 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -171.58 ·169.98 0.074 

·235.71 ·235.71 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -238.38 ·236.08 0.032 

-223.50 -223.50 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·226.01 -223.50 0.025 

-641.06 -639.62 0.090 0.0001 0.7589 -642.06 ·639.62 0.027 

·164.78 -164.78 0.0001 0.0001 -168.28 ·166.38 0.051 

-324.67 -324.34 0.416 0.6216 >2 ·324.89 -324.83 0.745 

·36.80 -36.69 0.638 >2 0.0001 ·36.53 ·36.49 0.796 

·217.67 -216.64 0.151 0.0387 >2 ·222.10 -217.13 0.002 

·864.89 -864.74 0.584 0.2683 0.5596 -867.69 -867.03 0.249 

-726.04 -720.93 0.001 0.0262 1.1233 -734.70 -722.21 0.000 

·233.32 ·232.86 0.334 0.2329 0.0001 -233.37 ·232.93 0.350 

·153.87 -153.87 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -154.24 -153.87 0.391 

-33.37 -32.40 0.163 >2 0.0001 ·32.63 -33.20 1.000 

-437.35 ·436.22 0.133 0.0001 0.1685 ·440.87 -436.89 0.005 

-449.40 -449.33 0.702 0.0576 0.0001 -453.91 ·449.39 0.003 

-358.47 -358.28 0.538 0.0503 0.0001 -362.86 ·358.59 0.003 

·101.92 -101.92 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -105.26 -101.92 o.oio 
·156.81 ·156.26 0.294 0.2873 >2 -157.15 -156.57 0.281 

-222.29 -221.80 0.322 0.319 0.0001 -222.73 ·222.36 0.387 

·246.14 -246.14 0.990 >2 >2 -249.28 -248.57 0.235 

-47.14 ·46.55 0.279 0.0001 0.0001 -48.14 ·46.94 0.121 

·195.41 -l!M.22 0.124 0.0001 0.2922 -199.34 -194.66 0.002 

·150.01 -150.01 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -154.84 -150.01 0.002 

-147.84 -147.03 0.204 >2 0.327 ·147.69 -147.22 0.332 

-1776.74 -1775.47 0.110 0.0788 0.0001 ·1779.36 -1775.83 0.008 

·259.01 -259.01 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -263.08 ·259.01 0.004 

·170.75 -170.75 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -171.59 -170.90 0.239 

-69.70 -69.70 1.000 >2 >2 -69.87 ·69.70 0.566 

-1881.14 -1881.09 0.747 0.1906 0.1367 -1882.86 ·1881.32 0.079 

-538.!M ·538.52 0.360 0.0001 0.1615 ·541.31 ·538.59 0.020 

-444.49 -443.95 0.299 0.0793 0.0001 "446.35 -445.15 0.121 

·139.26 ·139.24 0.829 0.7127 0.3633 -139.28 -139.28 0.924 

·93.64 -93.64 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -96.40 -93.64 0.019 

-143.84 -142.41 0.091 0.4181 0.0001 -142.55 -142.41 0.593 

-459.02 -459.02 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -459.37 -459.37 1.000 

-75.69 -75.69 1.000 >2 >2 -75.69 -75.69 1.000 

-162.83 -163.62 0.650 >2 0.0001 ·163.62 -162.83 0.209 

·389.79 -389.55 0.483 0.322 0.087 -389.79 ·389.55 0.490 

·393.96 -393.85 0.628 0.0325 0.0638 -408.47 -393.87 o.ooo 

·144.43 -144.43 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·144.71 ·144.43 0.449 

-296.30 -296.30 0.0001 -302.17 -296.30 0.001 

·219.17 ·217.71 0.087 0.1007 1.3672 -222.02 -219.51 0.025 

-291.26 ·291.26 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -294.80 ·291.26 0.008 

·116.93 ·116.08 0.193 0.2777 >2 -117.88 -117.46 0.358 

·173.96 ·173.96 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -175.94 -173.96 0.047 

·118.86 -118.58 0."454 0.235 0.0001 -119.10 -118.58 0.311 

-67.30 -67.30 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -69.33 -67.30 0.044 

-99.53 ·99.00 0.303 0.3832 0.0001 -99.74 ·99.52 0.513 

-348.89 -347.83 0.145 0.2856 0.0001 ·349.76 -349.18 0.284 

-209.52 -208.91 0.270 0.0001 0.2508 -211.57 -209.42 0.038 
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Table 2.3 (continued 5) 

M11t2 117 BC074371 BC068949 EU441413 (XBO) 

MMP13 

""'3 

72 

•• 
BCOS6040 

BC070772 

BC046939 

BC077S42 

EU441•H4 (XBt!,) 

EU441485 (XBa) 

MY°'1•nln 561 AY046531 AY046532 EU441486 (XBjl) 

Hyoz2 144 llC042308 BC<>e2908 EU441487; EU441760 
(XO.) 

N1pl 240 BCO<l3903 DQ020268 
EU441488; EU441761; 

EU441762 (XBa) 

NCAH 177 M25696 M76710 EU441490; EU441763 
(X..) 

NCAH "' MZ5696 M76710 EU441419 (XBa) 

NdufalO 315 BC084366 BC068897 
Eu+J1491; EU441764; 

EU441765 (XBo.) 

NdufalO 213 BC084366 BC061897 EU441492; EU441766 
(X..) 

363 BC074462 BC043997 EU441493; EU441767; 
EU441761 (XBfl} 

NMHCA 204 BC057729 AF055895 
EU4414M; EU441769 

(XOa) 

NMHCA 201 BC057729 AF055195 EU441495; EU441770 
(X..) 

N038 710 X054fl6 X56039 EU441497 (XBjl,) 

N038 93 XOS496 X56039 EU-441496 (XBo.) 

NpoB " BC047917 BC100197 EU441499 (XBfl) 

NpoB 309 BC047917 BC100197 EU441498; EU441771 
(XO.) 

Np<2 252 BC060392 BC061861 EU441500; EU441772 
(XO.) 

Ntf2 342 BCOS4170 BC073371 EU-441501 (XBfl) 

Nude 27 BC082700 BC070681 AUR(XBo.) 

Nupl8 291 Al617672 AJ617673 EU-441502; EU441773; 
EU441774 (XBf) 

:>nco;en.c.tsl 96 XS2692 BC075161 EU-441503 (XBfl} 

EU-441504; EU441775; 
PSSplk 453 BC08U93 BC077814 EU-441776; EU441n7; 

EU-441778 (Xe,) 

Pl29' " BC084760 BC073401 MJR(XBjl) 

P1bpc1 " BC052100 BC072110 EU-441505 (XBo.) 

·~.. 192 BC041549 BC057758 EU-441506; EU441779 
(XO.) 

Pdhell 165 BC080995 BC077220 EU-441507; EU441780 
(X..) 

Phf10 

Plk4c. 

318 .. BC077418 

BC077604 

BC082869 

BC076796 

EU441508; EU441781; 
EU-441782 (XBf) 

EU441509 (XBo.) 

Pkm2 21 BC044007 BC079921 A.UR (XBo.) 

PmpZ 351 BC056155 BC072965 EU-441510; EU441783 
(XO.) 

Pmpcb 303 BCOa8718 BC072067 EU441511; EU441784; 
EU441785 {XBfl) 

··~ Pphlnl "'.. X03143 

BC084344 

X03844 

BC075150 

EU441512 (XBo.) 

EU-441513 {XBfl) 

Pplb 102 BC084369 BC054168 EU-441514 {XS,) 

EU-441515; EU441786; 
Ppplcc 357 6C054181 BC090213 EU-441787; EU441788 

(XO.) 

Ppplcc 162 BCOS4188 BC090213 EU-441516; EU441789; 
AUR(XBjl} 

Ppplr3c 93 BC092028 BC068825 EU441517(Xa,) 

Ppp2& 150 BC043624 BC073612 EU-441518; EU441790 
(X..) 

Ppp4r2 42 BC077952 BC088694 A.UR (XBf) 

Pnb:l 372 BC092102 BC072833 EU-441519; EU441791 
(X..) 

'"'"' BC087512 BC073532 EU441520 (XBo.) 

Prdx4 270 ... BC087512 

BC092151 

BC073532 

BC075216 

EU-441521; EU441792; 
EU-441793 {XS,) 

EU441522 (XBo.) 

BC075542 


BC076908 


8C087984 


BC068215 


BC087982 


BC087982 


BC079927 


NM001016927 


NM001016927 


BC080500 


BC084526 


CT010535 


CR.760256 

BC080337 

BC076931 

BC080365 

CR.760921 

BC090106 

CR.942396 

BC061358 

CN103294 

BC067911 

BC067911 

BCOM184 

BC076692 

BC076692 

CX852073 

-217.49 -217.49 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·219.59 ·218.12 0.087 

-180.98 ·180.97 0.992 >2 0.0001 -181.16 -180.98 0.538 

·184.82 -183.96 0.190 0.2362 >2 ·185.47 ·185.01 0.335 

-1039.42 -1038.40 0.153 0.0001 0.2687 -1042.23 -1039.75 0.026 

-277.51 -277.09 0.354 0.588 >2 -277.96 -277.80 0.572 

-435.52 -435.43 0.663 0.1178 0.2374 -436.81 -435.45 0.100 

-368.75 -367.42 0.104 0.0001 0.3346 -370.11 ·367.43 0.021 

-254.67 ·254.67 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·257.82 -255.15 0.021 

-615.41 -614.55 0.118 >2 0.1316 -614.60 -614.55 0.748 

·314.03 -384.03 0.998 0.3639 0.0001 ·384.43 ·384.03 0.368 

-838.74 -838.42 0.430 0.3886 0.1817 -839.44 -838.59 0.191 

-429.96 -429.96 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -431.66 -429.96 0.065 

·399.N -399.88 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -402.82 -399.89 0.016 

-1643.80 ·1641.93 0.053 0.9815 0.1737 ·1642.04 ·1642.03 0.971 

·211.90 -211.76 0.601 0.0127 0.0419 ·214.08 ·211.77 0.032 

-177.00 -177.00 1.000 >2 >2 ·178.06 ·177.77 0.448 

-641.29 -640.10 0.122 0.0001 0.1666 -644.17 -640.10 0.004 

-547.73 ·547.70 0.805 0.2355 o.1569 ·548.62 -548.00 0.267 

-650.38 -650.30 0.699 0.1342 0.0663 -650.92 -650.33 0.275 

·lB.93 -38.93 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -40.02 ·38.93 0.138 

-616.11 -616.07 0.767 0.1272 0.1749 -619.21 -616.07 0.012 

·168.79 -168.79 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -169.59 -168.79 0.206 

-789.06 -788.35 0.233 0.1018 0.3868 -794.09 -790.48 0.007 

·36.19 -36.19 0.996 0.0001 0.0001 -38.24 -36.19 0.043 

·157.34 -157.34 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -158.27 -158.11 0.562 

·301.33 -301.33 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -305.34 -301.33 0.005 

·2a8.81 -288.41 0.369 0.1398 0.0001 -289.69 ·288.52 0.126 

-580.09 -578.58 0.082 0.0001 0.257 -583.88 -578.59 0.001 

·104.83 ·104.83 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·105.75 ·104.83 0.175 

·29.38 -29.38 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -30.76 -29.38 0.097 

·723.11 ·721.90 0.120 0.9125 0.0677 -722.64 -722.64 0.986 

-586.02 ·585.89 0.612 0.0437 0.0001 ·591.41 -586.08 0.001 

-1354.09 -1354.06 0.794 0.1202 0.1693 -1356.17 -1355.21 0.165 

-130.20 -129.83 0.394 >2 0.6748 ·130.17 -129.85 0.424 

·203.46 -203.46 1.000 >2 >2 -204.40 -204.09 0.431 

-578.08 ·578.08 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·582.25 -578.20 0.004 

·289.47 -289.47 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -289.70 ·289.47 0.504 

-146.35 -146.35 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -147.88 -146.35 0.080 

·275.55 ·275.55 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -280.42 -275.65 0.002 

-72.74 -72.74 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·74.69 -73.31 0.097 

-675.aa -675.19 0.240 0.0001 0.0567 -684.54 -676.14 0.000 

-364.11 -364.11 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -367.25 -364.79 0.027 

-467.99 -467.99 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -478.29 -468.U 0.000 

·364.86 -363.27 0.074 0.0001 0.7106 -366.97 -365.08 0.052 
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Table 2.3 (continued 6) 

Prothymosln 231 BCOS417-4 BC045213 EU441523 (XBa) ·393.79 -393.70 0.666 0.0791 0.3136 ·39-4.51 ·39-4.22 0.-4-42 

EU«1524; EU44'1794; 
Protoadherln 7•U BC047955 BC072235 EU441795; EU441796; 0.389 0.1962 0.-4018 · 1650.57 0.033 

EU4-41797 (X~) 

""'' BCOS4988 BC080997 
EU-441525; EU4-41798; 

EU4•U799 (XBo) 
·1-453.76 -1-453 .76 0.9-42 0.2352 0.2-49 7 ·1-456.-40 0.026 

,,.,,.3 33 BC041518 BC058201 EU441526 (XBo:) BC087567 ·30.81 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 · 30.81 -30.81 

"""'3 150 8CO•US18 BC058201 EU<M1527 (XBM BC087567 ·219 .71 -218.87 0.19'4 0.0001 0. -418 ·223.18 ·221.-47 0.064 

'"'"' 72 BCD74225 BC084072 EU«1800 (XBM BC061282 ·128.71 ·128.71 0 .99'4 0.0001 0.0001 ·131.98 -128.71 0.011 

240 BC072908 BC070836 
EU441528 ; E\..1-441801 

(XS,) 
BCOS-4185 --457.21 --456.83 0.382 0.072 0.0001 --458.60 --456.92 0.067 

Psrnd12 195 BC079690 BC070583 EU441529 ; EU441802 
(XBa) 

NM001016001 · -432.83 0.536 >2 0.2556 ·03.34 --433 .27 0.713 

Psmdl-4 303 8C073-436 BCCM509-4 EU441530; EU-441803 ; 
EU-4-41804 (X~) 

BC091596 ·521.83 ·521.83 0.0001 0 .0001 ·526.34 ·522.38 0.005 

Psmd9 132 BC041532 BC07-4-472 EU-441531 (XBjl) BX723168 ·255.-48 ·253.67 0.057 >2 0.0001 -25-4. -4 1 -253.90 0.310 

""'" 216 BC082461 BC073340 
EU441532; EU-4•U805 ; 

AUR (XBa) 
BC088020 ·-459.78 ·-459.78 0.973 0.2102 0.2229 --460.92 --460 .55 0.390 

Psmel "' &082461 BC073340 
EU'44 1533 ; EU'441806 ; 
EU'441807; AUR (XBil) 

BC088020 ·550.71 ·546.17 0.003 >2 0.0001 ·5-47.11 ·S-46 .87 0.-485 

PSME3 " BC068852 BC082675 EU44153'4 (XBa) BC090116 ·161.61 · 159.81 0.058 >2 0.0001 · 160.28 -159.81 0.332 

PldinsTI' 108 &072371 BC077831 EU441535 (XBa) ·200.21 ·200.21 1.000 0.0001 0 .0001 ·201.82 · 200.21 0.072 

Plp411 234 AB127963 BC077539 EU441536 (XBjl) BC080902 ·393.87 ·393.1-4 0.226 0 .2876 0.0001 ·393 .67 -393.36 0.03 

Pyp ,.. BC070619 BC097793 EU441537 (XBll) NM001017130 ·110.27 ·110.27 0.996 0.0707 0.0001 ·111.65 ·110.27 0 .096 

R•bllb " BC082-421 BC0-41250 EU441538 (XBll) BCOS-4173 ·178.58 ·178.58 1 .000 0.0001 0.0001 ·179.2-4 ·178.79 0 .343 

R1b271 132 BC082-420 BC073«2 EU<M1539 (XBa) BC08<M81 ·203.81 ·203.81 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·205.0-4 -203.81 0.117 

R111>1n3 117 BC077516 BCOS-4310 EU«lS-40; AUR (XBjl) 8C061285 ·218.39 ·216.68 0.065 >2 0.0001 -2 17.72 -217.30 0.362 

R11>12b BC077550 BC07-4-476 EU<M1S41 ; EU<M1808 
(XBa) 

·396.-41 ·396.11 0.07 0.0691 0.2-423 -399.23 -396.57 0.021 

Rac:gapl 237 BC070771 BC0-46676 
EU4415-42 ; EU«1809; 

EU441810 (XBa) 
BC06799" ·522.72 ·522.57 0.588 0.7296 0.2998 ·522.89 ·522.86 0 .797 

R1cg1pl 105 BC070771 BC0-46676 EU<MlS-43 ; AUR (XBjl) BC06799" ·193.75 ·193.75 0.997 0.3398 0.0001 ·193.97 · 193.75 0 .508 

1134 AY87-4341 AY87-4315 EF535912 (X8fl) ·2332.-46 -2332.44 0.872 0.1571 -2338.19 -2333.06 0.001 

Rlnbpl 321 Y09128 BCOS-4182 
EU-4-415« ; EU<Ml811 ; 

EU441812 (XBa) 
BC061-426 ·534.17 ·534.08 0.680 0.2551 0.1128 · 53-4.63 ·534.35 0 .-453 

RAPlA m BC073286 BC078112 EU-4-41S45 (XBjl) ·287.-48 ·287.-4 8 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·290.16 -287.-48 0 .021 

RaplGdsl 75 BC079775 BC087-423 EU4415-46 (XBjl) ·1-46.30 -1-46.30 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -1-47.55 -1-46.30 0.11-4 

R1ssf6 129 BC0-43762 BC08-4799 EU-4-41813; AUR (XBa) BC075-422 ·262.81 -261.9-4 0.188 0.30-43 0.0001 -262.89 -262 .87 0.&41 

R1ssf6 210 BC0-43762 BCOS-4799 
EU4415-47; EU-4-4181-4 

(X8jl) 
BC07S422 ·368.31 ·367.75 0.291 0.0001 0.0836 ·369.62 -367.79 0.055 

Rbm12b 102 BC0-43858 BC060345 EU<M1S48 (X8jl) CRSS-48-43 ·230.06 -229.30 0.220 >2 0.1015 -229.55 -229.-40 0.575 

Rdltbl " BC068656 BC068834 EU<M1S49 (XBa) NM001017352 ·226.51 -226.-46 0.750 0.0521 0.0001 -227.07 -226.-47 0.270 

EU441550; EU441815; 
Ro>2 3>4 BC077885 8C072037 EU441816 ; EU-4-41817 CRB-48220 -792.22 -792.22 0.92-4 0.5665 0.5169 -793.95 -793.69 0.-470 

(XBa) 

Rk5 " BC072889 BCCM-4712 EU<M1551 (XBll) BCOS-4510 · l-46.22 -1-46.22 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -1-47.33 -1-46.22 0.136 

RG'2 222 BCOS-4852 8C108887 EU441552; EU«1818 
(X8a) 

NM001030-451 --486.70 --486.22 0.330 0.9321 0.1582 --486.2-4 0.976 

78 BC077-472 BCOS-4165 EU<M155-4 (XBll) ·156.75 -155.07 >2 0.0001 -155.70 -155.55 0.578 

·~"' 225 BC077-472 BCOS-4165 
EU<M1553; EU<M1819 ; 

EU<M 1820 (XBa) 
--439.9-4 ·-438.07 0.053 0.0001 0.2227 -<MS.35 --438.85 0.000 

" BC099259 BC078S41 EU-4-41821 (XBa) CT025306 · 108 .36 -108.36 1 .000 0.0001 0.000 1 -109.59 -108.36 0.116 

·~· 
204 BC0-42258 BC0-41227 

EU441555 ; EU441822 
(XBa) 

BC059751 ·-421 .68 ·-420.11 0.076 0.061 1.6989 ·-42-4.18 --421.59 0.023 

RplS " BC0-42258 BC0-41227 EU«1556; AUR (X Bll) BC059751 >2 0.536 

RPNl " BC0-452 12 BC0«106 EU-4-41823 (X8a) BC06-4882 ·120 .20 ·119.69 0.313 0.2-403 0.0001 ·120.10 ·119.69 0.365 

Rp512 111 BC0-4-4028 BC056655 EU-4-4182-4 (XBa) BC0801S4 ·200.96 ·200.96 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 · 203.87 ·201.06 O.ot8 

Rps28 " BC09929" BC078605 EU-4-41557 (XB41) NM001016950 · 1-45.05 -1-45.05 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·1-46.23 ·HS.OS 0. 125 

Rps8.1 " BC0-41282 BC0-41307 EU441558 (XBa) BC077028 · 157 .16 ·157.16 1 .000 0.0001 0.0001 · 158.51 ·157.28 0.117 

Rrbpl 201 BC059298 BC073565 EU441559; EU-4-41825 
(X8a) 

BC07-4706 --452.0-4 --451.88 0 .566 0.2608 0.5035 --453.-45 --452.16 0.108 

Rrnpl 210 BC059298 EU44 1560; EU441826 ; 
EU441827 (XBjl) 

BC07-4706 ·-457.2-4 --456.76 0.1919 --456.76 --456.76 

Rwddl 327 BC080086 
BC073326, 
BC0«708 

EU-4-41561 ; EU441828 ; 
EU441829 ; EU<M1830 

(XBa) 
-688.1-4 ·688.13 0 .902 0.2-47-4 0.288 ·689.-45 ·688.26 0.122 
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Table 2.3 (continued 7) 

Rwddl 102 BC080086 BC073326, 
~70fl 

EU441562; AUR (XBjJ) ..... BC070802 eco1ono EU441564; EU441833; 
EU-441834; AUR (XElll) 

CX430880 

..... 309 BC070802 BC070770 
EU441563; EU441831; 

EU441832 (XBc.) 0<430680 

""" 
"""" 

201 .. BC084386 

BC084242 

BC084787 

BC045028 

EU441565; EU-441835 
(XBa) 

EU441566 (XBoi) 

BC089739 

CR.760704 

153 Bc.084242 BC045028 
EU441567; EU441836 

(XBjl) 
CR760704 

.. AY661732 

BC075175 

AY661733 

8C084248 

EU441568; EU441837 
(Xlljl) 

EU441569 {XBo) BC084859 

63.... 
BC081003 

sco1assa 
BC078558 

BC043629 

BCOtn30 
BC09n30 

EU<M1838 (~) 

EU441570 (X8a) 

El.1441571 (Xlljl) 

BC076670 

EU441572; EIJ<M1839; 
585 BC072820 BC110927 EU441840; EU441Ml 

(l<Ba) ..... 195 BC059353 BC089291 
EU441573; EU441842 

(XS.) 
CT1)30060 

..... 207 BC059353 BC089291 
EU441574; EU441843 

(Xlljl) 
CT1)30060 

EU441575; EU441845; 
s.ptln11 342 BC077941 8C073250 EU441846; EU441847 

5eptln11 .. BC077941 BC073250 

(XBjl) 

EU4411144; AUR (XBa) 

EU441576; EU441848; 
561 BC074366 AMOS06118 EU441849; EU441850 

(XS.) 

EU441577; EU441851; 
s.rpinn 381 8C074366 AM050698 EU441852; EU441853 

SGK .. BC073077 BC074305 

(Xlljl) 

EU441854 (XBa.) 

SH3p4 57 BC097775 BC088909 EU441578 (X~) 

Sh<bpl 243 .. BC082676 

BC059983 

BC073190 

8C084103 

EU441579; EU441855 
(XS.) 

EU441580 {XBt!i) 

CR.761438 

.... 246 BC046708 BC074445 
EU441581; EU441856 

(XS.) 

81.. X68683 

BC100176 

U89999 

BC046675 

EU441582 (XBa) 

EU441583 (XBa) BC080447 

Slc3016 ... BC072974 BC077520 
EU441584; El.1441857; 
EU441858; EU441859; BC088526 

EU441860 (XBjl) 

Sn.p29 •• 8C099298 BC04U08 El.1441585 (X~) 8C061308 

SNT 42 AF.390895 BC046943 AUR {XlljJ) 

SP22 483 AF394958 DQ406635 EU441586 {)(&.) ......-· .... ..,. 

816 

186 

885.. 
8C077749 

BC087304 

BC078118 

BC077979 

BC057748 

BC085062 

BC089298 

BC056153 

EU441587 (XBa) 

El.1441588 (XBa) 

EU441589 (XBa) 

EU441590 (XBjl) 

BC063897 

CX509398 

BC068212 

stot3 

sn1 
51.. BC044717 

BC046709 

AB017701 

BC078016 

EU441861 {)(&.) 

EU441591 (XBa) 

'""'"' 417 BC073451 BC054159 El.1441862 (X&ll) 

SUmo 123 Z97073 BC090210 
EU441863; EU441864; 

AUR~) 

SUrvMn2 111 A8197249 BC089271 
EU441592; EU441865 

(l<Ba) CR&48111 

78 BC086459 BC073331 EU441593 (XBa) CR760868 

183 BC086459 BC073331 EU441594 (XS,) CR760868 

70 BC043829 BC071003 EU441596~) B0>6'154 

75 BC043829 BC071003 EU441595 (XBa) B0>6'154 

102 BC092125 BC092325 EU441597 (XBo) 

132 80)61650 BC084848 EU441598 (XS,) BC091023 

192 BC068781 BC043764 
EU441599; EU441866 

(XS.) 

-207.62 -207.43 0.536 0.0001 0.0902 -207.89 -207.76 0.609 

·772.73 0.228 0.4378 0.0927 -772.35 -772.07 0.455 

·576.55 0.373 0.1566 0.5075 -580.32 -578.52 0.058 

-418.55 -413.42 0.001 >2 0.0001 ·416.65 -415.98 0.248 

·215.26 0.217 >2 0.146 -215.26 -215.03 0.498 

-320.45 ·320.45 1.000 0.0001 0.1143 -320.52 -320.52 o.... 

-320.62 -320.10 0.307 0.0001 0.3714 -321.32 -320.11 0.119 

-161.17 ·160.31 0.191 0.7885 0.0001 -160.90 -160.88 0.851 

-96.75 -96.75 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -99.47 -96.75 0.020 

-135.19 -135.19 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·136.82 ·135.19 0.072 

-101.22 -101.22 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -101.96 -101.22 0.222 

·1045.47 -1045.00 0.333 0.0586 0.2131 -1049.25 -1045.56 0.001 

-425.90 -424.76 0.130 >2 0.1056 -425.44 -425.19 0.480 

-529.M -529.77 0.707 0.1117 0.1988 -531.38 -529.78 0.013 

-598.52 -598.52 0.971 0.0737 0.0781 -601.88 ·598.52 0.010 

-138.46 -138.46 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -142.39 -138.46 0.005 

-1038.08 -1038.08 0.970 0.1725 0.1833 ·1039.02 ·1038.50 0.305 

·731.22 -729.92 0.108 0.0967 0.0001 -735.86 -731.77 0.004 

-224.27 -224.27 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -224.30 -224.27 0.807 

-78.55 -78.55 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -79.62 -78.55 0.142 

-509.66 -509.28 0.382 0.2391 1.2713 -510.15 -509.74 0.363 

-148.29 -148.29 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·148.40 ·148.29 0.652 

-502.00 -501.76 0.483 0.6227 0.207 ·501.81 ·501.76 0.753 

-205.53 -205.36 0.560 0.0001 0.2456 ·205.57 ·205.37 0.527 

-149.27 -148.25 0.154 >2 0.2353 -149.14 ·148.53 0.270 

-985.97 -985.61 0.392 0.0908 0.2636 -990.22 -985.76 0.003 

-134.29 -133.41 0.185 0.5286 >2 -136.46 -136.24 0.509 

-94.21 -92.62 0.075 1.1677 0.0001 -94.56 -94.56 0.904 

·1009.17 -1009.10 0.701 0.0687 0.0369 -1011.55 -1010.00 0.078 

-1733.89 -1732.92 0.164 1.0732 0.2811 -1734.70 -1734.70 0.966 

-375.75 -374.70 0.148 0.3535 0.0273 -376.13 -375.96 0.559 

-1881.92 -1881.20 0.230 0.7141 0.2038 -1881.25 -1881.20 0.755 

·140.43 ·140.43 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·141.74 ·140.43 0.105 

-112.111 -112.18 0.996 1.3374 0.0001 ·112.20 ·112.18 0.825 

·158.02 -157.21 0.202 0.0001 0.3353 -159.65 -157.22 0.028 

·784.27 -784.25 0.8411 0.1375 0.()967 -785.06 ·784.29 0.214 

·210.96 ·210.96 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -213.52 -211.26 0.033 

·224.78 -224.78 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 ·227.38 -224.98 0.028 

-160.71 -160.71 1.000 >2 >2 -161.29 ·160.82 0.333 

-347.71 -346.97 0.224 >2 0.22 -347.99 -347.92 0.715 

-138.67 -138.17 0.318 0.0001 0.3986 -139.35 -138.17 0.125 

-163.69 -163.69 0.994 0.1608 0.0001 -165.49 -163.69 0.058 

-189.80 -189.80 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -190.65 -189.80 0.192 

-232.29 -232.29 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -233.59 -232.88 0.234 

·378.57 ·378.57 0.993 0.3544 0.0001 -378.76 -378.57 0.543 
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Table 2.3 (continued 8) 

TB! 81 BC072218 BC082B43 EU441600 (XBll) NM001016130 -157.64 0.352 0 .1909 0.0001 -158.00 0.288 

TCPl 216 BC0«673 BC068901 
EU441601; EU441867 

(XBo) 
-380.25 -380.10 0.583 0.0001 0.0995 -380.77 -380.44 0.419 

m " BC054981 BC082861 EU441602 (XBll) NM001017319 -114.89 -114.40 0 .326 >2 0.3799 -114.98 -114.69 0.447 

T'9t 63 BC047131 BC079707 EU«1603 (XBfl) -121 .64 -121.18 0.340 0.518 0.0001 -121.59 -121.49 0.659 

Tokt:l 75 BC088703 BCOS6029 EU44160<t (XBa) CR760902 ·162.10 -162.10 1.000 >2 >2 -163.43 -163.06 0.389 

TIE~• " BC086281 BC076775 EU44160S (XBll) -275.25 0.335 >2 0.355 -275.29 -275.06 0.501 

m!Ao 210 BC088977 BC072888 EU4-41868 (XBa) BC077041 ·354.71 -354.71 1.000 0 .0001 0.0001 -358.54 -354.71 0.006 

m!AQ 51 SC088977 BC072888 EU441606 (XBll) BC077041 · 76.24 ·76.24 1 .000 0.0001 0.0001 -77.40 -76.24 0.128 

mis 33 BC070555 8C07776S AUR (XBll) BC059769 -53.05 ·51.49 0.077 0.0001 >2 -54.56 -53.32 0 .116 

Tgm2 123 BC072304 BC056053 EU441607 (XBa) ·239.63 -239.58 0.753 1.2 734 0.5116 -240.81 -240.77 0.716 

Th1pl BC077429 BCOB-482-4 EU«1608; AUR (XBa) BC075499 -173.42 ·173.29 0.599 0.5344 1.332 -174.34 -174.23 0.642 

Thapl "' BC08482'4 
EU441609 ; EU'441869 ; 

EU441870 {XBll) 
BC075499 -860.10 -859 .83 0.1793 0.0619 -860.93 -859.83 0.139 

123 AJ416631 BC0-45086 EU441610 (XBM -191.79 -190.94 0. 192 0.3967 0.0001 -191.18 -190.94 0.488 

n,1 
TlmmlO .. BC059975 

BC097518 

BC073285 

BC072896 

EU441611; AUR (XBa) 

EU441612 (XBa) SC064213 

-206.92 

-109.86 

-206.92 

-109.86 

0.995 

1.000 

0.3691 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

-207.01 

-112.64 

-206.92 

-110.08 

0.674 

0.024 

Tmtm59 BC073604 BCOB4373 
EU441613; EU44l87l; 

EU441872 (X~) 
-629.22 -628.00 0.119 0.052 0.3817 ·633.00 -628.13 0.002 

Tmpit 117 BC077325 BC090205 
EU441614; EU'4'41873 

(XBa) 
BC082959 -224.63 -223.54 0.139 1.093 0.0001 -224.03 -224.02 0.94< 

Tnpo2 90 BC084097 BC084978 EU'4'41615 (XBa) -194.26 -194.26 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -195.69 -194.26 0.091 

Tpr1c.b S19 BC077299 BC045235 EU441616 (XBa) SC064176 -951.66 -951.26 0.0534 0.2309 -953.74 -95 1 .26 0.026 

T~p 

T~p 

75.. BC04l301 

BC041301 

BC053768 

BC053768 

EU441617 (XBa) 

EU'4'41618 (Xi¥) 

BC077002 -135.50 0.480 

0 .557 

0.0001 

0.1129 

>2 

0.3454 

-135.50 

-140.20 

-135 .25 

-138.46 

0.477 

0.062 

TohA 

Tubb2c 

360.. L07619 

BC043974 

BC072372 

BCOS4297 

EU«l619 (X~) 

EU441620 (XBa) 

·670.32 

·120.88 

-668.76 

-120.88 

0 .078 

l.000 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.3197 

0.0001 

-672.82 

-126.18 -120.88 

0.005 

0.001 

TxndclO 

Ul 

87 .. BC092019 

AF441126 

BC073549 

X9J.491 

EU'4"1621 (X~) 

EU«1622 (XBa) 

·155.79 

-186.44 

-154.94 

-186.23 

0.192 

0.513 

0.265 

0 .1708 

0.0001 

0 .5387 

-156.18 

-188.25 

·155.89 

-187.24 

0.«7 

0. 156 

186 BC075141 8COBB818 
EU44l623; EU441874 

(X~) 
AL679209 -349.49 -349.49 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -351.05 -349.79 0.113 

" BC076728 BC084849 EU44l624(X~) CN114651 -137.90 -137.90 l.000 0.0001 0.0001 -139.55 0.069 

" BC077923 BC077801 EU44 1625 (XBa) -134 .42 -133.85 0.288 0.0001 0.3003 -134.31 0.118 

" AY112732 BC084966 EU441626 (XBo.) -146.84 -146.84 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -147.27 -146.84 0.355 

Ufdll 222 BC072284 BC061930 
EU441627; EU441875 

(XBa) 
BC076680 -435.42 -435.90 -434.96 0 .170 

UntSO 102 BC084865 BC07l145 EU441628 (XBa) -177.37 · 177.37 0.996 0.0001 > 2 -178.13 -177 .37 0 .217 

vATP1se 93 BC063729 BC060343 EU«1629 (X~) BC075390 -159.77 -159.77 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -163.10 -159.77 0.010 

Vps29 BC097520 BC073281 
EU441630; EU441876 

(XBa) 
SC07700l -739.10 0.0001 -739.37 0 .000 

Vps29 63 BC097520 BC073281 EU«1631 (X~) BC07700l -87.97 -87.97 1.000 0.0001 >2 -87.97 1.000 

WAAS .,. BC046713 BC068695 
EU441632 ; EU441877 ; 
EU441878 ; EU441879 -923.35 -922.61 0.223 0.5878 -926.28 -923.98 0.032 

(XBo) 

XAC 78 U26270 U26269 EU441633(X~) -156.28 0.0001 -155.13 -154 .78 0 .403 

X1p5 72 BCD41272 BC098980 EU441634 (XBj\) CR942792 -121.41 -121.41 1.000 0.0001 0.0001 -124.28 -121 .41 0.017 

Xm.gs S88 JOO()( A8066589 EU«1635 (XBo) -1484.73 -1484.72 0.926 0.405 0 .38 · 1486.35 -1484.82 0 .080 

XtpS 

Ywh1b 

57.. BC088719 

BC041526 

BC076757 

BC084055 

EU441636 (XBo) 

EU441637 (X~) BC084514 

-136.03 

-164.83 

-135.56 

-164.83 

0.337 > 2 

0.0001 

0.2862 

0.0001 

-135.80 

-165.87 

-135.58 

-164.83 

0.509 

0.149 

Znf593 357 BC084361 SC073548 EU441638; EU441880 
(X~) 

NM001016550 -699.99 -699.97 0.145 -701.12 0.147 

EPa, NTa, EPO or NTll , and ST; models ue tested on the phylooeny depicted In Flo. 1C. 

::~: L~~5=r EU4e:;223 EU:T6°224 -~,~u:~~=:=;,~7=,..~1- __•_T__ --.-,:-.'.-,.- -.-,:-:-,. P-1~:~· ~~:7 1~': -lnL Ho 

-356.24 

-lnLHa 

-356 .24 1.000 
BOIP 864 EU446226 EU446227 EU«6228 (EPO) -1«3.71 -1«3.« 0.60 0.18 0.53 -1444.41 -1443.60 0.202 

C1lnexln 1314 EU446229 EU446230 EU446231 (NTll) -2036.77 -2036.22 0.46 0.00 0.11 -2052.65 -2049.30 0.010 
Ollr.tk;u11n 759 EU446232 EU«6233 EU«6234 (NTll) -1176.60 -1174.40 0.14 0 .00 0.83 -1179.73 -1176.41 

Cdc2 552 EU446235 EU«6236 EU«6237 (EP0) -833.26 -833.26 1 .00 0.00 0.00 -834.98 -833.93 0.148 
DAZ 741 EU446238 EU«6239 EU«6240 (EPO) -1259.84 1.00 0 .28 0 .00 -1260.54 -1259.84 0 .237 
Hey 342 EU446241 EU4462•U EU«6243 (EP0) ·514.51 ·514.51 1.00 0.00 0.00 -517.17 - 514.82 0.030 
p450 714 EU4462« EU«6245 EU«6246 (NTM -1075.26 -1074.94 0.57 0.17 0.00 -1076.74 -1075.66 0.140 
Porn<: 636 EU446247 EU«6248 EU«6249 (EPO) -997.59 -997.59 1.00 >2 0.01 -997.83 -997.59 0 .491 
RAG1 1134 AY874308 AY874313 AY874312 (N~) -1828.94 -1828 .63 0.58 0 .13 0.35 -1832.58 -1829.33 0.011 
RAG2 1005 EF535959 EF535960 EF535963 (Nfll ) -1584.87 0.08 -1588.08 -1584.23 0.00< 

Sp1ts2 
Xmegs 

810... EU446250 
ElJ.446253 

EU446251 
EU-446254 

EU446252 (E~) 
EU446255 (EPfl) 

-1305.32 
-987.43 

-1303.77 
·986.0l 

0 .21 
0 .23 

0.12 
0.26 

>2 
>2 

-1307.39 
-988.10 

-1305.54 
-987.03 

0.054 
0.143 

Gene 

---Act!vln 

Lenoth 

__l'2l_795 -
XL.a 

- -U49914 -
XBa 

- -EU-44 1284 

XGct or XMa 

EU446256 (XMa) 

xi..., 
BC077763 

--"-'-
-1349.58 

_ _ H_•_ 
·1349. 53 

_ P-value 

0.826 

~~rl~ 
0.019 

Kl~~ 
0.000 

-lnl Ho 

-1366.63 

-lnLH1 

-1 349.65 0.000 
Alpha 252 BC073294 M32455 EU446257 (XMa) BC075196 -473.88 -473.88 0.997 >2 >2 -475.58 -475.51 0.699 
S.ta 372 V01433 M32456 EU446258 (XMa) BC071139 -764.14 -763.94 0 .658 0.209 >2 -765.90 -764.06 0.055 
Cdcl 552 M60681 EU441349 EU446259 (XMa) BC045078 -1022.58 ·1022.12 0.336 0.047 >2 -1031.35 -1022.52 0.000 

L1 675 X05216 EU-441460 EU446260 (XMa) X05217 -1178.69 -1178.69 1.000 0 .000 >2 -1191.80 -1178.91 0.000 
LR 276 BC053822 EU441464 EU-446261 (XMa) BC078594 ·491.85 -490.72 0.133 0.477 >2 -490.96 -490.96 0 .932 

Pomc 636 X03843 EU4415l2 EU446262 (XMa) X03844 -1198.60 · 1195.57 0.014 0.000 >2 -1206.57 -1196.07 0.000 

RAG1 2820 ~F55
3

3;~:~ ~;33;~i EF535888; EFS35915 
(XGct) 

L19324 -5194.18 -5194.18 0.937 0.124 >2 -5229.56 -5222.37 0.000 

Xmeos 588 EU446264 EU-441635 EU446263 (XGct) AB0666589 -1309.85 -1309.42 0.352 0.249 >2 -1319.28 -1316.51 0.019 
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CHAPTER3 

Gene expression patterns and evolutionary rates influence functional 
persistence of paralogs generated by whole genome duplication in clawed frogs 
(Xenopus) 

PREFACE 

To better evaluate the impacts of proposed duplicate gene mechanisms that 
act on expression, we deployed one of the largest datasets of same-age duplicate 
genes ever used to look at their molecular evolution and expression characteristics 
before and after polyploidization. A diploid outgroup served as a surrogate for 
ancestral function and expression, and allowed us to estimate the relevance of 
regulatory changes in the retention of duplicate genes. We also analyzed data from 
genes that are found as single copies in the polyploid species, permitting us to test 
whether different types of genes are preferentially retained as duplicates after whole 
genome duplication. 

ABSTRACT 

Gene duplication can lead to altered function and expression, reduction of 
pleiotropy, and is a fundamental agent ofbiological innovation. With an aim to 
better understand genetic mechanisms that promote persistence of duplicate genes 
(paralogs ), we compared molecular evolution and expression of thousands of pairs 
of paralogs and singleton genes (where a paralog once was present but became non
functional) in the tetraploid clawed frog Xenopus laevis. To estimate the rate of 
evolution and gene expression patterns before duplication, we also examined 
orthologs of these genes from a diploid speciesXenopus (Silurana) tropicalis. 
These data indicate that genes expressed in more types of tissues, that is with 
"broader" expression patterns, are more likely to be retained as duplicate copies. 
After controlling for breadth of expression, genes with higher levels of expression 
are more likely to be retained as duplicates. Many duplicate copies undergo 
expression divergence in that they are expressed at different levels and in different 
tissues from each other and from their singleton ortholog, often times at lower 
expression levels and in less tissue types after duplication. At the sequence level, 
genes that evolve slowly are more likely to persist as functional duplicates. Of these 
variables, expression breadth has the greatest influence on the odds ofduplicate gene 
persistence and on the rate of evolution, suggesting a key role of regulatory 
mechanisms for duplicate gene persistence. Consistent with the regulatory 
subfunctionalization mechanism, genes that are broadly expressed are more likely to 
display complementary loss of expression. In addition, many duplicate genes have 
gained new expression domains relative to each other and to their ortholog, which is 
consistent with the regulatory neofunctionalization mechanism. These results 
provide support for pervasive spatial subfunctionalization and quantitative 
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expression divergence in addition to the acquisition of novel expression patterns, 
highlighting the central role of these mechanisms in transcriptome remodeling after 
whole genome duplication. We speculate that these same processes may have been 
significant during early evolution of other duplicated genomes, such as that of the 
ancient ancestor ofjawed vertebrates. 

INTRODUCTION 

Gene duplication is an important catalyst for biological innovation by 
allowing new functions to evolve (neofunctionalization) (Ohno 1970), by "division 
of labor" via complementary degradation of function (subfunctionalization) (Force 
et al. 1999), and by redundancy that, for example, changes phenotypes affected by 
genes with dosage-dependent regulation (Galitski et al. 1999; Osborn et al. 2003). 
Neofunctionalization (NF) and subfunctionalization (SF) occur in protein function 
and in regulation of gene expression, and when both mechanisms operate after 
duplication, the resulting paralogs can be categorized as having undergone 
subneofunctionalization (SNF) (He and Zhang 2005b). Mutations that cause NF, 
SF, or SNF promote functional persistence of both duplicates because the changes 
they cause are advantageous, or because they make both paralogs non-redundant, 
meaning that loss of either one is deleterious (Force et al. 1999; Lynch and Conery 
2000; Lynch and Force 2000; Lynch et al. 2001 ; Stoltzfus 1999), as opposed to the 
alternative where one copy becomes non-functional (a pseudogene). Furthermore, 
functional divergence of duplicates can reduce pleiotropy and, in doing so, catalyzes 
gene specialization. Therefore, the molecular and transcriptional fate of duplicate 
genes can have important repercussions on the evolutionary trajectory of entire 
genomes. 

Expression and functional divergence is commonly observed between 
duplicate genes generated by large- and small-scale duplications (Adams 2007; 
Adams et al. 2003; Adams and Wendel 2005 ; Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Byrne and 
Wolfe 2007; Flagel et al. 2008; Gu et al. 2005; Gu et al. 2002; Ha et al. 2009; Jiang 
et al. 2007; Li et al. 2005; Yim et al. 2009). Consistent with regulatory 
neofunctionalization (RNF), some yeast and cotton duplicates have gained new 
expression domains when compared to a singleton ortholog or to their diploid 
progenitor parents (Chaudhary et al. 2009; Tirosh and Barkai 2007). SF occurs 
when complementary parts of the ancestral functions of a gene are lost and thus 
partitioned across both duplicate copies (Force et al. 1999; Lynch and Force 2000). 
After regulatory subfunctionalization (RSF), ancestral gene expression levels across 
tissues and developmental stages are distributed such that each duplicate daughter 
contributes only a portion of the ancestral expression, in a complementary fashion, 
thus requiring the retention of both copies. This type of reciprocal silencing can 
occur due to mutation but can also occur epigenetically (Rodin and Riggs 2003). 
Duplicate genes can additionally persist as redundant copies or back-ups to essential 
functions, for gene dosage or for dosage balance (Aury et al. 2006; Chapman et al. 
2006; Kondrashov and Koonin 2004; Papp et al. 2003; Qian and Zhang 2008; Veitia 
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2004). Once duplicate gene retention has been triggered by such mechanisms, 
which might act concurrently during their evolution, subsequent modification and 
diversification can help establish their genetic fate within the genome. 

The probability of persistence of a duplicate gene is positively correlated 
with the size of the duplication event-whole genome duplication (WGD) generates 
duplicate genes (paralogs) that tend to last as functional pairs for longer periods of 
time and at a higher frequency than single gene duplications (Blomme et al. 2006; 
Lynch and Conery 2000). This might stem from the duplication of entire networks 
of genes that interact with one another; the duplicate gene retention mechanisms that 
operate after whole genome duplication may be different from, or more effective 
than, those that operate after smaller scale duplication (Casneuf et al. 2006; Chain et 
al. 2008; Davis and Petrov 2005; Guan et al. 2006). There are many other genetic 
factors that influence the fate of duplicate genes such as their functions and 
interactions, and these can have various effects on selective pressures within, and 
between, organisms (Casneuf et al. 2006; Conant and Wagner 2002; Hakes et al. 
2007; He and Zhang 2006; Rodin et al. 2005; Woody et al. 2008). For example, 
genes arising from large-scale duplications show lower levels of expression 
divergence in plants (Casneuf et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2006), but the opposite is found 
in fungi duplicates (Tirosh and Barkai 2007). Complex genes in eukaryotes are also 
more likely to be retained after duplication, likely via NF and SF (He and Zhang 
2005a). Functionally redundant genes encoding multi-domain proteins rather than 
mono-domain proteins are predicted to persist longer due to the large effect of 
deleterious mutations (Gibson and Spring 1998). Highly expressed genes are 
preferentially retained after WGD, for example in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(Seoighe and Wolfe 1999) and in Paramecium tetraurelia (Aury et al. 2006). 
Slowly-evolving genes are also preferentially retained after WGD in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae, Caenorhabditis elegans and teleost fishes (Brunet et al. 2006; Davis and 
Petrov 2004), and a study of the pseudo-tetraploid frogXenopus laevis reported that 
duplicate genes with expression subfunctionalization tended to be slowly-evolving 
before duplication (Semon and Wolfe 2008). Of interest then, is the extent to which 
(i) NF, SF, and SNF drive the functional longevity of duplicate genes and (ii) 
whether these mechanisms operate primarily on gene regulation or protein function. 
Additionally, genetic features such as the level and breadth of expression or the rate 
of evolution may predispose genes to one or another mechanism for duplicate gene 
persistence, raising a third question of (iii) the degree to which different genetic 
characteristics (e.g., level of expression, breadth of expression, rate of evolution) 
influence the functional persistence of both parlalogs after WGD. 

Xenopus as a model to study duplicate genes after WGD 
Xenopus laevis (XL) is an African clawed frog whose genome was 

duplicated between 21 and 41 million years ago after diverging from the ancestor of 
the diploid species Silurana tropicalis (ST) (Chain and Evans 2006; Evans et al. 
2005). Previous work on the molecular evolution and expression of duplicate genes 
in Xenopus has provided some insight into duplicate gene retention. One finding is 
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that there is strong purifying selection on protein sequence evolution albeit relaxed 
compared to a singleton ortholog (Chain and Evans 2006; Chain et al. 2008; 
Hellsten et al. 2007; Hughes and Hughes 1993; Morin et al. 2006). A second 
finding is that a high proportion of paralogous expression patterns have diverged 
considerably (Chain et al. 2008; Hellsten et al. 2007; Morin et al. 2006; Semon and 
Wolfe 2008). And a third finding is that slowly-evolving genes undergo expression 
subfunctionalization more frequently than rapidly-evolving genes, and therefore are 
more likely to be retained as a functional pair after WGD (Semon and Wolfe 2008). 
Additional analyses of expression in XL using ST to infer ancestral expression can 
help further address questions relating to the interactions between gene expression 
and sequence evolution before WGD and the prevalence and characteristics of 
mechanisms that act on genes to retain them after WGD. 

In this study, we used African clawed frogs (Xenopus and Silurana) to 
examine duplicate gene expression and sequence evolution after WGD. We first 
asked to what degree genetic attributes such as the level of expression, breadth of 
expression, and rate of molecular evolution influence the odds of functional 
persistence of duplicate genes in XL. Secondly, we asked what mechanisms operate 
on expression regulation and on protein sequence evolution that promote duplicate 
gene persistence, such as neofunctionalization, subfunctionalization and 
subneofunctionalization. To accomplish this, we analyzed the molecular evolution 
of over 3,000 ' triads' of sequences consisting of two expressed duplicates in the 
tetraploid species XL and one singleton ortholog in the diploid species ST. For 
comparison, we also analyzed over 4,000 ' dyads ' consisting of putative XL 
singletons and their corresponding singleton ST ortholog. To explore regulatory 
evolution of XL genes, we examined expression patterns of duplicates and 
singletons inferred from non-normalized expressed sequence tag (EST) databases 
from 18 adult tissue types and developmental stages. Together these data include 
DNA sequences from over 1000 more duplicate genes and almost twice as many 
expression treatments than have been considered by previous studies of duplicate 
genes in clawed frogs. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

I. Factors impacting the odds of duplicate gene persistence 
To what degree do different genetic variables influence the probability of 

duplicate gene persistence? Certain characteristics of molecular evolution and gene 
expression patterns prior to duplication, for example, might predispose a gene to 
persisting as a functional duplicate pair after WGD instead of having one duplicate 
become a pseudogene. We used data from the diploid species ST as an estimate of 
the "pre-duplication" gene characteristics to test whether (i) expression level, (ii) 
expression breadth, and (iii) rate of molecular evolution before WGD impact the 
odds of functional persistence of both paralogs in XL after WGD. 
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a. Expression level: Highly expressed genes are preferentially retained 
We tested the possibility that highly expressed genes are more likely to be 

retained after duplication, reasoning that either these genes are more essential or 
higher expression provides more opportunity for quantitative expression 
subfunctionalization. As a surrogate for the "pre-duplication" expression of XL 
duplicate genes and XL singleton genes, we used the current expression of their 
corresponding orthologs in the diploid species ST. Consistent with our expectation, 
we found retained XL duplicates had significantly higher average expression levels 
than XL singletons in ST adult tissues (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test; 
Figure 3.la). These same trends were found when larval stages were incorporated, 
and also at more conservative expression thresholds (Methods). These findings 
corroborate results from a previous study (Semon and Wolfe 2008), although the 
measure of expression level differs in that we calculate average expression level 
based on only those tissues in which a gene is expressed rather than averaging across 
all tissues, thus lessening the impacts of expression breadth (Methods). 

However, there remains a strong positive correlation between average 
expression level and expression breadth (P < 0.0001), so we sought to control for 
this other factor when assessing the impact of expression level on the propensities of 
duplicate gene persistence. To this end, we developed a permutation test 
(permutation test 1, Methods) that allowed us to ask whether genes with low levels 
of expression are less likely to be retained as duplicates or (the related question) 
whether genes with high levels of expression are more likely to be retained as 
duplicates, while controlling for variation in breadth of expression and the tissue 
type where expression is detected. When we performed each of these tests, the first 
was significant (P =0.0223; Figure 3.1 b) while the second was just above a 
significant threshold of 0.05 (P = 0.0540; Figure 3.lc). With a more conservative 
criterion for determining expression levels (Methods), neither test is significant (P = 

0.2276 and 0.2828, respectively), which could be caused by the more conservative 
dataset being smaller. Overall, these results suggest a positive correlation between 
adult tissue expression level before WGD and duplicate persistence after WGD but 
highlight an important role of correlated parameters including expression level and 
expression breadth. In other words, because these variables appear to be 
interrelated, they have a collective impact on the odds of functional persistence of 
duplicate genes in Xenopus laevis. 

b. Expression breadth: Broadly expressed genes are preferentially retained 
Another explanation for the persistence of duplicate genes is that broader 

expression, expression across tissues and development, is either more essential or 
provides more opportunities for spatiotemporal RSF. Consistent with our 
expectation, we found that genes expressed in more adult tissues (P < 0.0001, Mann
Whitney-Wilcoxon test) and in more developmental stages (P < 0.0001, Mann
Whitney-Wilcoxon test) preferentially persist as duplicates rather than singletons 
after WGD (Figure 3.2a and 3.2b). A similar trend was found when we measure 
breadth as the amount of EST libraries (both adult tissues and developmental stages) 
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in which a gene is found, and at a more conservative expression threshold to 
characterize spatial and temporal expression breadth (data not shown). Similar 
results are also found when evaluating the tissue-specificity statistic (Methods), 
which considers the expression level between tissues (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon test), suggesting that genes that are less tissue-specific are more likely to 
persist as duplicates. There are also significantly more ST orthologs of XL 
singletons (534) than of duplicates (246) that have single-tissue expression (P < 
0.0001, G-test): genes with expression patterns under which spatiotemporal RSF is 
not possible. The strong positive correlation between average expression level and 
breadth raises the possibility that relationships involving expression breadth may 
also be related to expression levels (and vice versa, as mentioned above). That we 
see breadth correlated with duplicate gene persistence at more conservative 
thresholds suggests that breadth remains an indicator ofduplicate persistence when 
we consider only those tissues in which genes are highly expressed. We also 
performed permutation tests that control for levels of expression (permutation test 2, 
Methods), and we still found that singleton orthologs of genes retained in duplicate 
are expressed in many tissues and developmental stages (P = 0.0026), whereas those 
of singletons have narrow expression (P < 0.0001). Together, these findings show 
that gene expression level and breadth are strong and inter-related indicators of 
which genes persist as duplicate genes rather than singletons after WGD, and that 
expression breadth remains a significant parameter after controlling for levels of 
gene expression. 

c. Rate of molecular evolution: Slowly-evolving genes are preferentially 
retained 

It has been suggested that slowly-evolving genes may be more likely retained 
in duplicate copy following duplication because they accumulate fewer substitutions 
over time than faster evolving genes, thus retaining their interchangeability for 
longer periods providing more opportunity for RSF to occur (Semon and Wolfe 
2008). Using this larger dataset, we tested whether rates of molecular evolution can 
be used to predict if a gene is retained in duplicate after WGD. A key feature of this 
analysis is that the rate of molecular evolution of singletons and duplicates in XL 
was inferred from the comparison of two diploid species (ST and another diploid 
frog from the same family - either Pipa or Hymenochirus). This analysis therefore 
provides an estimate of rates of evolution that is independent of WGD in XL. We 
calculated pre-duplication rates of nonsynonymous ( dN) and synonymous ( dS) 
substitutions between these species, which are probably the best approximations of 
rates of molecular evolution to date because we used the closest known frog species 
related to Xenopus (Methods). 

Consistent with the results of Semon and Wolfe (2008), who estimated pre
duplication rates between more distantly related species, genes retained as duplicates 
in XL evolved more slowly before WGD than those that became singletons (average 
dN = 0.0084 vs 0.0116 and average dS = 0.1188 vs 0.1355 respectively; P < 0.0001 
for dN and dS, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test) and were also under stronger 
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functional constraints (average dN/dS = 0.1075 vs 0.1530 respectively, P < 0.0001, 
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test; Figure 3.3). One concern is that our results could be 
biased because the rate of molecular evolution is usually negatively correlated with 
expression level and breadth (Supplementary Information). For this reason, we 
performed permutation tests that attempt to isolate the effects of expression level 
and breadth (permutation tests 3 and 4, Methods) when evaluating the effects of dN 
on duplicate gene persistence. But in support of this general trend, these 
permutations indicate that genes that have been retained in duplicate are descendents 
of slower evolving genes when we control for expression levels (P = 0.0080) and 
expression breadth (P = 0.0093). 

d. Relative impacts of each variable: Breadth of expression has the largest 
impact on the odds of duplicate gene persistence 

Gene expression level, expression breadth and protein sequence rates of 
evolution are often coupled but might be affected by different selective forces (Liao 
and Zhang 2006). Without disentangling expression level and breadth from rate of 
sequence evolution, it is difficult to pinpoint whether genes are retained in duplicate 
because of their high expression, because of the opportunities for expression pattern 
partitioning, because they are slowly-evolving allowing more time for mechanisms 
of retention to act, or a combination of these factors. We therefore performed a 
logistic regression to partition the impact of all of these variables on the odds of 
duplicate gene retention in Xenopus. Our results show that, although all measured 
variables are predictors of duplicate gene persistence, breadth of expression has the 
strongest influence on the fate of genes after WGD. When all three factors are taken 
into account, expression breadth (P < 2x10"16

) and expression level (P =4.51x10-5
) 

are positively correlated with duplicate gene persistence and dN (P = 6.85x10-5
) is 

negatively correlated (Figure 3.4). The coefficients of the standardized values give 
an approximate strength of each variable, whereby breadth (0.54390) has more than 
double the effect of both intensity (0.21584) and dN (-0.18471) 

II. Mechanisms of duplicate gene persistence after WGD 
What mechanisms act on expression and protein sequence to promote 

paralog persistence? Superfluous genetic copies are expected to be purged from the 
genome within a few million years as a result of mutation (Lynch and Conery 2000). 
We have identified 3640 pairs ofduplicate genes in XL that have survived about 40 
million years (Chain et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2005), suggesting that mechanisms 
involving natural selection have acted to retain the function of these duplicate genes 
after W GD. Certain mechanisms of duplicate gene retention such as NF, SF, and 
SNF depend on divergence of duplicate genes, either through amino acid 
substitutions or changes in regulation of expression. We explored the degree to 
which expression divergence between paralogs in XL is consistent with alternative 
expectations of regulatory NF, SF, and SNF. 

Non-normalized EST data were used to evaluate the divergence between 
duplicate gene expression patterns across 14 adult tissues and 4 larval stages. 
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Because low expression levels can introduce noise and biases, we repeated our 
analyses using different thresholds of expression, restricting our dataset to genes that 
were expressed above expression levels based on a statistical test developed by 
(Audie and Claverie 1997). Expression pattern divergence was measured using both 
the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient rho (p), and the Pearson's product
moment correlation coefficient (R). We report both correlations because properties 
of each statistic accommodate different aspects of the data, although the results from 
each are strongly positively correlated. Whereas Spearman's correlation is more 
robust against biases in the EST data by calculating a relative ranking of gene 
expression across tissues, the Pearson correlation is more sensitive to the 
proportional differences in expression levels between duplicate genes. Additional 
efforts to estimate the prevalence of RNF and RSF were conducted by comparing 
duplicate gene expression patterns with those of a singleton ortholog from a diploid 
outgroup which acts as a proxy for ancestral expression. This allowed us to 
categorize expression patterns into different classes based on explicit expectations 
under various models of duplicate gene retention. 

a. Many paralogous expression patterns are substantially diverged 
Immediately following duplication of an entire gene including its regulatory 

elements, a reasonable null expectation is that duplicate genes would have nearly 
identical expression patterns and a correlation coefficient near one (Gu et al. 2002). 
In a species such as XL which is probably an allopolyploid (Evans 2007; Evans 
2008; Kobel 1996), this may not actually be true because expression divergence 
could have occurred in each of the diploid ancestors prior to WGD. In any case, 
when paralogous expression diverges in level or breadth, the correlation between 
them decreases. The correlation coefficient between duplicate gene expression 
patterns was measured and compared to a null distribution of correlation coefficients 
between 50,000 random pairs of genes from our duplicate dataset (Figure 3.5). 
Between random pairs, 95% had correlation coefficients below a Spearman's p of 
0.612 and below a Pearson's R of 0.665. Between duplicate genes, we found 78.5% 
and 78.2% that also had correlation coefficients below these levels, respectively. 
Many duplicate genes have negative correlations, 33.2% with p < 0, and 39.3% with 
R < 0. Similar trends are found when evaluating expression at more conservative 
thresholds. The high proportion of duplicate gene expression divergence is similar 
to those found in yeast (Gu et al. 2002), rice (Yim et al. 2009), andArabidopsis 
(Blanc and Wolfe 2004). These correlations suggest that the majority of duplicate 
genes in XL have diverged in expression from one another to the extent that their 
expression patterns are as dissimilar as two random genes. This substantial and 
pervasive expression divergence is higher than previous studies ofXenopus based on 
microarray data and EST data (Chain et al. 2008; Hellsten et al. 2007; Semon and 
Wolfe 2008), probably because of the greater number of tissues used here. 
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b. Multiple mechanisms act to promote functional persistence of paralogous 
pairs 

In addition to assessing paralogous expression pattern divergence using 
correlations, discrete expression profiles may be useful indicators of the 
evolutionary history of genes and of the type of selection that might have acted to 
keep both copies functional in the genome. We classified XL duplicate genes into 6 
profile classes based on gene expression distribution patterns and that of their 
singleton ortholog in ST (Figure 3.6). Comparison to ST is an essential component 
in distinguishing between different mechanisms of duplicate gene retention because 
the diploid outgroup is used to estimate the ancestral profile of expression, allowing 
us to differentiate between loss and gain of expression after duplication. 

We infer expression redundancy (i.e. overlapping paralogous expression 
profiles) to contribute to the retention of some duplicate genes, although we cannot 
rule out the contributions of protein SF or NF, or expression gain and loss in other 
tissues not sampled. These particular genes can have completely overlapping 
expression, or partial overlap with either loss or gain of expression domains (Figure 
3.6a-c). An expression profile is consistent with regulatory subfunctionalization 
(RSF) when both duplicate genes have lost expression in a complementary fashion, 
or "reciprocal silencing", such that combined they have an expression profile similar 
to that of their ortholog (Figure 3.6d). Another alternative, regulatory 
neofunctionalization (RNF) necessitates duplicate genes to have asymmetric patterns 
of expression: one paralog with an equal expression profile with the ortholog, and 
the other paralog with a novel expression tissue and loss of ancestral expression in 
some capacity (Figure 3.6e). Some genes were found to have complementary 
expression profiles in addition to novel expression, a pattern consistent with the 
regulatory subneofunctionalization (RSNF) model where there is evidence for both 
SF and NF, and these were classified separately (Figure 3.6f). 

We quantified the proportion of genes that have these six particular 
paralogous expression profiles based on whether we find ESTs of a given gene in a 
library. Data from 2650 triads, in which ESTs were found for both paralogs and 
their ortholog, revealed only 15 genes (0.6%) that had completely overlapping 
expression, while 328 (12.4%) had overlapping with loss of expression and 599 
(22.6%) had overlapping with gain of expression, relative to each other and to a 
singleton ortholog. In addition, 212 genes (8.0%) had profiles consistent with RSF, 
681 genes (25.7%) with RNF, and 815 genes (30.8%) with RSNF. The high 
proportion of genes in the last three categories suggests that over half of the 
duplicate genes have diverged in expression in ways that are consistent with the 
retention of duplicate genes through the loss or gain of expression domains. About a 
third of the genes show both unique gain and complementary loss of expression 
across adult tissues and larval stages. These genes are consistent with RSNF, a 
situation in which RSF could initially retain both duplicate genes, acting as a 
transition state to longer-term RNF (He and Zhang 2005b; Rastogi and Liberles 
2005). Moreover, most duplicate genes are expressed in tissues where their ST 
ortholog is not detected. The proportion of genes assigned to each class changed 
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somewhat when the presence and absence of gene expression was scored based on 
more stringent thresholds, but many genes still display expression divergence 
consistent with particular mechanisms of retention (Supplementary Information). 
While expression redundancy may be widely associated with the retention of some 
duplicate genes (Aury et al. 2006; Dean et al. 2008), these results suggest that RSF, 
RNF and RSNF have important roles in the preservation of duplicate genes after 
WGD. Moreover, our estimates ofRSF are similar to previous estimates of 
expression asymmetry in Xenopus using different methods (Hellsten et al. 2007; 
Semon and Wolfe 2008) and considerably higher (~5-35%) if we consider that a 
portion of the genes categorized under RSNF were initially retained by RSF alone. 
Furthermore, subtler quantitative RSF in genes categorized as overlapping, in which 
both copies have similar tissues of expression albeit different levels of expression, 
can contribute to duplicate gene retention. In contrast with RSF, we found many 
more genes that have gained new expression domains, consistent with widespread 
RNF and RSNF. 

These results must be considered in the context ofuncertainties that remain 
with respect to our estimates of the relative contributions of mechanisms of 
duplicate gene retention that involve gene expression. Of those genes categorized 
under RSNF, for example, we cannot exclude the possibilities that (i) gain of 
expression domain occurred prior to loss, in which case RNF would have initially 
acted to retain these genes; (ii) RSF alone retained these genes, and gain of 
expression domain occurred as a byproduct of divergence; or (iii) some of these 
profiles are incorrect because of changes in the expression profile of the ST 
ortholog. Additionally, the categorization of certain genes in particular classes could 
be due to lack of sample coverage if we did not detect expression based on ES Ts 
because of low expression levels in either species. The identification of RNF could 
also be misdiagnosed if there was loss of expression in the diploid species, made 
possible if expression or function is partly redundant due to another close gene 
family member (Woody et al. 2008), or even an unrelated gene (Nowak et al. 1997). 
Furthermore, differences between XL duplicate gene profiles and those of ST could 
be a result of global expression divergence between species following WGD 
(Supplementary Information). 

c. Genes expressed highly and broadly before WGD have several potential fates 
afterWGD 

One explanation for the finding that highly and broadly expressed genes tend 
to persist as functional duplicates is that their persistence is catalyzed by quantitative 
or spatiotemporal RSF. However, if these types of genes are more essential, under 
stronger pleiotropic constraints, or if they interact in more variable or complex 
environments with important functions (Duret and Mouchiroud 2000; Hastings 
1996; Pal et al. 2001 ), we might expect the level of expression to be inversely 
correlated with paralogous expression divergence. Our results are consistent with 
this prediction. 
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After WGD, we find that XL duplicate genes have higher expression levels 
and greater expression breadth than XL singletons (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon test). Among the surviving paralogs, distinct patterns ofgene expression 
prior to WGD can affect the expression patterns of duplicate genes after WGD. For 
example, genes with spatiotemporal profiles ofRSF and RSNF have significantly 
broader expression in ST than any of the other classes of genes (P < 0.0001, Mann
Whitney-Wilcoxon test) where broader expressed genes are more likely to be 
categorized under RSF than RSNF (P = 0.0356, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test; 
Figure 3.7). Because RSF requires the ancestral gene to be expressed in at least 2 
different tissues or developmental stages, it is more likely to occur in genes with 
higher breadth. A logistic regression which considers both variables supports this, 
whereby the odds ofduplicate genes being classified under RSF does not 
significantly increase with higher ancestral expression level (P = 0.115), but does 
with higher ancestral breadth (P < 2x10-16

). 

In addition to finding broadly expressed genes undergoing RSF, genes with 
higher correlations between their expression profiles after WGD (based on 
Spearman's rho and Pearson R) have higher average expression levels before 
duplication (P < 0.0001, ANOVA). This indicates that many highly expressed genes 
retain similar expression after duplication, as evinced by those genes that have 
completely retained overlapping expression (Figure 3.7). Due to the nature of the 
expression profile correlations between paralogs, there is an inverse relationship 
between these correlations and breadth of expression in ST (P < 0.0005, ANOVA). 
However, after controlling for tissues of expression using permutations, duplicate 
genes with conserved expression profiles (rho and R) still have higher average 
expression levels before WGD compared to genes with diverged expression profiles 
(P = 0.0081andP=0.0460 respectively) and compared to singleton genes (P = 
0.0435 and P = 0.0337 respectively). 

One group of genes with high expression was categorized under 
"overlapping with lost expression". It is possible that such genes are being retained 
via quantitative RSF, in which varying levels of expression in complementary 
tissues necessitates both genes to be expressed. In contrast, genes that have gained 
unique expression, either those under "overlapping with gain of expression" or RNF, 
have lower expression and moderate breadth in ST, and the few duplicate genes that 
have completely overlapping expression are highly tissue-specific (Figure 3.7). 
Genes that have become singletons after WGD have characteristically low 
expression levels and rather narrow expression as well. Taken together, our results 
suggest that highly and broadly expressed genes before duplication are preferentially 
retained as duplicates after duplication; some of these genes with both high and 
broad expression diverge in ways consistent with RSF and RSNF, while those with 
high expression but lower breadth retain similar expression consistent with gene 
dosage and stoichiometric constraints. Other genes with lower expression levels and 
moderate breadth tend to gain novel spatiotemporal expression characteristics or 
become singletons. 
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Broadly expressed genes are likely to experience regulatory 
subfunctionalization 

Genes expressed at higher levels and in more tissues evolve slowly in 
numerous species (Drummond et al. 2005; Duret and Mouchiroud 2000; Gu and Su 
2007; Hastings 1996; Jordan et al. 2005; Kim and Yi 2006; Kuma et al. 1995; Liao 
and Zhang 2006; MacEachern et al. 2006; Pal et al. 2001; Subramanian and Kumar 
2004; Yang et al. 2005; Zhang and Li 2004). We also found evidence consistent 
with these expectations in clawed frogs (Supplementary Information). Whereas 
some studies have found that gene expression levels are primarily responsible for 
rates of coding sequence evolution (Drummond et al. 2005; Liao and Zhang 2006; 
Subramanian and Kumar 2004), Spearman correlations in this study suggest that in 
clawed frogs, the breadth of expression has a stronger relationship with dN than 
does the level of expression (ST: P < 0.0001, rho= -0.1482 vs P = 0.2278, rho= 
0.0215 respectively; XL: P < 0.0001, rho= -0.1356 vs P = 0.3523, rho= 0.0119 
respectively). 

The impact of breadth of expression on duplicate gene persistence is further 
illustrated by testing whether there exists a negative relationship between rates of 
molecular evolution and duplicate gene expression divergence, as has been found in 
other studies (Gu et al. 2002; Makova and Li 2003; Pal et al. 2001). Genes with 
conserved expression have high expression but narrow expression, and we did not 
find significant relationships between rates of molecular evolution and duplicate 
gene expression correlations (Supplementary Information). In contrast, genes that 
have been subfunctionalized were both highly and broadly expressed before WGD. 
Logistic regressions suggest that dN influences the odds of a gene being 
subfunctionalized after controlling for expression (P = 0.0465) but this effect 
disappears after controlling for expression breadth (P = 0.659). Therefore, genes 
that have undergone RSF are preferentially slow evolving as was previously found 
in (Semon and Wolfe 2008), but this appears to be strongly linked to breadth of 
expression. Moreover, logistic regression indicates that the odds of duplicate genes 
being subfunctionalized are significantly affected by expression breadth (P = 4xl o
11) but not by expression level or rates of molecular evolution (P = 0.82034 and P = 
0.67023 respectively). Our results therefore suggest that expression breadth rather 
than expression level or rate of evolution plays an important role in determining 
which duplicate genes are affected by regulatory subfunctionalization. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Whole genome duplication (WGD), such as the ones that occurred in 
multiple vertebrate lineages, creates opportunities for genetic modifications with 
fitness consequences that are distinct from those associated with non-redundant 
(singleton) genes. Subsequent rearrangements and duplicate gene divergence 
creates the potential for rapid and pervasive transcriptome remodeling. Here we 
compared expression and evolution of genes that have been retained in duplicate in 
Xenopus laevis following WGD to genes in this species that have become singletons 
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after WGD. We found that genes that are expressed at higher levels, in more tissues, 
and that are slower evolving are preferentially retained as duplicates after WGD, 
with expression breadth before WGD being the largest determinant ofduplicate gene 
retention. Numerous functional and persistent paralogous pairs have substantially 
diverged regulation, and have expression profiles consistent with expectations of 
regulatory subfunctionalization, neofunctionalization and subneofunctionalization. 
The descendants of genes expressed at a high level and in many tissue types had 
more similar expression profiles or were subfunctionalized, whereas genes that were 
neofunctionalized came from lower and more narrowly expressed genes. Our 
findings suggest that there are likely stronger dosage constraints on duplicate genes 
that are expressed at higher levels and in more tissue types that retain similar 
expression, whereas other genes partition their expression by reducing expression 
levels and breadth. In general, genes that are expressed at lower levels and in fewer 
tissues might be more likely to revert to singleton status due to lack of opportunities 
for expression partitioning or due to reduced selective constraints and faster rates of 
evolution, or a combination of these and other factors. 

METHODS 

Analyses of Molecular Evolution 
This study examines molecular evolution and expression of duplicate and 

singleton genes in the tetraploid species Xenopus laevis (XL) and singleton genes in 
the diploid species Silurana tropicalis (ST). Thus, our database is comprised of 
gene triads, which include a pair of XL paralogs and the corresponding ST ortholog, 
and gene dyads, which include an XL singleton (in which the other paralog is 
probably a pseudogene) and the corresponding ST singleton. 

Nucleotide sequences from 8162 sets of gene triads and dyads were gathered 
from (1) published lists of XL paralogs and their orthologous singleton in ST (Chain 
and Evans 2006; Hellsten et al. 2007; Hughes and Hughes 1993; Morin et al. 2006), 
as well as (2) nucleotide sequence data acquired from public databases (NCBI, 
TIGR and JGI) following similar protocols as in these previous studies. Because 
online databases contain redundant sequences, clustering of the XL and ST 
databases was performed with TGICL (Pertea et al. 2003) grouping sequences 
having ~98% identity over a length of at least 300bp. BLAST was then used to find 
paralogs and orthologs using a reciprocal best-hit approach, whereby the BLAST 
hits of each XL gene returns one another, the top BLAST hit of both XL genes is the 
same singleton ST gene, and the two top hits of the reciprocal BLAST from ST 
returns the two XL genes. 

To reduce the chances of retaining sequences we mislabeled as paralogs, the 
genetic distances between XL paralogs and their singleton ortholog was calculated 
using dnadist from the PHYLIP package, using a Jukes-Cantor correction 
(Felsenstein 1993). Our selection criteria were based on an examination of 99 
confirmed paralog pairs derived from whole genome duplication, based on 
phylogenetic results from additional polyploid frogs that speciated from XL after the 
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genome duplication event (Chain et al. 2008). The minimum paralogous distance 
between confirmed XL paralogs was 0.02455, and paralogs were at least one third 
divergent from each other as they were from ST, with the minimum ratio of (XL 
paralog difference)/(average XL - ST) being 0.34654. These distances, in addition 
to a minimum sequence length of 201 nucleotides to avoid analyzing short 
sequences, were used as a minimum threshold for our triads. The average triad 
sequence length (overlapping coding regions) is 983bp. We then used the minimum 
and maximum distance between an XL paralog and an ST singleton as thresholds for 
dyads. As a final measure to minimize mislabeled, redundant, or alternatively 
spliced sequences in our gene lists, a BLAST search was performed using all of 
these genes against each other. We eliminated sequences that had overlapping 
regions and we kept the longest of the alternative transcripts of a gene. 

The 3640 triads were obtained using a BLAST search of the Entrez 
Nucleotide XL database against itself and against the TIGR XL database, grouping 
top hits. Putative paralogs were sequences that had a minimum percent identity of 
80% to avoid grouping paralogs that stem from an older duplication than the 
polyploidization event. Putative orthologs were obtained using reciprocal BLAST 
with the Entrez Nucleotide ST database and had the following criteria: (1) each 
putative XL paralog returned the same ST hit, and (2) ST sequences returned both 
putative paralogs as top hits. This approach reduces the chances of grouping 
paralogs that stem from an older duplication event than the whole genome 
duplication. 

The 4522 dyads were identified using a BLAST search of the XL and ST 
databases. Putative XL singletons were sequences with the following criteria: (1) 
each had a reciprocal top hit with ST, and (2) each had a unique ST hit when 
compared with other sequences that were more than 200bp and 1 % divergent from 
itself (to avoid allelic sequences). In other words, because other XL sequences that 
are diverged might be paralogs, they were required to have a different top ST hit 
(whereas paralogs have the same top ST hit). Singleton status of 17 XL genes was 
confirmed using PCR-based assays. 

Singleton orthologs in ST were blasted against the ST database to confirm 
that they are not duplicate genes that arose after the divergence of the most recent 
common ancestor of ST and XL. Once grouped in putative triads or dyads, 
sequences were aligned using Muscle (Edgar 2004), and Perl scripts were used to 
predict the beginning and end of coding regions by looking for the longest open 
reading frame in either direction, although we note that a common start codon was 
not found in up to 1064 triads and 447 dyads. Non-overlapping portions of the 
coding regions were omitted (5' and 3' regions, indels, degenerate bases and missing 
sequences were removed), and sequences were subsequently manually inspected to 
check for errors. P AML (Yang 1997) was used to evaluate non-synonymous and 
synonymous divergence in each gene. Sequences from outgroup taxa 
(Hymenochirus curtipes and Pipa carvalhoi) were acquired from 454 
pyrosequencing and were used to root the Xenopus clade. Pyrosequence data was 
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assembled using gsAssembler and gsMapper ( 454/Roche) and was aligned to our list 
of triads and dyads using Perl scripts, BLAST and MUSCLE. 

Analysis of Expression 
Non-normalized EST (Expressed Sequence Tag) libraries were obtained 

from NCBI (from a total of 677,784 ESTs from XL and 1,271,375 ESTs from ST), 
and were classified into 14 adult tissues and 4 embryological stages: brain, bone, 
eye, heart, kidney, liver, lung, thymus, pancreas, skin, spleen, fat body, ovary, testis, 
egg, nastrula stage, neurula stage and embryo stage 62. Both species have at least 
3900 ESTs in each tissue or stage. ESTs were trimmed to remove vector sequences, 
and repeats were masked using RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 2004). A BLAST search 
was performed between these EST sequences and our list of 8162 genes, for which a 
single EST was assigned to represent a unique duplicate copy or singleton. The 
minimum distance between paralogs in our list of triads was 2.5%; therefore we 
chose to assign an EST to a particular sequence if its top BLAST hit had less than 
2.4% hp mismatches over a length of at least 75bp, and its second top BLAST hit 
was above this threshold; this should thus accommodate for allelic differences or 
sequence errors in ESTs (leading to mismatches between the EST and the allele in 
our triads) and for the length ofESTs (which might only overlap with parts of the 
remaining coding regions of our triad sequences). Alternative clustering methods 
have previously been used to group ESTs with distinct paralogs (Semon and Wolfe 
2008), but we found that even with very stringent criteria, paralogous ESTs were 
often incorrectly grouped together, possibly due to the gaps present in our triad 
sequences (see above methods). 

Expression level of each gene, in each EST library and in each species was 
estimated by the number of matching ESTs within a library, standardized by the 
total number ofESTs in that library. This results in a proportion ofESTs within 
each library, instead ofraw EST counts, thus lessening the bias caused by the 
variation in library sizes when comparing between libraries. The average expression 
level of a gene was calculated by taking the mean expression level across only those 
adult tissues and larval developmental stages in which it is expressed, lessening the 
impact of expression breadth. This differs from the expression level calculated in a 
previous study, which uses an average of expression levels across all tissues, 
whether the gene is expressed in those tissues or not (Semon and Wolfe 2008). 
When we evaluated the effects of expression level, we used log-transformed values. 
Our use of XL and ST sequences of equal length and of solely overlapping regions 
is predicted to reduce bias in detecting ESTs, for example only detecting ESTs in 
one paralog because of longer available (published) sequence. 2650 gene triads and 
4317 gene dyads had at least 1 EST for which we could incorporate in our 
expression analyses. To reduce possible bias in digital profiling of expression, we 
used different threshold levels to determine expression in a Bayesian test for 
significant expression (Audie and Claverie 1997). The low threshold used a 
minimum of 1 EST to indicate expression, the medium threshold used a minimum of 
4 ESTs, and a high threshold used a minimum of 7 ESTs. All analyses were repeated 
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using additional normalized EST libraries (that included an additional embryological 
stage), and overall results were similar (results not shown). 

We refer to the number of tissues or developmental stages where a gene is 
expressed as the expression breadth. In addition to breadth, we also calculated a 
parameter of tissue specificity (Yanai et al. 2005), which refers to how even or 
uneven expression of a gene is among the tissues where it is expressed. This index 
measures the tissue specificity of a gene based on expression breadth and expression 
level in each tissue. A gene expressed in only one tissue is given a value of 1, and a 
gene expressed equally across all tissues has a value of 0, as specified by the 
formula: 

where N is the total number of tissues examined, and x is: 

(expression in tissue i I highest tissue expression) 

Results from our analyses using this parameter were very similar to our analyses 
using breadth (see Supplementary Information). 

Permutation tests and logistic regressions 
One goal of this study is to test for the impact of expression and rate of 

molecular evolution on the probability of duplicate gene retention and of 
subfunctionalization. But because these variables are not independent, we designed 
permutation procedures to hold constant the effects of some variables while 
evaluating the impact of another. These permutation tests grouped genes into 
categories before calculating average variable values across all categories. When 
assessing the impact of expression level on duplicate gene persistence, permutation 
test 1 controlled for patterns of tissue expression on expression level by categorizing 
genes by expression profile (in terms of tissues of expression). This bins singleton 
and duplicate genes into expression profile categories, enabling the calculation of a 
test statistic based on the mean expression level of randomly sampled genes within 
each profile category (with sample size equal to the number of duplicate genes 
within each profile), and averaging these means across all profile categories. By 
running 10,000 permutations, we created a distribution of expected expression level 
values (by randomly selecting from pools of singleton and duplicate genes) against 
which we then compared our observed average expression levels of duplicate genes. 
Permutation test 2 controlled for expression level when assessing the impact of 
expression breadth on duplicate gene persistence. This was performed in much of 
the same manner as permutation test 1, but by categorizing genes based on their 
average expression level and calculating a test statistic from expression breadth 
values. Permutation tests 3 and 4 were also identical in the way that genes were 
categorized (either by expression level or breadth), but the test statistics were 
calculated from dN and dS values. 
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In addition, we performed logistic regressions with R (R Development Core 
Team (2005) R: A language and environment for statistical computing; 
http://www.R-project.org) to evaluate the contributions of these variables on the 
odds of persisting as a duplicate gene (or becoming subfunctionalized) after W GD. 
After standardizing the variables that we tested (by the standard deviation), the 
coefficients given by the logistic regression are an approximation of the relative 
influence that each variable has on the outcome (either the odds of persisting as a 
duplicate gene or the odds of becoming subfunctionalized). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Do expression characteristics correlate with each other? 
In this study, we examine expression level and expression breadth in clawed 

frogs to see whether genes with these characteristics have greater odds of being 
retained in duplicate after WGD in clawed frogs. However, there exists a strong 
positive correlation between these expression metrics in several species (Lercher et 
al. 2002; Subramanian and Kumar 2004; Vinogradov 2004). In both clawed frog 
species we studied, expression level positively correlates with breadth of expression 
in singleton genes (ST: Spearman's rho= 0.4781, P < 0.0001; XL: Spearman's rho= 
0.2892, P < 0.0001), as well as in duplicate genes (XL: Spearman's rho= 0.3789, P 
< 0.0001). In other words, genes that are expressed at high levels are usually 
expressed in many tissues. We also find that average expression level correlates 
negatively with tissue-specificity in singleton genes (ST: Spearman's rho= -0.2767, 
P < 0.0001; XL: Spearman's rho= -1.648, P < 0.0001), as well as in duplicate genes 
(XL: Spearman's rho= -0.2237, P < 0.0001), a relationship not found in humans and 
mice (Liao and Zhang 2006). This suggests that genes that are more tissue-specific 
are expressed at lower levels. As expected, expression breadth and tissue specificity 
are strongly negatively correlated in singletons (ST: Spearman's rho= -0.8582, P < 
0.0001; XL: Spearman's rho= -0.9343, P < 0.0001) and in duplicates (XL: 
Spearman's rho= -0.9229, P < 0.0001). Because tissue specificity values 
incorporate aspects of expression level and are strongly correlated with expression 
level, we chose to conduct our analyses using breadth of expression rather than 
tissue specificity. 
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Do expression characteristics correlate with sequence evolution? 
Highly and broadly expressed genes have lower rates of protein substitution 

in many organisms (Drummond et al. 2005; Duret and Mouchiroud 2000; Gu and Su 
2007; Hastings 1996; Jordan et al. 2005; Kim and Yi 2006; Kuma et al. 1995; Liao 
and Zhang 2006; MacEachem et al. 2006; Pal et al. 2001; Subramanian and Kumar 
2004; Yang et al. 2005; Zhang and Li 2004). Using outgroups to estimate the 
molecular evolution of genes in diploids before WGD (Methods), we tested for these 
relationships and find consistent results in clawed frogs. There is a weak negative 
correlation between expression level and dN (Spearman's rho= -0.0441, P = 
0.0135) and dS (Spearman's rho= -0.0541, P = 0.0024), but only when expression 
level is averaged over all tissues and larval stages sampled, including those in which 
the gene of interest is not expressed. The effect of this is that narrowly expressed 
genes will have low overall expression level because of their absence in many 
tissues. For this reason, we calculate expression level across only those tissues and 
larval stages in which a gene is expressed to try to control for breadth (Methods). 
After doing so, the significant relationship between expression level and molecular 
rates of evolution disappears (dN: Spearman's rho= 0.0215, P = 0.2278; dS: 
Spearman's rho= -0.0305, P = 0.0877). However, there remains a negative 
correlation between expression breadth and dN (Spearman's rho= -0.1482, P < 
0.0001), dS (Spearman's rho= -0.0718, P < 0.0001), and also dN/dS (Spearman's 
rho= -0.1041, P < 0.0001). 

We asked whether duplicate copies that have diverged in expression level or 
breadth evolve at different rates after WGD. Of the pairs of duplicates that are 
expressed at different levels, the copy that is expressed at a higher level evolves 
more slowly (using a permutation test, lower dN: P = 0.0348 and lower dS: P = 
0.0179). Of the pairs of duplicates that are expressed at different breadths, the copy 
that is expressed in more tissues and developmental stages evolves more slowly 
(using a permutation test, lower dN: P < 0.0006 and lower dS: P < 0.0039). 

a. Many paralogous expression patterns are substantially diverged 
Gene expression can considerably change soon after duplication (Adams et 

al. 2003; Gu et al. 2005; Gu et al. 2002; Mak:ova and Li 2003). We evaluated 
paralogous expression divergence in Xenopus laevis using Spearman's rho (p) and 
Pearson's R. Between duplicate genes, the median correlation coefficient p was 
0.27632 and R was 0.13797, compared with previous findings of 0.64 based on 11 
tissues (Semon and Wolfe 2008) and 0.77 based on 5 tissues and larval stages 
(Chain et al. 2008). These differences suggest that the more tissues and 
developmental stages that are incorporated in the analysis, the more divergence can 
be detected. However, we find more similar results to those previous findings when 
we use higher thresholds for determining expression (medium threshold: median p = 
0.605, n=451; high threshold: median p = 0.728, n=225). To examine the 
relationships between expression level and breadth before WGD and the extent to 
which duplicate genes have diverged in expression patterns, we designated 
expression profiles as divergent or conserved, from a cutoff value based on the 
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correlation coefficient between the expression profiles of 50,000 random pairs of 
genes in our duplicate dataset. This gave us a null distribution of expression profile 
correlations against which we could test whether duplicate genes have diverged in 
expression as much as two randomly chosen genes. Based on a 95% cutoff of p and 
R, 2101 and 2092 genes had diverged paralogous expression profiles versus 574 and 
583 genes with conserved expression profiles, respectively. We did not find a 
notable relationship between duplicate gene expression divergence and protein 
sequence divergence, suggesting that these are decoupled (Wagner 2000). 

b. Multiple mechanisms act to promote functional persistence of paralogous 
pairs 

We quantified the proportion of genes that have profiles consistent with six 
particular classes based on EST presence and absence data (Figure 3.7). However, 
lack of sampling coverage might bias the results by not detecting some genes that 
are present at lower levels (absence ofESTs). To reduce the impact of profile 
differences between genes with low expression, we evaluated paralogous expression 
profiles using higher expression thresholds. The results give somewhat different 
proportions of genes categorized in each class, but consistently show widespread 
expression divergence. For example, using a minimum of 4 ESTs (instead of 1) as 
the criteria for gene expression within a tissue, we find 1.6% overlapping genes, 
35.5% overlapping with loss of expression, 22.4% overlapping with gain of 
expression, 12.8% under RSF, 16. 7% under RNF, and 11.0% under RSNF. 

The widespread expression changes between XL and ST can also be found 
among singleton genes: XL singletons have gained new expression domains at 
similar proportions (78.9%) to pairs ofparalogs (79.1%). Similarly, 73.6% of XL 
singletons have also lost expression domains in addition to gaining new expression 
domains, compared to 65.5% of paralog pairs. Therefore, even those genes that are 
found in single copy have diverged from their ortholog in ST. Because RSF 
requires complementary loss of expression and RNF requires only one paralog to 
gain and lose expression while the other retains the ancestral expression, we cannot 
test these particular profiles with singletons. Although we have detected that 
singleton genes in XL have gained and lost expression domains at similar 
proportions to paralogous pairs when compared to ST orthologs, we cannot test 
whether these differences occurred after speciation but before WGD, after WGD 
while their duplicate copy was still expressed, or after pseudogenization ofone 
copy, or even whether orthologous genes in both species still perform similar 
functions or are essential (Liao and Zhang 2008; Strahle and Rastegar 2008). 

We also examined the evolution of highly and broadly expressed genes after 
WGD, to see if genes retain their characteristics as duplicate genes in XL. There is a 
significantly positive relationship between highly expressed XL duplicate genes and 
paralogous expression correlations p (Spearman's rho= 0.1940, P < 0.0001) and R 
(Spearman's rho= 0.2267, P < 0.0001), in agreement with previous reports that 
duplicate genes with conserved expression patterns or conserved expression levels 
tend to have higher expression (Morin et al. 2006; Tirosh and Barkai 2007). In 
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contrast, duplicate genes that show spatiotemporal patterns of RSF have 
significantly broader expression (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test) than all 
other duplicate genes, but significantly narrower expression (P < 0.0001, Mann
Whitney-Wilcoxon test) when compared to genes that underwent RSNF. This is 
consistent with the RSF model, in which duplicate genes partition their expression 
such that they now both have reduced expression breadth after WGD. 

In contrast to RSF, spatiotemporal RNF might have more opportunities to 
arise in genes with lower breadth of expression. But because RNF necessitates loss 
in addition to gain of expression domain (Figure 3.6e), RNF might be identified in 
genes with medium breadth of expression. Before WGD, we find that genes 
categorized under RNF have broader expression than genes that have overlapping 
expression (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test), yet significantly narrower 
than genes under RSNF (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test; Figure 3.7). 
These genes also have lower average expression levels than any other category of 
genes that have lost expression (Overlapping with loss, RSF and RSNF; P < 0.0001). 
Relative to genes that have become singletons, all classes of duplicate genes have 
higher levels of expression, and except for genes that are overlapping, duplicates 
also have greater breadth of expression. 

We also examined how genes that have low expression in ST evolved 
following WGD, as duplicates in XL. Duplicate genes that show spatiotemporal 
RNF still have significantly broader expression than genes with overlapping 
expression (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test), and are still lower expressed 
and narrower than genes under RSNF (P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test) 
after WGD (Figure 3.7). This is not inconsistent with the RNF model, in which the 
sum of the breadth of both gene copies increases, but their average breadth might 
remain the same or diminish, depending on the number ofexpression domains 
(tissues) that have been gained and lost. The genes in general have also retained 
their low levels of expression. Under RNF, one duplicate copy loses and gains a 
novel expression domain, which might be accompanied by mutations in the coding 
region, thus one of the duplicate copies might demonstrate high average dN if it is 
evolving quickly. In yeast, for example, the paralogous copy that has acquired novel 
expression evolves faster than the conserved copy and codes for dispensable proteins 
as opposed to essential ones (Tirosh and Barkai 2007). We did not detect faster 
evolution in paralogous copies that have acquired novel expression domains, not 
before nor after correcting for breadth of expression (p=O.7678, Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon test and P =0.499, using a permutation test, respectively). Like previous 
studies, we did not find a correlation between asymmetric rates of sequence 
evolution and expression correlations after WGD (Semon and Wolfe 2008; Tirosh 
and Barkai 2007). These findings might not be surprising because NF and SF can 
obscure relationships that may pre-exist between expression and protein rates of 
evolution (Drummond et al. 2005). 
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Effect of breadth on gene profile categorization 
We tested whether the breadth of a gene affected our odds of categorizing 

genes into classes such as Overlapping, RSF, RNF and RSNF, due to sampling 
rather than biological reasons. We selected all genes that were expressed in at least 
4 tissues in ST, and randomly sampled 4 tissues in which expression was detected in 
either one of the XL paralogs or the ST ortholog. Ifexpression breadth before WGD 
biases our detection of RSF, we should not see an increase in proportion of genes 
subfunctionalized with greater breadth of expression (because we only select 4 
tissues regardless of breadth). However, we found that more genes with 
complementary loss of expression in broader expressed genes, even after sampling 
only a constant subsample of tissues. We repeated this analysis by selecting genes 
expressed in at least 6 tissues (up to 15 tissues), and find similar results. 
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Figure 3.1. Before WGD (in ST), genes that are highly expressed tend to be 
retained as duplicate genes (paralogs), whereas genes that have low expression 
tend to be singletons after WGD. (a) Distribution of genes found in duplicate 
copy (black) versus single copy (white) in XL based on average expression level of 
their ortholog in ST (equal-sized bins on the x-axis). As the average expression 
level (proportion of ES Ts) of ST genes across all 14 adult tissues and 4 larval stages 
increases, the proportion ofparalogs in XL increases (y-axis). (b) The average 
expression level across all genes in ST (dashed line) of those genes whose orthologs 
are singletons in XL and ( c) paralogs in XL, relative to the distribution of average 
expression levels acquired from 10,000 re-sampling permutations. Each 
permutation consists of the mean average expression level across the same number 
of genes as the observed data, (b) singletons or ( c) paralogs, sampled from random 
genes (singletons and paralogs) with the same tissue expression patterns as the 
observed data. 
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Figure 3.2. Before WGD (in ST), genes that are broadly expressed tend to be 
retained as duplicate genes (paralogs), whereas genes that have narrow 
expression tend to be singletons after WGD. Genes found in duplicate copy 
(black) versus single copy (white) in XL based on (a) spatial expression breadth 
(across adult tissues) and (b) temporal expression breadth (across developmental 
stages) of the ortholog in ST (unequal-sized bins of number oftissues or 
developmental stages on the x-axis). As the breadth of expression of ST genes 
increases, the proportion ofparalogs in XL increases (y-axis). 
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Figure 3.3. Before WGD (in ST), genes that are under stronger functional 
constraints and are evolving more slowly tend to be retained as duplicate genes 
(paralogs), whereas genes under more relaxed functional constraints and 
evolving more quickly tend to be singletons after WGD. (a) Distribution of genes 
found in duplicate copy (dots) versus single copy (crosses) in XL based on sequence 
rate of evolution of their ortholog in ST. The x-axis shows the synonymous rate of 
substitution ( dS) and the y-axis shows the nonsynonymous rate of substitution ( dN). 
The regression lines for genes that became singletons (dashed) and paralogs (solid) 
were forced to intersect at the origin (0,0). The rate of nonsynonymous substitutions 
per synonymous substitutions is greater in genes that become singletons compared 
to those that become paralogs. 
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Figure 3.4. Before WGD (in ST), genes that are expressed at higher levels, in 
more tissues and developmental stages, and are evolving more slowly have 
greater odds of persisting as duplicate genes (paralogs) after WGD. The effects 
of expression level (long dashes), expression breadth (solid), and dN (short dashes) 
as explained by a logisitic regression. When incorporating standardized values of all 
variables into a logistic regression, the probability of a gene persisting as a paralog is 
best predicted by the equation 1/(1 +e-z), where z = -0.06899 + 0.21584(expression 
level))+ 0.54390(expression breadth)- 0.18471(dN). In other words, there is 
preferential retention of duplicates in genes that are higher expressed (P = 4.5 lxlO
), broader expressed (P < 2xl0-16

) , and slower evolving (P = 6.85x10-5) before 
WGD. Given that the coefficients in the logistic regression formula represent 
approximate relative influence of each variable, expression breadth is the best 
predictor of whether a gene persists as a duplicate or a singleton. 
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Figure 3.5. Distribution of (a) Spearman's rank correlation coefficient p and 
(b) Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient R between gene 
expression profiles across 14 adult tissues and 4 larval stages. Correlation 
coefficient bins (x-axis) between 2,675 duplicate genes (black) and 50,000 random 
pairs of genes (white). The distribution of coefficients between 50,000 random pairs 
represents a null expectation of correlations. The 95th percentile of random pair 
genes corresponds to (a) p=0.612 and (b) R=0.665, under which (a) 78.5% and (b) 
78.2% of the duplicate genes also fall below; approximately three quarters of 
duplicate genes have diverged in expression as much as random pairs. 
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Figure 3.6. Duplicate genes were categorized into six classes based on their 
expression profiles and the expression profile of their ortholog. Black boxes 
represent expression within a tissue (an EST was found) , white boxes represent no 
expression within a tissue (no ESTs were found). Examples of profiles consistent 
with (a) Overlapping profiles (b) Overlapping with loss of expression, (c) 
Overlapping with gain of expression, (d) RSF (regulatory subfunctionalization), (e) 
RNF (regulatory neofunctionalization), and (f) RSNF (regulatory 
subneofunctionalization). (a) Duplicate genes and their ortholog had completely 
overlapping expression profiles, without any loss or new expression compared to the 
ortholog. (b) Duplicate genes had overlapping profiles with loss of expression or ( c) 
gain of expression, relative to the ortholog. ( d) Duplicate genes had complementary 
loss of expression in at least a pair of tissues that were also expressed in the 
ortholog, without any new expression compared to the ortholog. (e) One duplicate 
copy had overlapping expression compared to the ortholog, while the other copy had 
lost expression in at least 1 tissue (in which the other copy had expression), in 
addition to having gained expression in at least 1 tissue compared to the ortholog. 
(f) Complementary expression loss as in (d), but with at least 1 of the duplicate 
copies gaining new expression in at least 1 tissue compared to the ortholog. We are 
unable to identify whether paralogs categorized in (f) had first lost expression 
domains (SF) or gained a novel expression domain (NF). 
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Figure 3.7. Median expression characteristics (log expression level and 
expression breadth) of orthologs of different classes of post-duplication genes 
can be distinct. Genes that are highly expressed and found in many tissues often 
partition their expression (subfunctionalization and subneofunctionalization). Genes 
that have medium breadth but are not highly expressed often gain new tissues of 
expression (neofunctionalization and overlap with gain), and those that are highly 
expressed tend to lose expression in one copy (overlap with loss). A few genes with 
low breadth were found with completely redundant expression profiles 
(overlapping). Genes that are found in singleton after WGD may have medium 
breadth of expression, but normally have low expression level. 
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CHAPTER4 

Single-species microarrays and comparative transcriptomics 

Chain F.J.J., D. Ilieva, and B.J. Evans (2008). PLoS ONE 3(9): e3279. 

PREFACE 

The previous chapters focused on the evolution and expression of duplicate 
genes in a polyploid genome. In an effort to explore duplicate gene expression 
differences between polyploid species and their impacts on hybrid misexpression, 
we evaluated gene expression between three polyploid species and their hybrids 
using microarrays. Upon further analysis of the data, we found technical problems 
comparing transcriptomes of divergent genomes using a microarray designed for 
only one of the species. 

ABSTRACT 

Prefabricated expression microarrays are currently available for only a few 
species but methods have been proposed to extend their application to comparisons 
between divergent genomes. Here we demonstrate that the hybridization intensity of 
genomic DNA is a poor basis on which to select unbiased probes on Affymetrix 
expression arrays for studies of comparative transcriptomics, and that doing so 
produces spurious results. We used the Affymetrix Xenopus laevis microarray to 
evaluate expression divergence between X laevis, X borealis, and their F 1 hybrids. 
When data are analyzed with probes that interrogate only sequences with confirmed 
identity in both species, we find results that differ substantially from analyses that 
use genomic DNA hybridizations to select probes. Our findings have implications 
for the experimental design of comparative expression studies that use single-species 
microarrays and for our understanding of divergent expression in hybrid clawed 
frogs. These findings also highlight important limitations of single-species 
microarrays for studies of comparative transcriptomics of polyploid species. 

INTRODUCTION 

Microarrays designed for one species have been used to explore expression 
divergence between species (Becher et al. 2004; Caceres et al. 2003; Enard et al. 
2002; Khaitovich et al. 2004; Meiklejohn et al. 2003; Michalak and Noor 2003; 
Nuzhdin et al. 2004; Ranz et al. 2003; Uddin et al. 2004; Weber et al. 2004). These 
studies deploy different types of microarrays on species with varying levels of 
divergence, and these experimental variables influence the potential for technical 
bias. In particular, the designs of experiments that deploy two-color versus one
color microarrays differ, and therefore can be differently subject to technical bias 
when these arrays are used to compare expression between species. Microarrays 
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with short oligonucleotide probes might be more profoundly impacted by a single 
base pair mismatch than ones with longer oligonucleotides. Additionally, studies of 
species that are substantially diverged have more sequence differences and other 
possible sources of variation (alternative splicing, repetitive elements, duplications, 
etc.) that increase the chance of technical bias. Differences in technical procedures 
between laboratories and genetic differences among populations or individuals can 
also contribute to variation in expression divergence. 

In theory, ifthe "target" species for which the array was designed and a 
"non-target" species are closely related, some probes on the array should be able to 
interrogate expression of genes in both species without bias if the sequences that are 
interrogated by the probes are still the same in both species (Chismar et al. 2002; 
Grigoryev et al. 2005; Ji et al. 2004). Some studies have attempted to identify and 
eliminate probes with biased response to the transcriptome of the target and non
target species. One tactic is to select probes on the basis of genomic DNA (gDNA) 
hybridizations of the target and a non-target species to the microarray chip 
(Hammond et al. 2005; Hammond et al. 2006; Ranz et al. 2003). If the same amount 
of gDNA is used in the hybridization, probes that match conserved regions should 
hybridize with similar intensity to gDNA in both species. Recently, for example, the 
Xenopus laevis Affymetrix microarray chip was used to explore expression 
divergence between different species of clawed frogs and their hybrids (Malone et 
al. 2007; Malone et al. 2006; Malone and Michalak 2008a). Comparisons were 
made between testis and ovary expression profiles of the target species, X laevis 
(XL), a non-target species, X muelleri (XM), and F 1 hybrids from a cross between a 
XL female and a XM male (hereafter HXLXM). In these studies, hybridizations of 
gDNA ofXM and XL were performed on the XL microarray, and probes whose 
XM/XL genomic hybridization intensity ratio (gDNA ratio) was not between 0.99 
and 1.01 or between 0.99 and 1.10 were excluded from the analysis (Malone et al. 
2007; Malone and Michalak 2008a). When expression profiles of testes or ovaries 
of XL and XM were compared to the same tissue in their hybrids, widespread 
dominance in expression was reported in hybrids wherein the expression profile of 
HXLxM tended to be more similar to XL than to the non-target parental species XM 
(Malone et al. 2007; Malone and Michalak 2008a). About 28 times more genes 
were significantly divergently expressed in testes in a comparison between XM and 
HXLxM than between XL and HXLXM (Malone et al. 2007) and about 4.5 times more 
genes were significantly divergently expressed in ovary in a comparison between 
XM and HXLXM than between XL and HXLXM (Malone and Michalak 2008a). 

With a goal of further exploring these results, we analyzed new expression 
data from testis tissue of XL, X borealis (XB), and F 1 hybrids between XL x XB 
(XL female and XB male, hereafter HXLXB). XB and XM are equivalently diverged 
from XL (Evans 2007; Evans et al. 2005; Evans et al. 2004) so our new data provide 
a phylogenetically meaningful comparison. All of these species are 
"pseudotetraploid" in that they are historically tetraploid but their genomes have 
diploidized (bivalents form at meiosis; each chromosome has only one homologous 
chromosome). XL and (XB+ XM) diverged from a common tetraploid ancestor 
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roughly 21 - 41 million years ago, and XB and XM diverged from a common 
ancestor roughly 14-25 million years ago (Chain and Evans 2006; Evans 2007; 
Evans et al. 2005; Evans et al. 2004). In the analysis of these new expression data, 
we included only those probes that interrogate sequences that are identical in XL and 
in XB based on 454 pyrosequencing ofXB cDNA. For comparative purposes, we 
also performed genomic DNA hybridizations on XL, XB, and XM, and analyzed the 
new data and also data from other studies (Malone et al. 2007; Malone et al. 2006; 
Malone and Michalak 2008a; Malone and Michalak 2008b; Sinner et al. 2006) using 
microarray probes selected using the gDNA hybridization approach of (Malone et al. 
2007; Malone and Michalak 2008a; Malone and Michalak 2008b). 

RESULTS 

MfymetrixXenopus laevis microarray, probemasks, and tissue comparisons. 
This study examines expression data collected from a prefabricated Xenopus 

laevis microarray - the Affymetrix GeneChip® Xenopus laevis Genome Array. 
This microarray interrogates over 14400 transcripts. A transcript is interrogated 
with a set of 16 probes, which is called a "pro beset". Each probe within a pro beset 
is an oligonucleotide 25 base pairs in length that hybridizes to a unique portion of an 
XL transcript. For each species or hybrid in this study, three biological replicates 
(different individuals) were performed per tissue. Hereafter we refer to the 
replicated expression data from a single tissue from one species or one type of 
hybrid (either HXLXB or HXLXM) as a "treatment". 

Probemasks are lists of genes that are defined a priori to be excluded from 
analysis (before microarray normalization is performed). In this study, we analyzed 
data using two types of probemasks. The first type of probemask excluded all 
probes except those that interrogated sequences that we confirmed were identical in 
XL and XB, as in (Bar-Or et al. 2006; Khaitovich et al. 2004). We used BLAST 
(Altschul et al. 1997) to identify probes on the Affymetrix GeneChip® Xenopus 
laevis Genome Array that perfectly match sequences in XB that we obtained using 
454 pyrosequencing of normalized XB testis cDNA. Normalization ofXB testis 
cDNA (which is a procedure different from and unrelated to normalization of 
microarray data) was performed prior to 454 pyrosequencing in order to increase 
representation of genes with low expression; procedures for cDNA normalization 
and 454 pyrosequencing are described elsewhere (Chain et al. 2008). The resulting 
probemask included 5268 probes in a total of 2143 probesets, for an average of 
2.458 probes per probeset. Hereafter we refer to this probemask as the "XB+ XL 
perfect match probemask". According to a permutation test in which the same 
number ofprobes are assigned to probesets randomly one thousand times, this 
average number ofprobes per pro beset is significantly higher than random 
expectations (P < 0.001; the mean number of probes per probeset of the 
permutations was 1.169 and the 95% confidence interval was 1.158-1.180). This is 
consistent with the notion that some genes are conserved across multiple regions that 
are interrogated by unique probes on the microarray, resulting in significantly more 
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probes per probeset than random expectations. Despite this biologically relevant 
pattern, we note that the overall low number ofprobes per pro beset is likely to be 
associated with more variation in expression intensities than is typical of Affymetrix 
probesets with 16 probes. Furthermore, because the perfect match probes identified 
in XB are based on 454 pyrosequencing of normalized testis cDNA, this analysis 
might be biased in favor of genes that are expressed in testis of this non-target 
species. Additionally, because we retain only those probes that are identical in XL 
and XB, this analysis probably is also biased towards slowly evolving genes - or at 
least genes that have slowly-evolving regions that are interrogated by probes on the 
microarray. 

The second type ofprobemask was generated based on the non-target to 
target hybridization ratio of genomic DNA (the gDNA ratio) of XL, XB, and XM as 
in (Malone et al. 2007; Malone and Michalak 2008a). These probemasks include 
only those probes with a non-target/target gDNA ratio between 0.99 and 1.1, and 
hereafter we refer to them as the "XB/XL gDNA probemask" and the "XM/XL 
gDNA probemask", respectively. The XB/XL gDNA probemask included a total of 
1792 probes in 1672 probesets, for an average of 1.072 probes per probeset. This 
average is similar but still significantly higher (P=0.003) than random expectations 
according to a permutation test, which had an average of 1.055 (95% confidence 
interval 1.045 - 1.067). This average is significantly lower than the average of the 
XB+XL perfect match probemask (P < 0.001, permutation test). Only 2.5% of the 
probes (45 out of 1792 probes) that were retained by the XB/XL gDNA probemask 
are also retained by the XB+ XL perfect match probemask. Less than 1 % of the 
probes ( 45 out of 5268 probes) that were retained by the XB+ XL perfect match 
probemask were also retained by the XB/XL gDNA probemask. 

The XM/XL gDNA probemask included a total of 12888 probes in 8721 
pro besets and an average of 1.4 78 probes per probeset. This average is also similar 
but still significantly higher than the corresponding average of the random 
permutations of 1.448 (P < 0.001; 95% confidence interval 1.437 - 1.460). For 
comparison, the probemask of Malone et al. (2007) included 11485 probesets with 
an average of less than 2 probes per probeset. 

Using both types ofprobemask (the XB+XL perfect match probemask and 
the XB/XL gDNA probemask), we evaluated interspecific expression divergence in 
testis between Hxurn and each parental species (XL or XB) and in brain between XL 
and XB. We also used both of these probemasks to evaluate intraspecific expression 
divergence between various XL tissues (egg, tadpole stage 11, ovary, testis, and 
brain). Additionally, we used the XM/XL gDNA probemask to evaluate expression 
divergence in testis and ovary between HXLXM and each parental species (XL or 
XM) and we used this same probemask to evaluate intraspecific expression 
divergence between the aforementioned XL tissues. We were not able to perform 
interspecific analyses between XL and XM with a perfect match probemask because 
sequence data from XM was not obtained. 
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Dominant expression in hybrids? 
When we analyzed testis expression data from XL, XB, and Hxurn using the 

XB+ XL perfect match probemask, expression divergence between XL and HXLXB is 
slightly less than between XB and HXLXB but similar in terms of the number of 
significantly divergently expressed genes. Out of 2143 probesets included in this 
analysis, 182 genes are significantly upregulated in XL testis compared to HXLXB 

testis whereas 210 genes are significantly upregulated in HXLXB testis compared to 
XL testis. 280 genes are significantly upregulated in XB testis compared to HXLXB 

testis whereas 245 genes are significantly upregulated in HXLXB testis compared to 
XB testis. The number of significantly upregulated genes in each parental species 
compared to HXLXB is significantly higher in the comparison with XB than the 
comparison with XL (182 versus 280, G = 20.95, P < 0.001, two-sided test). But the 
number of significantly upregulated genes in HXLXB compared to each parental 
species is not significantly different (210 versus 245, G = 2.69, P = 0.20, two-sided 
test). Therefore, the difference in the number of significantly divergently expressed 
genes in each comparison between a parental species and hybrids is attributable to 
more genes being upregulated in XB compared to HXLXB than are upregulated in XL 
compared to HXLXB· Thus, the proportion of divergently expressed genes in XB 
testis compared to HXLXB testis is about 1.34 times as large as the proportion of 
divergently expressed genes in XL testis compared to HXLXB testis (Table 4.1). But, 
as mentioned earlier, some or all of this bias could be because we retained probes in 
this analysis based on sequences of genes that are expressed in XB testis. 

While this 1.34 fold asymmetry in divergent expression between the parental 
species and hybrids is significant (525 versus 392 genes, G = 19.36, df = 1, P < 
0.001), it is in sharp contrast with the 28 fold difference reported in comparisons 
between testis tissue of XL, XM, and HXLXM where 3995 genes were divergently 
expressed between XM and HXLxM but only 142 genes were divergently expressed 
between XL and HXLXM (Table 4.1; Malone et al. 2007). The difference in the 
proportion of divergently expressed genes in this study compared to Malone et al. 
(2007) is significant. More specifically, a re-sampling test (see Methods) indicates 
that there is a significantly higher proportion of divergently expressed genes 
between XL and HXLXB using the XB+XL perfect match probemask than were 
reported between XL and HXLXM by Malone et al. (2007) using a gDNA probemask 
(P < 0.001). Likewise, there is a significantly lower proportion of divergently 
expressed genes between XB and HXLXB using the XB+XL perfect match probemask 
than were reported between XM and HXLXM by Malone et al. (2007). 

With respect to misexpression - which we define as hybrid expression that is 
not intermediate with respect to the expression of each parental species - using the 
XB+XL perfect match probemask, we find that only 13 genes are significantly 
upregulated in testis of HXLXB with respect to testis of both XL and to XB and that 
16 genes are significantly upregulated in testis ofXL and XB with respect to testis 
of HXLXB· This difference is not significant (G = 0.31, df = 1, P = 0.58). 
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Comparison of gDNA hybridizations within and between species 
To further explore the basis of the discrepancy in the level of asymmetry of 

divergent expression revealed by our results using the XB+XL probemask and 
previous studies, we re-analyzed testis expression data from XL, XB, and HXLXB 

using the XB/XL gDNA probemask that was based on our new gDNA 
hybridizations. We also re-analyzed testis and ovary expression data from XL, XM, 
and HXLXM using the XM/XL gDNA probemask that was based on our new gDNA 
hybridizations. 

We compared our gDNA hybridizations to those of Malone et al. (2007) and 
Malone and Michalak (2008a). We ranked all of the probes on the chip by the 
gDNA hybridization intensity and then divided these ranks into 25 bins. 
Comparison to the gDNA ratio of each probe indicates that the median intensity of 
hybridization was lower in the non-target species (XM or XB) than the target species 
(XL) for most bins (Figure 4.1 ). Probes with a gDNA ratio near one tended to have 
lower gDNA hybridization intensities in both the non-target and the target species 
than other probes on the chip, and the target species (XL) tends to have a more 
dynamic relationship between probe intensity and the gDNA ratio. Thus, at least on 
the Affymetrix GeneChip® Xenopus laevis Genome Array, probe selection on the 
basis of a gDNA hybridization ratio near one appears to have an unintended 
consequence of retaining probes with low gDNA hybridization intensities in both 
species. This was true in gDNA hybridizations performed by our lab and also by 
another lab (Figure 4.1 ), thus it is not attributable to differences in laboratory 
procedure. 

Our XB gDNA hybridization was less intense than our XM hybridization 
even though we attempted to control for the amount of gDNA used in the 
hybridization, and even though these species are equally diverged from XL (Figure 
4.1 ). This variation probably is technical in nature and underscores the challenge of 
generating comparable gDNA hybridizations for different species. Below we report 
results derived from analyses based on our gDNA hybridizations for XL, XB, and 
XM; as detailed below, these results are qualitatively similar to those revealed with 
the gDNA probemask of Malone et al. (2007) and Malone and Michalak (2008a). 

Is the ratio of genomic DNA hybridization a reliable way to detect perfect 
match probes on the Xenopus laevis Affymetrix chip? 

Probes that perfectly match sequences from XL and XB have a wide range of 
XB/XL gDNA ratios (Figure 4.2A). Under a best-case scenario, this indicates that 
using the gDNA ratio as a criterion for probe retention will not retain all perfect 
match probes. But we also found that other probes that we know mismatch both 
paralogs of genes in XB have a range of XB/XL gDNA ratios that overlaps 
extensively with the gDNA ratios of probes that perfectly match both species 
(Figure 4.2B). This point is also illustrated by examination of four probesets on the 
Xenopus laevis Affymetrix microarray that were designed to interrogate XB 
transcripts: XlAffx.1.5.Sl_at, XlAffx.1.9.Sl_at, XlAffx.1.10.Sl_at, and 
XlAffx.1.12.Sl_at. Sixty out of the 64 probes in these four probesets do not 
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perfectly match XL, and these also have a broad range of gDNA ratios (Figure 
4.2A). Together these observations indicate that gDNA ratios provide a poor basis 
for selection ofperfect match probes in non-target species on the Affymetrix 
GeneChip® Xenopus laevis Genome Array. In addition to not retaining many 
probes that perfectly match both species, this approach almost certainly results in the 
retention ofprobes that do not perfectly match the non-target species. 

Does it matter if some probes with differential performance between treatments 
are included in the analysis? 

When testis expression data from XL, XB, and Hxurn are analyzed using our 
XB/XL gDNA probemask or using our XM!XL gDNA probemask, we find similar 
results to the analysis of testis expression data from XL, XM, and HxLXM by Malone 
et al. (2007). This suggests that evolutionary differences between XB and XM, 
possible differences in the geographic origin of XL animals, and variation in 
laboratory procedures associated with microarray hybridizations together had a 
much smaller impact on the results than did the type of probe mask used in the 
analysis. More specifically, in this analysis the asymmetry in expression divergence 
is significant and more substantial than results from the XB+XL perfect match 
probemask such that expression in the hybrid appears much more similar to the 
target than the non-target species (Table 4.1 ). This is because using a gDNA 
probemask instead of a perfect match probemask results in a significantly lower 
proportion of genes that are divergently expressed in the comparison between XL 
and Hxurn and a significantly higher proportion of genes that are divergently 
expressed between XB and Hxurn (P s 0.002 for both comparisons). 

We explored alternative analytical approaches including invariant set (IS) 
normalization (Li and Wong 2001) and the probe logarithmic intensity error 
(PLIER) method for calculating signal intensity (Affymetrix 2001). These 
procedures produce results that are qualitatively similar to those found with RMA 
normalization with each probemask. The asymmetry in divergent expression in 
testis between each parental species and the hybrid with the XB+XL perfect match 
probemask is of similar magnitude in each of these analyses (1.34, 1.45 and 1.39 for 
RMA, IS, and PLIER, respectively). Likewise, more than twice as much asymmetry 
in divergent expression in testis is found when RMA, IS, or PLIER normalization 
are used with gDNA probemasks (i.e. there are more divergently expressed genes 
between the non-target species and the hybrid than between XL and the hybrid with 
these probemasks; data not shown). Thus we conclude that the method of 
normalization also does not account for the substantial differences in results that are 
obtained from perfect match versus gDNA probemasks. 

Rank difference 
The nature of the discrepancy between results obtained from these different 

probemasks is further illuminated by consideration of some of the technical aspects 
of the analysis. When microarray data are normalized it is generally assumed that 
the overall distribution of expression intensities within each treatment is similar 
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(Bolstad et al. 2003; Smyth and Speed 2003; Yang et al. 2002). Moreover, most 
normalization methods were developed for comparisons between treatments with 
expression divergence at only a few genes (Gilad and Borevitz 2006). When data 
are normalized with the quantile method (Bolstad et al. 2003), for example, which 
was used in this study and in Malone et al. (2006), Malone et al. (2007) and Malone 
and Michalak (2008a), the expression intensities of each probe are ranked and 
replaced by the average intensity of each quantile (each rank). This procedure yields 
identical distributions of overall expression intensities across treatments, even if they 
were very different to begin with. 

If the overall distribution of expression intensities was similar in each 
treatment before normalization, it is reasonable to expect that the magnitude and 
direction of expression divergence should be unbiased - that for a given magnitude 
of expression divergence, a similar number of genes will be upregulated in one 
treatment as is upregulated in the other. To test this, we calculated the difference in 
expression rank for each gene included in the analysis, with the lowest rank 
corresponding to the gene with the lowest expression as depicted in Figure 4.3. 
Additionally, the skew of this distribution was quantified by the Pearson skewness 
coefficient(= 3*(mean-median)/standard deviation). Departure of the observed 
median rank difference and skew of the distribution of rank differences from the null 
hypotheses of a median and skew of zero was assessed by comparison to a null 
distribution generated from 1000 randomized ranks using scripts written in PERL. 

When interspecific data from the target species and a non-target species were 
analyzed using a gDNA probemask, the median rank difference was negative and 
this median departed significantly and substantially from zero (Table 4.2). The 
skew of the distribution of rank differences was significantly and substantially 
positive in these interspecific comparisons (Table 4.2). While these metrics are not 
independent because the median is used in the calculation of skew, they provide 
qualitative information about the rank difference distributions in these analyses. 
Because we calculated the rank difference by subtracting the non-target rank from 
the target rank, a negative median indicates that the non-target sequences tend to be 
upregulated to a greater degree than do the target sequences. A positive skew of this 
distribution (Table 4.2) indicates a tail on the right, suggesting that some probesets 
have a much higher rank (higher expression) in XL but not the reverse. 

In contrast, when intraspecific comparisons were analyzed with gDNA 
probemasks, the median and skew never departed as substantially from the null 
expectation as the interspecific comparisons between a target and non-target species, 
although occasionally the intraspecific departure was significant (Table 4.2). When 
the XB+ XL perfect match probemask was used in the analysis, the median and skew 
were not significantly different from the null expectation (Table 4.3). While 
occasional departure from the null in some intraspecific comparisons between 
different XL tissues probably has a biological basis and could also stem from 
variation between laboratories in microarray protocol, these comparisons suggest 
that the substantially negative median and positive skew of the rank difference in 
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interspecies comparisons analyzed with gDNA probemasks has a technical rather 
than a biological basis. 

Spearman rank correlation 
When gDNA probemasks are used, we suspected that differential 

performance of some probesets in the non-target species could cause a spurious 
signal of upregulation and downregulation compared to another species (Figure 4.3). 
One class of significantly differently expressed genes - those that appear to be 
upregulated in the target species (XL) - could result when probes hybridize poorly 
to transcripts of the non-target species. The other class of significantly differently 
expressed genes - those that appear to be upregulated in the non-target species (XB 
or XM) - could result when the ranks of some genes in the non-target species are 
elevated as a result of the other genes that are interrogated by biased probes having a 
lower rank (Figure 4.3). A key difference between these two classes of divergently 
expressed genes is that a larger proportion of the genes that appear upregulated in 
XL are interrogated by probes with differential performance (bias) between species. 
In analyses with a gDNA probemask, therefore, we predicted that the expression 
rank of genes that appear to be significantly upregulated in the non-target species 
would be highly correlated with the expression rank of these genes in the target 
species. We expected this correlation to be much higher than the correlation 
between the ranks of genes upregulated in the target species and the rank of these 
same genes in the non-target species. 

To test this, we calculated the Spearman's rank correlation (SRC) of the rank 
in each treatment of (i) genes upregulated in the non-target species and (ii) genes 
upregulated in the target species. Under our hypothesis that many of the genes that 
are upregulated in the non-target species are false positives, we expected that the 
SRC would be much higher in (i) than in (ii). To quantify this expectation, we 
calculated the absolute value of the difference in the SRC in (i) and (ii) for the 
interspecies comparisons, and we refer to this difference as bSRC. For comparative 
purposes, bSRC was calculated for interspecific comparisons between XL and a 
non-target species, comparisons between each species and a hybrid, and intraspecific 
comparisons between different tissues of XL, and this was performed for analyses 
with each type ofprobemask. 

The data support our expectation. When the XB/XL gDNA probemask or the 
XM/XL gDNA probemask are used in interspecific comparisons, the bSRC of the 
rank of genes upregulated in the non-target species is substantially higher than that 
of genes upregulated in the target species or in hybrids (Table 4.2). When 
comparisons were made between tissue types in XL or within a tissue type of XL 
and a hybrid using these gDNA probemasks, extreme differences between bSRC of 
each of these classes of genes were not observed (Table 4.2). A high bSRC was not 
observed in any of the analyses with the XB+ XL perfect match probemask (Table 
4.3). Furthermore, we found other signs of technical bias in results generated with 
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gDNA probemasks, but not the XB+XL perfect match probemask, by comparing the 
mean rank of significantly upregulated genes (Table 4.4 and 4.5). 

Taken together, these observations are consistent with the notion that the use 
of probemasks based on gDNA ratios on the Affymetrix GeneChip® Xenopus laevis 
Genome Array produces spurious results when comparisons are made directly 
between species or between a non-target species and a hybrid, irrespective of tissue 
type. When gDNA probemasks are used, many of the genes that are putatively 
upregulated in the non-target species are actually false positives whose high ranks 
are an artifact of the low ranks of poorly performing pro besets. Of course, this group 
of genes may include some genes that are not false positives, but it is not clear which 
ones these are. We suspect then, albeit with caveats discussed below, that our 
analysis with the XB+XL perfect match probemask is a closer approximation of 
biological variation than that found by Malone et al. (2007) and Malone and 
Michalak (2008a). 

DISCUSSION 

Probe selection by genomic hybridization 
A challenge to the implementation of single-species microarrays in 

comparative transcriptomics is the identification of unbiased probes. Due to 
differences from the target species, such as sequence divergence, non-target 
transcripts will exhibit a range of probe hybridization efficiencies that cause 
technical variation in hybridization intensities. In comparative analyses, 
normalization may overcompensate for genes with lower than average divergence 
and undercompensate for genes with higher than average divergence (Gilad et al. 
2005). Exacerbating this problem, our analysis of confirmed perfect match probes 
in a target and a non-target species illustrates that the gDNA ratio is an unreliable 
metric with which to identify unbiased probes on the Affymetrix GeneChip® 
Xenopus laevis Genome Array. This approach selects probes with low gDNA 
intensity (Figure 4.1 ), misses probes that do perfectly match both species (Figure 
4.2A), and includes probes that do not perfectly match both species (Figure 4.2B). 
The implications of this are large and affect fundamental conclusions of the analysis, 
such as which and how many genes are significantly or not significantly differently 
expressed. Notably, our analyses suggest that including biased probes in a 
microarray analysis leads not only to spurious results from these biased probes, but 
affects conclusions drawn from probes that are interrogated by probes that perform 
equally well in both species. We anticipate, therefore, that comparisons between 
species using probes that are selected by gDNA ratios, including the comparison 
between XB or XM and XL that are presented here, are characterized by a high level 
of false positives as well as false negatives. Many of the genes from this type of 
analysis that are putatively upregulated in the target species are actually interrogated 
by probes that do not perform equivalently in the non-target species. Many of the 
genes that are putatively upregulated in the non-target species are actually genes 
whose ranks have been elevated as an artifact of other probes that do not perform 
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equivalently in the non-target species. It is therefore not only necessary to retain as 
many perfect match probes as possible, but also to exclude biased probes from 
microarray analyses. 

Gene duplication 
Another concern with the application of this microarray to non-target clawed 

frog species relates to whole genome duplication. Because XL, XB and XM are 
tetraploid, asymmetry in cross-hybridization between paralogous transcripts could 
influence results. For example, a probe might hybridize to only one paralog in one 
species but to both paralogs of genes in another species, either as a result of 
sequence divergence or because both are expressed in one but not the other. This 
problem is aggravated by species-specific pseudogenization. Estimates of the 
percent of duplicated genes in XL that are still expressed (not pseudogenes) range 
from 77% (Hughes and Hughes 1993) to a probably more accurate estimate of less 
than 50% (Hellsten et al. 2007; Semon and Wolfe 2008). Divergence of the ancestor 
of XL from the ancestor of (XM+ XB) occurred about halfway between the time of 
whole genome duplication and the present (Chain and Evans 2006; Chain et al. 
2008; Evans et al. 2004). For this reason, the frequency of expressed orthologous 
transcripts in XL and non-target species such as XB and XM is far below 100% as a 
result of "divergent resolution" - the retention of different (non-orthologous) 
paralogs of genes in each species (Werth and Windham 1991). 

That Affymetrix microarrays do not effectively discriminate between 
different but closely related duplicated genes has been suggested for allopolyploid 
wheat (Poole et al. 2007). However, we performed a power analysis that indicated 
that probes on the XL microarray performed consistently in distinguishing 
expression of each paralog after the application ofprobemasks with different 
specificities for a target paralog (i.e. varying numbers of mismatches to the non
target paralog; Chain et al. 2008). But within Xenopus, orthologs are more similar to 
each other than are paralogs derived from genome duplication because genome 
duplication occurred before speciation. Orthologous but not identical sequences 
(from different species) thus have greater potential to be able to hybridize strongly 
but not equivalently to probes directed against one XL paralog, than do co-expressed 
paralogs within XL. These concerns are relevant to all of the analyses presented 
here, including the ones that use the XB+ XL perfect match probemask. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Previous work has explored factors in addition to sequence divergence that 
influence probe hybridization efficiency in different species, such as variation in 
labeling, overlap of oligonucleotide probes, alternative splicing, sequence homology 
to non-target transcripts, insertion/deletion differences, and intraspecific 
polymorphism (Cambon et al. 2007; Gilad and Borevitz 2006; Gilad et al. 2005; 
Hsieh et al. 2003; Kirst et al. 2006; Poole et al. 2007; Zakharkin et al. 2005). Some 
or all of these variables might be at play here - sequence divergence, for example, 
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has already been shown to influence microarray hybridization efficiency in clawed 
frogs (Sartor et al. 2006). While sequence mismatches might not substantially affect 
the ability of microarrays to detect misexpression (Cope et al. 2004; Oshlack et al. 
2007), it seems probable that sequence mismatches could cause bias if it varies 
among treatments such as when expression of two species are compared using an 
array designed for only one of them. Therefore, an experimental design that has 
consistent bias across treatments, in which one compares 'apples to apples' (Buckley 
2007), has the potential to provide useful information from non-target species. 
Examples of more appropriate experimental designs include (a) using a microarray 
designed for another species with a non-target species but only comparing 
intraspecific expression levels within the non-target species, (b) constructing custom 
arrays for each species (or hybrid) of interest, and ( c) building a custom array with 
probes directed against each species (Oshlack et al. 2007). Another important 
measure for comparative analyses using single-species arrays is the validation of 
results using microarray-independent approaches, such as real-time quantitative 
PCR. The biases suggested by our analyses have implications for studies that 
deploy Affymetrix microarrays for interspecific comparisons (Malone et al. 2007; 
Malone et al. 2006; Malone and Michalak 2008a), and could also be a concern for 
expression studies of species or genes with population structure, high mutation rate, 
or large effective population size. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Origin of animals 
XB expression data, gDNA, and XB parents ofH:xurn were from or were 

animals from Kenya. The XL expression data, gDNA, and XL parents ofHXLXB 
were laboratory animals that probably are from Cape Province, South Africa, which 
is the source of most laboratory stocks (Tinsley and McCoid 1996). All of the 
HXLXB individuals were from the same cross and are therefore full siblings. We did 
not analyze hybrid tissue from the reciprocal cross (from an XB female and XL 
male). 

The XM expression data, gDNA, and parents of HXLXM in Malone et al. 
(2007) and Malone and Michalak (2008a) were from animals collected in 
Swaziland, but the XM gDNA that we performed for gDNA hybridization originated 
from Tanzania. Within XM, mitochondrial DNA variation between these localities 
is very low so we do not anticipate substantial levels of intraspecific variation in the 
nuclear genome of this species compared to XL (Evans et al. 2004). 

Microarray hybridizations and comparisons 
We performed new expression analyses on testis and brain tissue from XL, 

XB, and HXLXB· For each tissue from each species or hybrid, RNA was isolated 
using TRizol® Reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies) according to the 
manufacturer's protocol, purified with RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), and its integrity 
assessed on an Agilent BioAnalyzer. Two micrograms of total RNA was used to 
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prepare biotin labeled cRNA probes, which were subsequently hybridized to 
AffymetrixXenopus laevis expression arrays following the manufacturer's protocol. 

We performed new gDNA hybridizations using gDNA from XL, XB, and 
XM and compared these to gDNA hybridizations on XL and XM that were 
performed by Malone et al. (2007). For our gDNA hybridizations, five micrograms 
of gDNA from each species was fragmented with Dpn I at 37°C for 3 hours. 
Fragmented gDNA was purified with Qiagen PCR clean-up kit and the fragment 
distribution was checked on Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent) using the DNA 1000 
assay. 50-100 nanograms of fragmented gDNA were then amplified using the 
BioPrime Labeling System (Invitrogen) following the manufacturers instructions. 
After completion of the Klenow Pol I catalyzed reaction, the distribution of PCR 
products was examined on Agilent Bioanalyzer with the DNA 1000 kit. The entire 
volume of the product ( ~50 µl) was used in the hybridization reaction on the 
Affymetrix Xenopus laevis Gene Chip. Hybridization, staining, washing and 
scanning were performed as described in the Expression Analysis Technical Manual. 
This protocol is similar to that used by Hammond et al. (2005). 

After scanning, raw expression data were converted into CEL files using 
Microarray Analysis Suite version 5 (MAS 5, Affymetrix). For each pairwise 
comparison, CEL files were pre-normalized with the Robust Multi chip Average 
(RMA) algorithm in RMAexpress (Bolstad 2007) using custom CDF files 
(probemasks) and the default parameters, which include a median polish and 
quantile normalization. The normalized data were used in the R statistical package 
following the protocol in Malone et al. (2007). An empirical Bayesian model was 
used to compute a moderated t-statistic using the limma package from Bioconductor 
(Smyth 2004). The TopTable function gave a P-value for differential expression for 
each gene that was adjusted using the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) method to 
control for the false discovery rate. cDNA and gDNA hybridizations that we 
performed have been deposited in the Gene expression omnibus database (Edgar et 
al. 2002), GEO Series accession number GSE12625. We also analyzed other data 
from this database (GSM241082-4 (Malone and Michalak 2008b), GSM99995-7 
(Sinner et al. 2006), GSM99980-2 (Sinner et al. 2006)). Expression data and 
genomic hybridizations from XL and XM testis and ovary that were not found in 
GEO were kindly provided by Pawel Michalak. 

We used a re-sampling approach to test whether the proportion of 
divergently expressed genes in different analyses (each with a unique number of 
genes analyzed) were significantly different. Given two analyses with w and x 
genes of which y and z are significantly divergently expressed, respectively, using a 
PERL script we generated 1000 simulated datasets, each with w genes, by re
sampling a distribution of (w+x) total genes with (y+z) genes that are significantly 
divergently expressed. Where (y/w) < (z/x), the two-sided probability of the null 
hypothesis of no difference is twice the proportion of these simulated datasets that 
had a proportion of divergently expressed genes lower than y/w (i.e. more different 
from z/x). Because some of the genes in these different analyses are the same and 
should therefore have correlated expression levels, the inclusion of these genes in 
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this comparison reduces the power to reject the null hypothesis, making this test 
conservative. 
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Figure 4.1. Genomic hybridization intensities (gDNA intensity) of XL, XB, and 
XM vary with respect to the non-target to target ratio of these intensities 
(gDNA ratio). This graph depicts the median gDNA intensities of all probes on the 
chip ranked b~ their gDNA ratio into 25 bins; each bin contains 10,000 probes 
except the 25 bin, which contains 7852 probes. The area in gray corresponds with 
the range of gDNA ratios of probes that are retained using the method of Malone et 
al. (2007). XL gDNA ratios are represented by filled symbols and non-target gDNA 
ratios are represented by unfilled symbols. Shown are relationships between the 
median gDNA intensity of each bin and the median gDNA ratio of each bin for (A) 
our XM and XL gDNA hybridizations, (B) the XM and XL gDNA hybridizations of 
Malone et al. (2007), and (C) our XB and XL gDNA hybridizations. 
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Figure 4.2. The gDNA ratio of probes that perfectly match (PM) XL and XB 
overlaps extensively with the gDNA ratio of probes that mismatch (MM) one 
species. (A) XB gDNA intensity versus gDNA ratio of PM probes in XL, XL and 
XB, and XB. PM probes in XL are in black, PM probes in XL and XB are in red, 
and PM probes in XB but not XL are in green. (B) XB gDNA intensity versus 
gDNA ratio of MM probes in XB. For comparative purposes, PM probes in XL are 
again in black. Probes that mismatch both paralogs of genes in XB with one, two, 
three, or four base pair differences are indicated in red, blue, green, and yellow 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.3. An example of how poor performance of a few probes in the non
target species can affect the rank of many genes, even ones that perform 
equally in both species. Ten genes (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, and j) are ranked 
according to their expression intensity. In the non-target species, probes directed 
against genes e, h, and j perform poorly and have a low rank in the non-target 
species due to sequence divergence, even though there actually is no expression 
divergence. This elevates the rank of many other genes, causing an overall negative 
median rank difference (RD) and a positive skew in the RD distribution. In this 
example, significantly upregulated genes in the target species tend to have a higher 
average rank in this species (9) than the significantly upregulated genes in the non
target species do in that species (6.5). Significantly upregulated genes in the target 
species have a lower average rank in the non-target species (3) than the significantly 
upregulated genes in the non-target species do in the target species (3.5). 
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Table 4.1. Proportions of divergently expressed genes differ significantly 
depending on what probemask is used in the analysis. Results are shown from 
pairwise comparisons between XL and H (XL versus H) and between a non-target 
species and a hybrid (NT versus H). All analyses compare testis tissue except the 
ones from Malone et al. (2008), which compare ovary tissue. For each comparison, 
the number of significantly upregulated genes in XL (SUXL ), significantly 
upregulated genes in the hybrid (SUH), and significantly upregulated genes in the 
non-target species (SUNT) is listed. The ratio of divergently expressed genes is 
equal to the total from the (NT versus H) comparison divided by the total from the 
(XL versus H) comparison. See text for details of statistical comparisons between 
these proportions. 
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Table 4.2. Analyses with gDNA probemasks produce different rank difference 
distributions in interspecific and intraspecific comparisons. Median and skew of 
the rank difference distribution and dSRC (see text) are reported. Suffixes after 
species (XL, XB) refer to the tissue type analyzed: 0 (ovary), T (testes), Tl 1 
(tadpole stage 11), B (brain), and E (egg). Asterisks indicate significant departure 
from the null. For dSRC, interspecific comparisons and comparisons between a non
target species and a hybrid are higher than other comparisons, and are indicated (C). 
In all of these cases, the correlation (i) is higher than the correlation (ii). 
a 1672 probesets, CI median: 0±24, CI skew: 0±0.107 
b 8721 probesets, CI median: 0±54, CI skew: 0±0.046 

Comparisons with XB/XL gDNA probemask8 

lnterspecific comparisons 
Xlr-XBr 
Xle-XBe 
Xlr-XBe 
Xle-XBr 
H;r:brid to parental comparisons 
Xlr-H(XLXB)r 
H(XLXB)r-XBr 
lntraspecific comparisons 
Xlr_x.LE 
Xlr-Xlr11 
Xlr-Xlo 
Xlo-Xlrn 
Xlo_XLE 
XLE....Xlrn 
Xlr_Xle 
Xle_XLE 
Xle_Xlo 
Xle Xlrn 

median skew l>SRC 
-54* 0.409* 0.2837x 
-58* 0.476* 0.1811x 
-51* 0.376* 0.1595x 

-54.5* 0.391* o.2231x 

-1 0.016 0.0245 
-51 0.470 0.2986x 

-16 0.140* 0.0794 
-0.5 0.004 0.0304 
17 -0.161* 0.0154 
0 0.000 0.0446 

-12 0.166* 0.0578 
14 -0.178* 0.1325 
12 -0.114* 0.0689 
-13 0.096 0.1578 
11 -0.079 0.0274 
2.5 -0.018 0.1608 

Comparisons with XM/XL gDNA probemaskb 
lnterspecific comparisons 

Xlr-XMr 
XLo-XMo 
Xlr-XMo 
Xlo-XMr 
H;r:brid to parental comparisons 
XL r-H(XLXM}r 
H(XLXM)r-XMr 
Xlo-H(XLXM)o 
H(XLXM)o-XMo 
lntraspecific comparisons 
Xlr_XLE 
Xlo-Xln1 
Xlr_Xlo 
Xlr_Xlrn 
Xlo-XLE 
XLE-Xlr11 
Xlr_Xle 
Xle_XLE 
Xle_Xlo 
Xle_Xlrn 

-269* 0.417* o.2153x 
-390* 0.568* 0.2501x 
-250* 0.374* 0.1335x 
-338* 0.429* 0.1906x 

11 -0.032 0.0129 
-151* 0.257* 0.1810x 
-32 0.092* 0.0077 

-187* 0.309* 0.1642x 

14 -0.024 0.0091 
14 -0.031 0.0642 

109* -0.198* 0.0535 
48 -0.081* 0.0043 

-67* 0.175* 0.0477 
77* -0.192* 0.1313 
17 -0.031 0.0639 
-6 0.009 0.0598 

69* -0.095* 0.0278 
51 -0.074* 0.0749 
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Table 4.3. Analysis with the XB + XL perfect match probemaks produces 
results with similar rank difference statistics in interspecific and intraspecific 
comparisons. Acronyms and statistics follow Table 4.2. 
a2143 probesets, 95% confidence interval (CI) of the median= 0±25, and CI of the 
skew = 0.000±0.087 

Com2arisons with XB+XL Qerfect match Qrobemaska 
Interspecific 
com2arisons median skew dSRC 
XLT-XBT 1 -0.009 0.0029 
XLB-XBB 1 -0.014 0.0094 
XLT-XBB 4 -0.035 0.0076 
XLB-XBT 1 -0.007 0.0045 
Hybrid to parental 
com2arisons 
XLT-H(XLXB)T 4 -0.050 0.0167 
XBT-H(XLXB)T -2 0.031 0.0197 
Intraspecific 
com2arisons 
XLT_XLE -22 0.130* 0.0946 
XLT-XLn1 -13 0.079 0.0558 
XLT-XLo -11 0.072 0.0513 
XLo-XLn1 -2 0.018 0.0174 
XLo_XLE -11 0.113* 0.0343 
XLE_XLn1 3 -0.030 0.0408 
XLT_XLB 4 -0.027 0.0008 
XLB_XLE -29* 0.154* 0.0619 
XLB_XLo -10 0.052 0.0109 
XLB_XLn1 -20 0.110* 0.0710 
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Table 4.4. Mean rank of significantly upregulated genes in each species based 
on analysis with probemasks based on gDNA ratios. The rank in XL (RXL), rank 
in XM (RXM) and rank in XB (RXB) of significantly upregulated genes in XL 
(SUXL), significantly upregulated genes in XM (SUXM), and significantly 
upregulated genes in XB (SUXB) is listed along with the difference of these means. 
Asterisks indicate significant differences after Bonferroni correction for two tests 
and acronyms follow Table 4.2. 

l nterspee1f\c comoansons 
with XM/XL 91\iOA 
~-- -~Y._XhMI, _ SUX.,._RXM_ Stqnofic.ntJ__ .. SUXL. RXM -~-1.!1.<M,m__ ~tQniflcanv__ 
XL-·XM 6S0l ~l J;M7 J8S/ 

XLo·XMu !>988 !>210 JJ68 J6/l 
XL.·XM,, 6196 !>7U 3630 J8JJ 
XL.··XM· 6J/6 !>!>!>8 Jl70 JJ9/ 

Hyt>ncl to 1H1renta1 
COl'llPilf\SOM with XM/XL 
QQ_M pnitlemuk 
XL. ·H(XLXM), !>821 JIS!> 3801 
XM-·H(XLXM). 6!>!>0 4019 J6JJ 

JntTaSpeaflc comparisons 
With XM/XL gDl\A 
P~.~ 
XL· Xk 6Hl 62Jl 39S9 404S 
Xk·XL- 1 !>9SJ S82S 4140 3911 
XL· XL· Sl8J 6100 J9Sl J860 
XL· XL•:. 4091 J962 4011 4019 
XL.·Xl,, S994 !>691 42!>4 4299 

XL.,·XL·1, 6.!!>6 609!> 4436 J8!>9 

XL· XL·. 6091 6Hl 410J J986 
XL. Xl.t 6l8J 620.! 3893 40!>4 
X4 XL !>161 6041 J609 3691 
X4 XLT I 6116 6202 3824 3912 

lnterspeCJflc c:omoansons 
with XBIXL gDNA 
probemnk SUXL. RXL XUXB.RXB SUXL. RX8 SUXB, RXL 
XL-·XB 1219 1164 6JJ /82 

X4·X8• 1209 1188 /02 87: 

XL··XB. 1238 120J 649 189 

XL.·XB 12JO 1188 6ll 821 

Hvt>nd to 1N1renta1 
cornp¥1sons Wltl'l XB{XL 
QDNA~ --  -------~--- -  - ------· 

XL-·H(XLXB)· lll4 1201 116 BJ!> 
X81·H(XLX8) 1110 1200 884 6/3 

lntrilSpeCll\c comparisons 
wtth XII/XL gOl\A 
pro!!efNSk . --~ - - .. ----· -

XL· XL 1199 1198 153 181 
XL··XL·1. 1190 121/ 74S /62 

XL-·XL, ll-4J 1180 164 141 

XL··XL-1 11.lJ 1139 141 lSB 

XL·. XL 1141 1069 198 806 

Xk XLnc 122!> 1207 813 11: 
XL· XL, 120/ 121!1 800 182 

X4 XL. 1214 1206 743 180 
XL., XL, 1139 lllO 110 104 
XL,. XL,,, 1194 1206 132 !SB 
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Table 4.5. Mean rank for analyses retaining only confirmed perfect match 
probes in XL and XB. Abbreviations and symbols follow Table 4.4. 

nte spec1f1c 
CO'T'lpa ISO S 

with XB +XL 
perfec match 

obemas SJXL S,Q.!1 1f cait? s XB RXL_ S1 n cant? 
XL ·XB 1308 837 
x - 330 1040 0 3 
XL ·XB 1395 86/ 8 ! 

x -XB 1 66 93 9 5 

~ 

Hy:mc to 
parental 
co"l'lpa· sons 
w th XB + X 

robema.sk 
XL -H(XLXB), 1237 :183 860 765 
XB-· H{XLXB) l :260 960 94: 

nt aspec1 1c 
compa·isons 
wth XB +XL 
pe-fec: match 
i;i·obemas 
XL XL, 1429 :384 830 872 
XL--Xlr:. 1425 :364 834 845 
XL · X 1380 : 359 852 869 
x -XL 1342 :109 1086 913 * 
XL0 XL: 1342 954 9 : 
XL XL 319 899 868 
XL x 379 88 843 
x x ' 421 : 35' 838 86" 
x x , 1347 :358 799 827 
x x " !! 1424 :367 857 869 
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PART II- CONCLUSIONS 
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Polyploidizations have helped shape a myriad of genomes, including our 
own. In Xenopus, we have found that there is widespread sequence variation and 
expression divergence between duplicate genes within about fifty million years of 
whole genome duplication. As a model for early duplicate gene evolution after 
vertebrate polyploidization, these findings give some insight into the genomic and 
transcriptomic transitions that can occur following large duplication events. The 
extensive changes in duplicate gene expression patterns suggest that the regulation 
of transcript abundance, location, and timing are not only important, but expression 
can be partitioned across multiple copies of a gene. Furthermore, differential 
expression can influence the persistence of duplicate genes, such that expression 
patterns of a gene prior to duplication might affect the odds of certain retention 
mechanisms acting on duplicate genes. 

As seen in the first chapter, most duplicate genes inXenopus have diverged 
in sequence from each other, as much as they have from a singleton ortholog. 
Despite their overall rapid evolution compared to singletons, only a small proportion 
of duplicate genes have molecular patterns that are consistent with models related to 
neofunctionalization and subfunctionalization at the amino acid level. Xenopus 
duplicate genes may be too old, or our tests not powerful enough to detect clear 
molecular signatures of such retention mechanisms. Alternatively, other 
mechanisms like those that occur at the expression level might have preserved both 
gene copies, a proposal that we further expanded on in chapters two and three. We 
garnered evidence consistent with this supposition by comparing expression profiles 
of duplicate genes with those of singleton orthologs. To the extent that an ortholog 
from the most closely related extant diploid accurately represents ancestral gene 
expression before WGD, we have found that a large proportion of duplicate genes 
are expressed in ways consistent with models of neofunctionalization and 
subfunctionalization of regulation. 

Ifdifferential regulation of expression of duplicate genes can promote the 
persistence of both copies, it is expected that genes with particular expression 
patterns that would allow these changes are more likely to be retained after WGD. 
By estimating pre-duplication patterns of expression using a diploid species, we find 
support for these expectations as discussed in chapter three. Genes that are 
expressed in many tissues have greater odds of being retained after WGD, and also 
greater odds at partitioning expression in spatiotemporal patterns consistent with 
regulatory subfunctionalization. However, we detect many more duplicate genes 
that have gained expression characteristics relative to their singleton ortholog, some 
in addition to complementary losses. This supports the notion that duplicate genes 
may be retained via loss or gain of expression domains, and that these events can 
occur concurrently or sequentially. 

Our attempts to find patterns of molecular evolution and expression that are 
consistent with models of preservation can give some rough idea of the relative 
importance and characteristics of each model. Our estimates can be more or less 
accurate as long as subsequent evolutionary changes do not mask initial selective 
forces and distort the inferences made during this snapshot in time. Nevertheless, it 
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is quite clear that the bulk of duplicate genes that persist diverge from each other 
rather quickly following WGD, possibly potentiating their unique and permanent 
roles in the genome. 

Finally, the last chapter of this thesis has critical implications for the use of 
microarrays in the determination of gene expression divergence between paralogs 
and between diverged genomes. The risks of technical biases in evaluating gene 
expression variation between species, hybrids, and even populations are 
considerable, especially when they are polyploid. The inclusion of even a few 
microarray probes with poorly hybridizing or cross hybridizing transcripts can affect 
the global inferences made in expression assays. Innovative ways to tackle such 
issues are essential, and the consideration of sequence data in assessing probe 
adequacy is a start. Yet, even when accommodating for differences in sequence 
identity, the potential for unexpected cross hybridization of transcripts, like those of 
duplicate genes, can render suspect results. Therefore, after WGD, duplicate genes 
have impacted the evolution of the Xenopus genome and transcriptome, as well as 
the methods in which we study them. Further efforts to improve the accuracy of 
expression analyses will improve our ability to determine the relative contributions 
of the mechanisms that promote the retention of duplicate genes. 
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